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Foreword: Managers, Examine Thyselves

Too frequently, investors—amateurs and professionals alike—unknowingly fall prey to their best investing intentions. Most often, their disappointment stems from a wide array of well-documented behavioral influences. We know that they are harmful to our financial health, yet we persist in them. Why are behavioral dilemmas so sticky to overcome?

Read on:

In my mind, Meir Statman, the distinguished author of the CFA Institute Research Foundation monograph we present here, is an academic detective. He has been fascinated by behavioral finance for many, many years. I met him as young, wide-eyed academic, full of vigor. He has not changed: He is as feisty as ever. I am allured by his academic insights, especially because they are implementable. This book is pure Meir—energetic, practical, understandable, and implementable.

Meir’s research books and papers all provide invaluable insights on investment decision making for amateurs and professionals alike. As such, I have been hooked on his insights for many years. Other academics may be equally brilliant, but frankly, I have trouble understanding all those complicated descriptions and formulas. Meir, however, has not lost his touch for making complicated material understandable. He writes books with titles like Finance for Normal People and What Investors Really Want. My long fascination for the knowledge and insights that behavioral finance offers to money managers has been highly influenced by his research.

Behavioral finance has blossomed—and justly so. It is a key to the justification for active portfolio management. If investors were perfectly rational and always acted in their enlightened self-interest, active management would still have a role because different investors have different goals and preferences and may require different portfolios. Roger Ibbotson, with three colleagues, demonstrated in Popularity: A Bridge between Classical and Behavioral Finance that an investment may be popular (and thus offer inferior prospective returns) for perfectly rational reasons—for example, because it offers liquidity or tax savings. And it may be unpopular (and thus offer superior prospective returns) for precisely opposite reasons.

But active management based on investor irrationality—that is, on behavioral finance—is much more interesting and likely to be much more rewarding. It turns us into detectives like Meir, hunting down parts of the market where euphoria, despair, ignorance, greed, fear, and a litany of other
behavioral faults reign and prices depart from their fair value. It is in these situations where active managers can add the most value.

I believe that, while some managers have gotten pretty good at combing the market for these opportunities, they have been less skillful at examining themselves for potential cognitive flaws. Meir Statman’s book shines a bright light not only on the imperfections of markets but also on the areas where self-evaluation by managers will provide ideas for improvement. For these and many other reasons, the CFA Institute Research Foundation is exceptionally pleased to present Meir Statman’s latest work, Behavioral Finance: The Second Generation.

Arnold S. Wood
Founder and Retired CIO, Martingale Asset Management
Former Chair, CFA Institute Research Foundation Board of Trustees
October 2019
Introduction

A driver told me his story recently, on our way to the Santiago, Chile, airport. He was a representative of a Swiss pharmaceutical company in California in 2006, on a contract set to expire in 2008. His friends were buying houses with no questions asked and no money down, with subprime mortgage payments no higher than the rents they had been paying. He and his wife bought one as well.

The man’s contract was not renewed in 2008, and he failed to find another job. His mortgage banker showed him a tall stack of documents, all describing people in his situation. “Live in your house,” said the banker, “until your eviction notice comes.”

The man and his wife decided to relocate to Santiago, close to the wife’s family. Their teenage son and daughter objected vociferously but had no choice.

A relative offered help in establishing a car service. By the time the man told me his story, he owned five cars and was doing well. His children found it hard to adjust at first, but they are fine now.

We often hear that behavioral finance is nothing more than a collection of stories about people like that man—irrational people lured by cognitive and emotional errors into foolish behavior, buying fancier houses than they can afford, with larger mortgages than they can bear. We often hear that behavioral finance lacks the unified structure of standard finance. We are asked, What is your theory of portfolio construction? Where is your asset pricing theory? Yet today’s standard finance is no longer unified because wide cracks have opened between the theory that it embraces and the evidence.

As I described recently, the first generation of behavioral finance, starting in the early 1980s, largely accepted standard finance’s notion of investors’ wants as “rational” wants—mainly high wealth. That first generation commonly described people as “irrational”—misled by cognitive and emotional errors on their way to their rational wants.¹

The second generation of behavioral finance describes investors, and people more generally, as “normal”—neither “rational” nor “irrational.” We, like the man in the story, are normal. Like him, we want freedom from poverty through steady income, prospects for riches in houses of our own, nurturing

our children, helping family and friends, and being helped by them. We, like
him, use shortcuts and sometimes commit errors on our way to satisfying our
wants. And we, like him, are usually normal-knowledgeable and normal-
smart but sometimes normal-ignorant or normal-foolish.

Second-generation behavioral finance, as I related in my 2017 book
Finance for Normal People: How Investors and Markets Behave, offers behav-
ioral finance as a unified structure that incorporates parts of standard finance,
replaces others, and includes bridges between theory, evidence, and practice.
It distinguishes normal wants from cognitive and emotional errors and offers
guidance on using shortcuts and avoiding errors on the way to satisfying
wants.²

This book is about the second generation of behavioral finance. It
offers knowledge about the behavior of investors, both professionals and
amateurs, including wants, shortcuts, and errors, and it offers knowledge
about the behavior of markets. Investment professionals can serve invest-
ment amateurs by sharing that knowledge with them, transforming them
from normal-ignorant to normal-knowledgeable and from normal-foolish
to normal-smart.

Standard finance dates back to the late 1950s and early 1960s, celebrated
in many Nobel Prizes. In 1952, Harry Markowitz introduced mean–vari-
ance portfolio theory.³ In 1954, Franco Modigliani and Richard Brumberg
presented life-cycle theory,⁴ and in 1957, Milton Friedman offered a simi-
lar “permanent income hypothesis.”⁵ In 1961, Merton Miller and Franco
Modigliani defined rational investors.⁶ In 1964, William Sharpe introduced
the capital asset pricing model (CAPM).⁷ And in 1965, Eugene Fama
described efficient markets.⁸ All these men except Brumberg won Nobel
Prizes.

⁴Franco Modigliani and Richard Brumberg, “Utility Analysis and the Consumption
Function: An Interpretation of Cross-Section Data,” in Post Keynesian Economics, edited by
⁵Milton Friedman, A Theory of the Consumption Function (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
⁶Merton Miller and Franco Modigliani, “Dividend Policy, Growth, and the Valuation of
⁸Eugene F. Fama, “The Behavior of Stock-Market Prices,” Journal of Business 38, no. 1
As detailed in *Finance for Normal People*, standard finance is built on five foundation blocks:

1. People are rational.

2. People construct portfolios as described by mean–variance portfolio theory, where people's portfolio wants include only high expected returns and low risk.

3. People save and spend as described by standard life-cycle theory, where people find it easy to identify and implement the right way to save and spend.

4. Expected returns of investments are accounted for by standard asset pricing theory, where differences in expected returns are determined only by differences in risk.

5. Markets are efficient, in the sense that price equals value for all securities and in the sense that markets are hard to beat.

Second-generation behavioral finance offers an alternative foundation block for each of the five foundation blocks of standard finance, incorporating knowledge about people's wants and their cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors. According to second-generation behavioral finance,

1. People are normal.

2. People construct portfolios as described by behavioral portfolio theory, where people's portfolio wants extend beyond high expected returns and low risk, such as wants for social responsibility and social status.

3. People save and spend as described by behavioral life-cycle theory, where impediments, such as weak self-control, make it difficult to save and spend in the right way.

4. Expected returns of investments are accounted for by behavioral asset pricing theory, where differences in expected returns are determined by more than just differences in risk—for example, by levels of social responsibility and social status.

5. Markets are not efficient in the sense that price always equals value in them, but they are efficient in the sense that they are hard to beat.
The Second Generation of Behavioral Finance

People want three types of benefits—utilitarian, expressive, and emotional—from every activity, product, and service, including financial ones. Utilitarian benefits answer the question, What does something do for me and my wallet? Expressive benefits answer the question, What does something say about me to others and to myself? Emotional benefits answer the question, How does something make me feel?9

Consider lottery tickets. Standard finance says that rational people do not buy lottery tickets because they reduce expected wealth by imposing negative expected returns and increase risk, measured as the variance of returns. First-generation behavioral finance says that irrational people buy lottery tickets because they are misled by cognitive errors, exaggerating the odds of winning.

Second-generation behavioral finance says that normal people buy lottery tickets for the expressive benefits of being “players” with a chance of winning, the emotional benefits of the hope of winning, and the utilitarian benefits of the minuscule chance of winning. Lottery ticket buyers are not likely to be dissuaded from buying when told that they are committing a cognitive error in estimating their odds of winning as one in 100 million when their true odds are only one in 200 million.

We see the transition from standard finance to the first and second generations of behavioral finance in the study of advertisements, including financial advertisements. Economists writing within the framework of standard economics and finance presume that consumers reading ads seek information only about utilitarian costs and benefits.10 Writing within that framework, Nobel Prize–winning economist George Stigler defined advertising as “the provision of information about the availability and quality of a commodity” (p. 243).11

Economists writing within the framework of first-generation behavioral economics and finance accept the premise that consumers reading ads seek information only about utilitarian costs and benefits but claim that consumers are misled by cognitive and emotional errors.

Sendhil Mullainathan, Joshua Schwartzstein, and Andrei Shleifer’s discussion of advertising is typical of the first generation of behavioral

---


10Statman, “Financial Advertising.”

economics and finance. They illustrated their discussion with the Alberto-Culver Natural Silk Shampoo advertising slogan “We put silk in a bottle.” The shampoo actually contained some silk threads, but a company spokesman conceded that silk does not really do anything for hair.

Mullainathan et al. argued that Alberto-Culver’s ads mislead consumers into the cognitive and emotional errors of attributing the positive quality of silk to its shampoo. They wrote that “the audience might already have some analogy for the product in mind; it already thinks of the product in terms of something else. In this case, one way to persuade is to advertise attributes of the product that are positively related to quality in the analogous situation.” (p. 578).

Writing within the framework of second-generation behavioral finance, I argued recently that although it is possible that such ads as Alberto-Culver’s mislead consumers into cognitive and emotional errors, it is more likely that consumers are not misled at all. Instead, ads make products and services more valuable to consumers by adding expressive and emotional benefits to their utilitarian benefits.

All shampoos deliver the utilitarian benefits of clean hair, but those who use Alberto-Culver’s shampoos also reap the emotional benefits of believing their hair is silky, despite the possibility that Alberto-Culver’s products make their hair no silkier than that of people who use generic shampoo.

L’Oréal’s slogan, “Because I’m worth it,” instead of masking its beauty products’ prices, celebrates their prices, highlighting the expressive and emotional benefits of expensive products as symbols of high self-worth. Regarding the slogan, L’Oréal’s global brand president was quoted in an article as saying, “This is a celebration of self-esteem and confidence and what we think beauty is.”

In an advertisement for Patek Philippe watches, a handsome man stands next to his similarly handsome son in a luxurious setting, with the following caption: “You never actually own a Patek Philippe, you merely look after it for the next generation.” The expressive benefits Patek Philippe watch ownership include an expression of refined taste and high social status. The emotional

13Mullainathan et al., “Coarse Thinking.”
15Statman, “Financial Advertising.”
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benefits include fulfillment and pride. Patek Philippe watches cost between a few thousand dollars and hundreds of thousands of dollars.\textsuperscript{17}

Many ads for financial products and services bear great resemblance to ads for cosmetics and watches, addressing wants for utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits. One shows a smiling grandfather standing next to his grandson, and the caption says, “I want my grandson to spend my money.” Another says, “Feel valued, no matter how much you’re worth.”

Behavioral finance, like all fields of science, is a work in progress, and there are no sharp timelines separating the second generation of behavioral finance from the first. Indeed, many wants were identified early in behavioral finance. For example, wants for the emotional benefits of pride and avoidance of the emotional costs of regret are central in Hersh Shefrin’s and my analysis of the “disposition effect,” the disposition to realize gains quickly and procrastinate in the realization of losses.\textsuperscript{18}

The nature of behavioral finance as a work in progress is also evident in the changing behavioral finance roles of emotions, mood, and affect. By now, they have assumed roles that are as important as the role of cognition, yet wide acceptance of these roles in behavioral finance is relatively recent. Early work in behavioral finance centered on cognition, particularly cognitive errors. The reluctance to incorporate emotions into behavioral finance earlier reflected the view that emotions are convoluted whereas cognition is straightforward. And it reflected the view that the involvement of emotions necessarily implies emotional errors, rather than possibly emotional benefits. This view is evident in the still common advice to set emotions aside when making financial choices.

Behavioral finance, and finance more generally, is a mosaic. Each tile matters, but a unified image emerges only when the mosaic tiles complement one another.

First-generation behavioral finance centers on shaping and polishing individual tiles. Neurofinance is one tile, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to reflect investor behavior.\textsuperscript{19} That tile is especially bright, attracting much attention for its technological wizardry, yet it is only one among many tiles reflecting investor behavior. Other equally illuminating tiles reflect investor behavior by direct observation, questionnaires, and experiments.

\textsuperscript{17}Statman, “Financial Advertising.”
A jumble of tiles reflects investors’ cognitive errors, yet these tiles tend to clash or overlap, obscuring the mosaic’s image rather than clarifying it. One list of cognitive errors extends to 175 tiles, including a bizarreness effect, humor effect, Von Restorff effect, picture superiority effect, self-relevance effect, and negativity bias. Other tiles are shaped to reflect more than they can, such as asset pricing models that account for risk but nothing else. Such tiles might be attractive on their own but do not complement adjacent tiles and do not help reveal the mosaic’s image.

Tiles that reflect normal wants, such as nurturing children and families, being true to values, and gaining high social status, are commonly missing. Yet these tiles belong at the center of the mosaic and at the center of second-generation behavioral finance, because they complete the image with other tiles, including not only those of cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors but also those of behavioral portfolios, behavioral life cycle of saving and spending, behavioral asset pricing, and behavioral efficient markets.

1. Normal Investors

People commonly use the term “rational” as a synonym for “normal-smart.” They might say, “It is not rational to buy a Patek Philippe watch for $50,000 when you can buy for $50 a Timex watch showing the same time.” Some might even describe those who buy Patek Philippe watches as “irrational,” using the term as a synonym for “normal-foolish.” Financial economists, however, use the term “rational” more narrowly.

Merton Miller and Franco Modigliani described rational investors in their 1961 article about dividends. Rational investors, they wrote, “always prefer more wealth to less and are indifferent as to whether a given increment to their wealth takes the form of cash payments or an increase in the market value of their holdings of shares” (p. 412). This is a starting point for a description of the rational investors of standard finance.

The rational investors of standard finance can be described more completely as immune to all cognitive and emotional errors. Moreover, rational investors distinguish their roles as investors from their roles as consumers. As investors, rational people care only about the utilitarian benefits of wealth. As consumers, they also care about the expressive and emotional benefits of keeping that wealth or spending it.

As I described in Finance for Normal People, quoting Miller and Modigliani, rational investors “always prefer more wealth to less.” They are never willing to exchange the utilitarian benefits of wealth for a combination of less wealth and expressive and emotional benefits. These include the expressive benefits of social status demonstrated by wearing a Patek Philippe watch rather than a Timex one and the emotional benefits of the pride from being able to afford a Patek Philippe watch. And quoting Miller and Modigliani, rational investors “are indifferent as to whether a given increment to their wealth takes the form of cash payments or an increase in the market value of their holdings of shares.” They never commit “framing” errors that mislead many normal investors into perceiving a $1,000 cash dividend as superior to a $1,000 increase in capital (the market value of their shares).

Rational people are also immune to cognitive and emotional errors beyond framing errors. Rational people never commit “availability” cognitive errors that mislead many normal investors into concluding that many or most mutual funds are five-star funds because mutual fund companies advertise mostly

---
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cognitive errors, which mislead many normal investors into forecasting either continuations of recent stock market trends or reversals of current trends, even though they have no ability to forecast at all. And rational investors never commit emotional errors, such as unwarranted pride or unjustified regret.

As Hersh Shefrin and I detailed in 1984, normal investors do not always perceive a $1,000 cash dividend as equivalent to a $1,000 increase in capital, and they are not always indifferent between the two. Normal investors with weak self-control withstand spending temptations by framing wealth into distinct mental account “buckets”—for example, capital buckets and income (in this case, dividend) buckets. They construct their system of self-control by the rule of “spend dividends but don’t dip into capital.” Rational investors have no use for such a rule, because they are immune to framing errors, knowing that an increment to their wealth in the form of a cash dividend is no different from an increment to their wealth in the form of a capital gain, and because their perfect self-control is a perfect barrier to spending temptations.\(^{22}\)

**Cognitive and Emotional Shortcuts and Errors**

Which contractor shall we choose to remodel our kitchen? We care about a range of benefits and costs when choosing a contractor, including price, quality, reliability, and distance. Rational homeowners are able to rank all contractors by the full set of benefits and costs quickly and accurately and then to choose the best. But normal homeowners find ranking all contractors by the full set of benefits and costs too complicated. Instead, normal homeowners begin with a cognitive shortcut that simplifies the problem, such as by excluding contractors from outside their city, limiting to three the number of contractors they interview, and setting a maximum price they are willing to pay. They might add an emotional shortcut, accounting for their feelings of ease in interactions with the contractor. Normal homeowners usually choose good contractors, even if not the best, such as medium-cost contractors working in their city, ones who seem easy to interact with.

Investors often use shortcuts by a similar method, whether excluding from consideration mutual funds with fewer than four stars or choosing mutual funds from a “top 10” list in a newspaper or magazine. Investment consultants advising institutional investors use shortcuts by excluding funds that fall short of thresholds, such as $500 million in assets under management and

first-quartile rank by recent past returns. A study of shortcuts by investment consultants found that funds just short of the $500 million in assets under management threshold get 20% fewer page views and 5%–9% less in investment flows during the following year than similar funds positioned just above the threshold.23

Good shortcuts enable normal homeowners and investors to get close to the best choices, solutions, and answers. A contractor from a neighboring city might have been the best choice if homeowners did not limit their search to contractors from their city, and a fund just short of $500 million in assets under management might have been the best choice if investment consultants did not limit their search to funds with assets under management exceeding $500 million. But the choice of contractors from their own city or funds with assets under management above $500 million might come close enough to their best choice, solution, and answer.

Cognitive and emotional shortcuts turn into cognitive and emotional errors when they take normal people far from their best choices, solutions, and answers. Cognitive shortcuts that simplify choices turn into cognitive errors when they induce homeowners to save time and effort by failing to visit houses remodeled by the contractor. And cognitive shortcuts that simplify choices turn into cognitive errors when they induce investors to save time by failing to examine whether a fund’s good recent performance indicates anything more than good luck.

Emotional shortcuts stirred by feelings of affinity turn into emotional errors when they induce normal homeowners to hire a contractor who is an expert at affinity fraud. And emotional shortcuts stirred by feelings of affinity turn into emotional errors when they induce institutional investors to choose a poorly managed fund whose manager graduated from the same school as they did.

**System 1 and System 2**

Cognitive and emotional shortcuts are part of the intuitive “blink” system in our minds—System 1. Psychologists Keith Stanovich, Richard West, and Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman described System 1 and System 2.24

---


System 1 is fast, automatic, and effortless, whereas System 2 is slow, controlled, and effortful. We know cognitive and emotional shortcuts also as cognitive and emotional **rules of thumb** and as cognitive and emotional **heuristics**.

The intuition of System 1 and its cognitive and emotional shortcuts takes us to good choices, solutions, and answers in most of life. But the reflection of System 2 takes us to better choices, solutions, and answers when the intuition of System 1 misleads us into cognitive and emotional errors. People with knowledge of human behavior and financial facts use cognitive and emotional shortcuts correctly, whereas people lacking such knowledge commit cognitive and emotional errors as they use them incorrectly.

We default to the shortcuts of System 1 because we are “cognitive misers.” Using less brain capacity for one task leaves more brain capacity for other tasks that must be completed simultaneously. Yet modern life often requires better choices than those provided by the shortcuts of System 1.

System 2 is easier to use when we are not burdened by heavy cognitive and emotional loads of tasks that must be completed simultaneously, and it is most beneficial when the consequences of poor choices by System 1 are severe. It is a reasonable shortcut to choose fish as your main course by System 1 when a waiter hovers over you and your fellow diners are impatient. But choosing a set of mutual funds for a retirement savings account without System 2 thinking is an error.

Cognitive and emotional loads imposed by many simultaneous tasks impinge on the attention one can give to some of those tasks because we ration our brain capacity. Rationing increases the likelihood of cognitive and emotional errors in tasks allocated insufficient brain capacity.

Personal real estate transactions impose cognitive and emotional loads on asset managers, reducing brain capacity the managers allocate to asset management tasks. Consequences are evident in reduced trading and worse investment performance. B9

---


---

We might begin with a System 1 intuitive claim or hypothesis, such as the claim that mutual funds with five-star ratings are best for our retirement
savings plan. But we subject that claim to the reflective System 2, examining the claim by the tools of science—logic and empirical evidence—in a slow, controlled, and effortful process.

Reflect on the following question: “If John can drink one barrel of water in 6 days, and Mary can drink one barrel of water in 12 days, how long would it take them to drink one barrel of water together?” (p. 151).  

The incorrect System 1 intuitive answer is 9 days, the average of 6 and 12, but the correct System 2 reflection answer is 4 days. John drinks 1/6 of a barrel each day, and Mary drinks 1/12, so together they drink 1/4 of a barrel each day, taking 4 days to drink the barrel.

Or reflect on the following question: “Simon decided to invest $8,000 in the stock market one day early in 2008. Six months after he invested, on July 17, the stocks he had purchased were down 50%. Fortunately for Simon, from July 17 to October 17, the stocks he had purchased went up 75%. At this point, Simon has:

a. broken even in the stock market,
b. is ahead of where he began,
c. has lost money” (p. 151).

The incorrect System 1 intuitive answer is b, because 75% is greater than 50%, but by using System 2 reflection, we find that the initial $8,000 declined by 50%, to $4,000, before increasing by 75%, to $7,000, still short of $8,000.

We are fortunate to have brains that use System 1 shortcuts and jump to conclusions. Indeed, jumping to the right conclusions constitutes much of what we call “intelligence.” This is what we do when we swerve our cars quickly to avoid a sofa that just fell off the truck in front of us. There are no computers today that can rival our driving ability. But sometimes we crash when we jump to conclusions. A lightning-quick combination of the cognition and emotions prompts a System 1 slam on the brakes when the car ahead of us stops suddenly, but we are unable to coordinate our cognition, emotions, and foot movements fast enough to, instead, pump the brakes, as the older among us remember from driving school. Computers are better at the braking task. The antilock braking systems onboard today’s cars function as a System 2, letting us jump to our System 1 conclusions and slam the brakes while they pump the brakes fast enough to avoid a crash. Indeed, computers

28Toplak et al., “Assessing Miserly Information Processing.”
onboard today’s cars do not wait for us to slam the brakes; they slow our cars when we approach cars in front of us at unsafe speeds.

Instruments, including computers, antilock brakes, and GPS (Global Positioning System), perform System 2 functions, but instruments are not always effective or sufficient. People perform System 2 functions beyond the ability of instruments. Committees are almost universally dreaded, but people in effective committees perform System 2 functions in controlled, slow, and effortful processes as they probe, challenge, and offer better alternatives than derived by one member’s System 1. Similarly, investment professionals perform System 2 functions in controlled, slow, and effortful processes as they probe, challenge, and offer better alternatives than those derived by an investment amateur’s System 1.

**Two Kinds of Knowledge**

We can divide knowledge in the context of finance into two kinds: financial-facts knowledge and human-behavior knowledge. Financial-facts knowledge includes facts about financial products and services and about financial markets. It includes facts about differences between taxable and tax-deferred accounts, facts about compounding interest rates, and facts about mutual fund fees.

Human-behavior knowledge is about normal people, their wants, cognitive and emotional shortcuts, and cognitive and emotional errors. Human-behavior knowledge includes knowledge of wants for financial security and nurturing children and families. It also includes knowledge of cognitive shortcuts and errors, such as in framing, availability, and representativeness, and emotional shortcuts and errors, such as in pride, regret, sadness, and disgust.

**From Ignorant to Knowledgeable**

Ignorant people lack financial-facts knowledge, human-behavior knowledge, or both. They have not learned to proceed from the intuitive System 1 to the reflective System 2, even when errors induced by System 1 impose substantial costs. For example, people lacking financial-facts knowledge fail to understand differences between types of mortgages and thus cannot identify the ones that are best for them. The portfolios of some of them include a small number of stocks because they believe that portfolios composed of stocks of the few companies they know are less volatile or more likely to rise in value than portfolios of mutual funds that hold thousands of stocks of companies they do not know. And they fail to understand that they should assess
their investment success by the difference between their returns and market returns, rather than by their returns alone.

People lacking human-behavior knowledge are unaware of their susceptibility to availability cognitive errors and can be easily misled into funds advertised as five-star funds. They are not on guard against representativeness cognitive errors that mislead them into forecasting either continuations or reversals of recent stock market trends. And they are blind to emotional errors, such as unwarranted pride or unjustified regret.

Investment professionals who possess financial-facts and human-behavior knowledge can educate investment amateurs—for example, wealth managers educating their clients or pension fund staff members educating the lay members of their boards.

**Conclusion**

The brains of rational people are never full. They can process any amount of information rapidly and accurately, free from cognitive and emotional errors. The brains of normal people, however, are often full, like that of the student in *The Far Side* cartoon who raises his hand and asks, “Mr. Osborne, may I be excused? My brain is full.”

Rational people use the reflective System 2 whenever the intuitive System 1 misleads, whereas normal people regularly forgo reflection once they have found an answer using System 1. Yet normal people vary, ranging from ignorant to knowledgeable. Knowledgeable people have learned, imperfectly and with much effort, to pause, reflect, and use System 2 when System 1 misleads.

Knowledge of financial facts and human behavior makes investment professionals effective in performing System 2 functions for investment amateurs. Investment professionals acquire their knowledge by education and experience, such as is acquired on the way to an MBA in finance or a CFA® charter. Education and experience are part of a continuous process, as new knowledge is developed, often overturning old knowledge. Investment professionals must continue to acquire the best available knowledge and share it with investment amateurs.

Education is hard, especially when financial-facts and human-behavior knowledge conflict with System 1 intuition. And too many investment amateurs resist education. But education is possible, and its benefits are great.
2. What Investors Really Want

Ask investors what they want from their investments and they are likely to say that all they want is to make money. But what do investors really want? What do investments provide beyond the utilitarian benefits of money? Standard finance does not answer this question, considering it beyond its domain. But this question and its answer are central in the second generation of behavioral finance, which describes investors, and people more generally, as “normal” and encompasses the full range of benefits and costs of investing and investments—utilitarian, expressive, and emotional.

Ask investment professionals, especially asset managers, what they do for their investors and they are likely to say, in the language of investment performance, that they make money for their investors. Yet the work of investment professionals centers on identifying investors’ wants and helping satisfy them.

Our wants include the utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits of protection from poverty, prospects for riches, nurturing our children and families, staying true to our values, gaining high social status, inclusion, respect, fairness, and more.

Investments are like jobs. The benefits of jobs extend beyond the utilitarian benefits of money, to include expressive and emotional benefits. We express our identities in our jobs, whether a professor, policeman, technician, or physician. We take pride in accomplishments, find satisfaction in contributions to society, and enjoy memberships in communities of colleagues and friends. We lose more than money when we lose our jobs. We lose parts of our identities, pride in our accomplishments, and membership in our communities.

The benefits of investments, like those of jobs, extend beyond the utilitarian benefits of money to include expressive and emotional benefits. We express parts of our identities in our investments, whether those of a retirement saver, a day trader, a socially responsible investor, or an art collector. And we derive emotional benefits and suffer emotional costs from our investments, whether pride or regret, hope or fear.

Marketing efforts devoted to identifying investors’ wants and helping to satisfy them are crucial in directing investors to investment professionals. Yet studies of investment professionals rarely explore marketing efforts, such as those of mutual fund companies. Instead, they explore investment performance. In truth, marketing efforts contribute to mutual funds’ asset growth more than investment performance. Marketing and sales employees constitute significant shares of all mutual fund employees, and mutual fund companies
with higher ratios of marketing employees enjoy higher asset growth, which is not principally driven by better investment performance.\textsuperscript{29}

Investment professionals do well to consider their work within the second generation of behavioral finance. Such investment professionals understand the importance of marketing in identifying investors’ wants, educating them about financial facts and human behavior, and helping them avoid errors on the way to satisfying wants. Indeed, marketing efforts in the form of advertising offer windows into investor wants.

We Want Financial Security

Financial security is listed first by investors as the answer to the survey question, “Why is wealth important to you?” As I related recently in “Financial Advertising in the Second Generation of Behavioral Finance,” to some, wants for financial security mean wants for retirement with solid investment income and growth.\textsuperscript{30} A firm’s ad promised to satisfy these wants with growth and income funds, transferring the image of safety provided by a lighthouse to safety by investing in its funds. “Consistency. Experience. Dependability. They drew me to the lighthouse. Like a sailor searching for a safe haven. Or a baby boomer looking for solid growth and income funds.”\textsuperscript{32}

To others, financial security means freedom from poverty, especially when stock markets crash. An ad at the height of the 2008–09 crisis and the bottom of the stock market shows a silhouette of woman who says, “I'm anxious about retiring in a market like this.” The ad reassures her: “Times like these require innovative solutions.”\textsuperscript{33}

Financial security matters so much because its absence is so painful. The economist Sendhil Mullainathan and the psychologist Eldar Shafir told the story of Sandra Harris, who was always a month ahead on her rent and bills until her husband lost his job. Their car insurance was due, and Sandra’s only solution was a payday loan, which started a chain of such loans. Money was tighter the following month, and loan fees added to the amount owed. Sandra bounced checks, her car was repossessed, and she broke down crying. “It takes a lot for me to cry,” she said. Sandra’s story is typical, wrote Mullainathan and

\textsuperscript{32}Advertisement for Van Kampen, \textit{Money} (December 2006).
\textsuperscript{33}Advertisement for Prudential, \textit{Money} (March 2009).
Shafir, illustrating the effects of scarcity: “When faced with scarcity, we borrow when it makes sense in the long run and when it does not” (p. 111).34

Another ad from the 2008–09 crisis says, “These days, a little peace of mind is invaluable. Get peace of mind knowing the income from your deferred variable annuity won’t go down if the market does.”35 Indeed, “Living stress-free/Peace-of-mind” is at the top of a “What is wealth to you?” list in another survey.36 People in that survey said they need $1.4 million on average to be “financially comfortable.” The amounts grow by age. Millennials said on average that they need $1.3 million, but baby boomers said on average that they need $1.6 million.

Possession of wealth that makes us financially comfortable or even wealthy does not always bestow peace of mind and a sense of financial security. A financial adviser told me about a female client who saved ample money to retire at age 60. Her saving and spending ethos derived from a poor childhood. She was always afraid that she would end up living in a box eating cat food. Her personal statement was “By nature, I’m risk averse.” That woman speaks in the language of risk, but she thinks in the language of financial security.

Another adviser told me about a 93-year-old female client living in a comfortable assisted living setting. She was strict about spending only dividend and interest income from a $2.5 million portfolio and income from rental property. Recently, the adviser learned that the woman was refraining from visiting friends because of concern over taxi fares, neglecting her love of the fine arts because of concern over the museum entrance fees, and shunning the idea of a new winter coat.

The adviser finally persuaded the woman to dip into capital at a $500 monthly rate. The woman said that she might just get herself a manicure—something she had not done since she was in her 30s.

We Want to Nurture Our Children and Families

“Help children become successful” is listed second to “financial security” by investors as the answer to the survey question, “Why is wealth important to you?” “Educate children” is listed third.37 We want to nurture our families, especially our children.


A commercial shows a young woman taking a cello out of a car, as the camera zooms to the sign on a building that reads “The Juilliard School.” “It was not my dream to realize this day,” says the financial adviser, “the day a father watched his daughter start at Juilliard. But I embraced that dream with unwavering attention, and made it my own, because that was the dream of my client.” We see the proud father listening attentively as his daughter plays.38

Parents offer financial support to children long into adulthood. A survey found that 72% of parents said they have put their adult children’s interests ahead of their own need to save for retirement. Parents pay for food and groceries, student loans, mobile phones, weddings, medical care, and down payments on homes.39

Children negotiate their transition from childhood to adulthood with their parents and themselves. Certain birthdays mark important occasions in the journey to adulthood, such as getting behind the wheel as a licensed driver without mom in the passenger seat, but these birthdays do not always mark transitions to full adulthood.40 A British survey found that more than 1 in 10 adults did not think of themselves as adults until they reached the age of 27. One said, “Even after a career, two children and being together with my partner for 10 years, it still took being married to make me feel grown up.”41

Some parents use financial support to control their children long into adulthood. An adviser told me about members of a wealthy family fighting for control. The children love their mother but want financial freedom. The mother has the best interests of her children at heart, but the intense control she attempts to exert over them through money creates stress for all involved.

Are adult children expected to support elderly parents? Answers vary from family to family and are often influenced by culture. An American man wrote on a relationship finance blog, “I have friends that are Mexican and they regularly send money home to their parents, regardless of their own
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38www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM5qLPR1X_Q
39Richard Eisenberg, “Parents’ Support to Adult Kids: A Stunning $500 Billion a Year: Are boomers and Gen Xers harming their retirement due to their generosity?” Next Avenue (2 October 2018). www.nextavenue.org/parents-support-adult-kids/.
40Gena Kaufman, “Apparently THIS Is the Age Most People Feel Like Adults...(Do You Feel Like a Grownup Yet?), Glamour (2 August 2012). www.glamour.com/story/apparently-this-is-the-age-mos.
struggles. They help pay for events [such as parties] as well, which I don’t understand. Paying bills is one thing, paying for parties is another.”

A woman wrote, “I’m Taiwanese American and have no problem helping out my parents financially. They worked hard to put my younger sibling and I through college and it’s only fair to pay some of that back. It’s definitely common (and expected) in Asian culture for children to give money on a regular basis to parents. And when I was growing up, my dad used to joke about waiting for me to buy him a Mercedes Benz, etc. Unfortunately, I don’t have that much money to buy my parents such lavish gifts but if I did, I would.”

We Want to Stay True to Our Values

A commercial for the Ave Maria Catholic Values mutual fund shows white pills forming a nest egg, then a question mark, and finally a skull and bones. The announcer says, “You worked hard to build a nest egg, but do your investments match your values? Many mutual funds invest in companies that support abortion, Planned Parenthood, and pornography. We screen out these companies so you can put your money where your faith is.” Then, we see white clouds against a blue sky and an image of a cross and an open book, as the announcer says, “Ave Maria Mutual Funds—Smart investing and Catholic values.”

We encounter such terms as socially responsible investing (SRI); environmental, social, and governance (ESG) investing; sustainability investing; green investing; and impact investing. But perhaps “values-based investing” is better because it is more inclusive. Values-based investors want to stay true to their values, but values differ. SRI investors likely exclude “sin” companies producing tobacco, alcohol, and weapons. But they are less likely to exclude companies supporting Planned Parenthood, abortions, and even pornography, as Ave Maria investors do.

Investors rooted in standard finance prefer to separate values from investments and separate the utilitarian benefits of investments from the expressive and emotional benefits of staying true to values. But investors rooted in second-generation behavioral finance accept that investments and values are commingled, as are utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits. That was true years ago and remains true today.


In 1996, Vanguard phone representatives were told to deliver a blunt message to investors who raised concerns about tobacco holdings or other potentially objectionable investments: The funds’ “sole purpose” is to pursue the maximum return possible within their investment objectives, so funds “cannot be constrained by any special interest group’s definition of acceptable investments.” In 2000, however, Vanguard reversed its 1996 position and added the Vanguard Calvert Social Index Fund to its lineup of funds.  

The message of a 2018 editorial in *Pensions & Investments* is equally blunt: “Don’t shut out the Saudi market.” The editorial noted the murder of the journalist Jamal Khashoggi, “allegedly by Saudi operatives,” but argued that the attractiveness of the Saudi market should not be guided by “moral outrage,” because the responsibility of fiduciaries is “to evaluate the country’s suitability as a long-term investment.”

But the same issue of *Pensions & Investments* carries an announcement of a *Pensions & Investments* webinar called “ESG Investing: Momentum Build toward the Mainstream” and articles with such titles as “More Fund Execs Look at ESG Investing as a Logical Extension of Their Mission” and “SRI Investing Jumps 38% to $12 Trillion in U.S.”

Many investors care about staying true to their values. This fact is evident in the proliferation of values-based mutual funds and investor reaction to a new Morningstar sustainability rating. High sustainability ratings brought net mutual fund inflows of more than $24 billion, whereas low sustainability ratings caused net mutual fund outflows of more than $12 billion.

The desire to stay true to values extends to investment professionals. Mutual fund managers who make campaign contributions to Democrats in the United States hold less in stocks of companies deemed socially irresponsible, such as tobacco, guns, or defense companies, and companies with bad employee relations or diversity records. This is true even for funds not classified explicitly as socially responsible.

---

46“Don’t Shut Out the Saudi Market.”  
Public pension plans are more constrained by social norms than mutual or hedge funds, and they are more likely to shun stocks of “sin” companies, such as alcohol, tobacco, and gaming companies. “Sin” stocks have had higher returns than other stocks, consistent with being shunned by values-based investors.\(^{49}\)

We Want High Social Status

Virtue and adherence to values provide expressive and emotional benefits, and they are easy to proclaim even when not followed. Indeed, the virtuous “Help for the less fortunate” is listed fourth among the benefits of wealth, just after “Financial security,” “Help children become successful,” and “Educate children.” And the virtuous “Have an impact on personal causes I care about” is not much lower. But the status-seeking “Increase my social status” comes next to last, just above “Other.”\(^{50}\) Yet wants for high social status are common, even if not easy to admit, let alone proclaim.

A commercial shows a man sitting in the economy class section of an airplane, where a young boy keeps kicking the back of his seat. The man rises and walks toward first class, as a song plays: “Fly . . . me . . . to . . . the . . . moon. . . .” A smiling first-class flight attendant walks toward the man, only to snap the curtain shut in his face as the song is interrupted abruptly. The caption that follows says, “First class is to remind you that you’re not in first class,” followed by “Don’t get mad, get [name of brokerage firm].”

Few places display social status more nakedly than airports and airplanes. Are we standing in boarding line 1, 2, or the dreaded 5? Better yet, are we standing among the “special services” passengers who board even before those in line 1? Are we sitting in first class, sipping orange juice or champagne, watching economy-class passengers trundle by, hoping for a sliver of overhead space for their luggage? Our places in airport lines and on airplanes convey the utilitarian benefits of comfort, the expressive benefits of high social status, and the emotional benefits of pride.

We do not assess our social status by comparisons to everyone. Instead, we assess it by comparison to our relevant comparison groups. As the celebrated philosopher Bertrand Russell quipped decades ago, “Beggars do not envy millionaires, though of course they will envy other beggars who are more successful” (p. 85).\(^{51}\) A more recent survey found that people define “rich” by comparison groups. People with incomes under $30,000 define rich


\(^{50}\)SEI Private Wealth Management, “The Generation Gap.”

as incomes over $100,000, but people with incomes over $100,000 define rich as incomes over $500,000.52

Neighbors are our relevant comparison group for social status if we socialize with them. An increase in neighbors’ income imposes expressive and emotional costs on a person as great as an equal reduction in that person’s own income.53 And lottery winnings increase borrowing and bankruptcy rates among winners’ neighbors as they try to catch up to the social status of the winners.54

Transparency, as in boarding lines at airports, classes on airplanes, or salary disclosures, exacerbates the expressive and emotional costs of low social status. A subset of University of California employees was informed about a new website listing the salaries of university employees. Subsequently, all employees were surveyed about their job satisfaction and job search intentions. Workers who learned from the website that their salaries are below the median of their group and occupation reported lower satisfaction with their jobs and salaries and significant increases in the likelihood of looking for a new job.55

Exclusivity enhances the social status of investors in hedge funds because these funds are available only to “accredited” investors, qualified by high income and wealth. “Exclusivity and secrecy were crucial to hedge funds from

55David Card, Alexandre Mas, Enrico Moretti, and Emmanuel Saez, “Inequality at Work: The Effect of Peer Salaries on Job Satisfaction,” American Economic Review 102, no. 6 (October 2012): 2981–3003.
the first,” wrote John Brooks in 1973, describing the go-go 1960s. “It certified one’s affluence while attesting to one’s astuteness” (p. 144).

A private equity manager told me about asking advisers for reasons to include private equity in their clients’ portfolios. Some advisers were candid enough to admit that the exclusivity of private equity elevates the social status of their clients as well as their own. “A client who had a ‘liquidity event’ of $10 or $20 million,” he said, “does not want to be lumped together with clients who can only scrape together the $3,000 minimum of a mutual fund.”

Exclusivity enhances the social status of hedge fund managers who acquire paintings costing tens of millions of dollars. Steven Cohen, the founder and manager of SAC Capital Advisors, bought Willem de Kooning’s Police Gazette, an abstract 1955 landscape, for $63.5 million, and Kenneth Griffin, managing director and chief executive of Citadel Investment Group, bought False Start, a seminal 1959 painting by Jasper Johns, for $80 million.

Status competitions are common among corporate managers. CEOs whose comparison groups include many wealthy people earn a pay premium relative to other CEOs. Managers in the Commonwealth of Nations compete for the social status of knighthood and damehood honors, recognizing charitable work. Knighthoods and damehoods in New Zealand were abolished in April 2000 but reinstated in August 2009. Availability of honors diverted managers’ time and corporate resources from the task of increasing stock prices as they strove for higher status.

Many try to restrain status competitions, aware of their expressive and emotional costs. Weddings in India might include days-long celebrations, elephants covered in finery, and brides adorned in gold. The Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir tried to restrain status competition using rules that cap the number of guests at 400 or 500 and the number of dishes served at 14—no more than 7 vegetarian and 7 nonvegetarian dishes.

We Want Inclusion and Respect

A commercial begins with a young woman displaying a large round placard with “$65,000” printed on it. As she walks, she passes by other people, each displaying a similar placard printed with a dollar amount. She enters the door of “Brokerage LLC” and takes a seat. Soon, a man whose placard is
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56 Brooks, The Go-Go Years.
57 Vogel, “Works by Johns and de Kooning.”
58 Raff and Siming, “Knighthoods, Damehoods, and CEO Behaviour.”
59 Venkataraman and Najar, “Here Comes the Bride.”
printed with $262,000 arrives. A broker appears and greets that man, who follows him to his office. Next, an older woman whose placard is printed with $526,000 arrives. The broker greets her, and she follows him to his office. Finally, the young woman leaves in disgust, tossing her placard in a garbage bin.

The announcer says, “Everyone deserves attention, whether you saved a lot or just a little. We [at this investment company] believe that you’re more than just a number. So we provide personal financial advice for every retirement investor.”

Demonstration of inclusion and respect likely underlies placing a woman, not a man, at the center of this commercial. Today’s investment companies are aware of women’s perceptions of exclusion and disrespect. British women in a focus group described investment companies as “unwelcoming, patronizing, untrustworthy, male-dominated, complicated, and full of jargon.” The following quotes come from a survey of American women:

“First and foremost, many financial planners talk down to me. I ask a lot of questions because I want to understand their investment strategies.”

“I hate being stereotyped because of my gender and age, and I don’t appreciate being talked to like an infant.”

“As a single woman, I often feel that financial services institutions aren’t looking for my business. They want people who are preparing for kids. While I’d love to have kids, I don’t want another reminder that kids aren’t in my near-term future.”

“Advisors are almost afraid to let the woman make the decision. They tend to defer to the male, no matter who is asking the questions or doing the investing.”

An investigation by Henriette Prast, Jose Sanders, and Olga Leonhard found that investment language adds to women’s sense of exclusion. Such words as “building” in “building your portfolio” are metaphors: The investor does not literally pile up assets as bricks. It would have been just as easy to say “cooking,” “sewing,” or “weaving” your portfolio. A study of metaphors in newspaper articles on the stock market found that they are predominantly masculine. These metaphors may create positive affect among men, not

60PNC Investments, “Numbers.” www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5gNNUsG2EI.
women, and contribute to gender differences in stated risk tolerance, financial risk taking, stock market participation, and excessive trading.\textsuperscript{63}

Disrespect to women investors and exclusion are not new. Indeed, disrespect and exclusion, coupled with condescension, were more blatant a century ago. “A woman in Massachusetts wrote to me a little while ago, in very great distress,” read a story from the \textit{World’s Work} in 1911. “Of course, it took only a little persuasion and a few cold facts to demonstrate to her that what she thought was a cyclone was merely a summer breeze. Her letter and her trouble, however, are merely types. They are an extreme illustration of the facts that make difficult the transaction of investment business with women and with constitutionally frightened men.”\textsuperscript{64}

The portrait of women investors had changed little by 1965, when women were portrayed in an Investment Company Institute brochure as maturing from nursery to wedding dress and on to leisurely retirement. “By and large,” it said, “women are not followers of investment trends. Women have the savings instinct but most find little pleasure in poring over complicated charts and forecasts, and hesitate to invest.”

Women pushed back in the 1970s. Patricia Carbine, then publisher and editor in chief of \textit{Ms.} magazine, told more than 500 women packing an auditorium that money might be the root of all evil, but “the root of all evil feeds the tree of life.”\textsuperscript{65}

Yet societal norms where men are assumed to have greater financial knowledge than women continue to disadvantage women. Families with husbands who are financially knowledgeable are more likely to invest in the stock market than those with wives of equal financial knowledge. An experiment revealed that female identity hinders idea contribution by women, whereas male identity causes men to be obstinate.\textsuperscript{66}

Single women tend to avoid choices that are likely to enhance their careers because these choices imply traits, such as ambition, that are values in men but might lessen the marriage prospects of women. Single women
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in an MBA program asked for lower salaries, expressed lower willingness to travel, and reported lower readiness to work long hours when they were aware that their classmates, especially single men, will observe their preferences.⁶⁷

Today’s drive for inclusion and respect encompasses women as investors and as investment professionals. A 2016 CFA Institute Research Foundation brief, “Gender Diversity in Investment Management,” reported the following:⁶⁸

In the last year, CFA Institute, along with many professional organizations, began to look more closely at the composition of its membership. We found a surprising number: Women represent less than one in five CFA charterholders. (p. 2)

It is most noteworthy that women represent only 1 in 10 people in the key leadership positions of CEO, chief investment officer, and chief financial officer. The occupations with the highest representation of women are performance analyst, compliance analyst/office, and relationship manager/account manager, but even in these occupations, women represent less than one in three workers. (p. 8)

Women are few among investment professionals, but they are punished more severely for misconduct. When misconduct occurs, female advisers are more likely to lose their jobs and less likely to find new jobs than male advisers. Women face more severe penalties than men despite misconduct that is less costly and a lower propensity for repeat misconduct.⁶⁹

The 2016 CFA Institute Research Foundation report noted that investment professionals perceive benefits in gender diversity and clients perceive these benefits even more keenly. Indeed, there is evidence that all diversity, including cultural diversity, confers benefits. A study of sell-side analysts showed that cultural diversity improves the accuracy of analysts’ forecasts and mitigates excessive optimism and dispersion of forecasts. A study of

conference calls showed that cultural diversity is associated with better interaction, evident in a greater number of analysts asking questions.70

Minorities and the poor are among the people granted the least inclusion and respect, and they are often exploited. The most profitable American credit card consumers are those on the verge of bankruptcy.71 People residing in low-income ZIP codes refinanced mortgages and increased spending substantially when home prices rose before the 2008–09 financial crisis, whereas people in high-income ZIP codes did not.72 Subprime lenders advertised expensive mortgages, misleading borrowers into inferior mortgage choices. Indeed, advertising was most effective when targeted at the uninformed, who tend to be less educated, members of minorities, and poor.73

Discrimination against minorities affects their risk perceptions and portfolio decisions. Minorities perceive greater income risk, which lowers equity ownership. The economic effects of socially amplified risk perceptions are comparable to those of other known determinants of portfolio decisions.74

Loan applications by African-American and Hispanic borrowers are more likely to be rejected than those of white applicants. Differences in rejection rates stem from loan officers’ lending discrimination by facial features. Discrimination is evident in the finding that differences in rejection rates are pronounced among small lenders and independent mortgage companies but not among fintech lenders. Fintech lenders, unlike loan officers, do not observe loan applicants in person. Instead, they use algorithms in decisions to approve or reject loan applications.75

People who experience banking early in life exhibit better credit behavior through greater financial literacy and trust in financial institutions. In contrast, people who grow up in financially underdeveloped Native American reservations suffer lower credit scores and are more likely to have delinquent accounts. The effects of growing up in financially underdeveloped areas are persistent, dissipating only slowly after people move to more developed areas.\textsuperscript{76}

\textbf{We Want Fairness}

As I discussed in “Financial Advertising in the Second Generation of Behavioral Finance,”\textsuperscript{77} an ad addressed investors’ wants for fairness by emphasizing the “golden rule” philosophy that “led us to remove the noise of Wall Street and make our clients’ interest the only interests. Naming you not just a client, but a client-owner. Providing at-cost funds rather than low-cost funds.”\textsuperscript{78}

Another ad quoted an investor: “Nickeled and dimed? I feel like I’m being quartered.” It responded, “We prefer to focus our energy on making your portfolio bigger, not smaller. . . . There are no account service fees, no hidden fees. . . . In fact, our pricing is completely simple, transparent and completely laid out—so you always know how much, when and why.”\textsuperscript{79}

The stock market is often compared with a game. But which game is it, and what are its fairness rules? Is it a game of luck, such as craps, where the rules of fairness entitle players to fair dice? Or is it a game that combines luck with skill, like poker, where the rules of fairness entitle players to see the cards before the winner takes the pot but not to equal information about winning strategies? Or is it a game like golf played among amateurs, where stronger players are assigned a “handicap” to lessen their advantage over weak ones?

Students and investment professionals indicate that community rules of fairness correspond best to the rules of golf played by amateurs. The rules allow one trader to gain advantage over another with information gained through research, skill, or even luck but not with information, stolen or not, that another cannot gain through research or skill.

\textsuperscript{77}Statman, “Financial Advertising.”
\textsuperscript{78}Advertisement for Vanguard, \textit{Money} (May 2010).
\textsuperscript{79}Advertisement for Charles Schwab, \textit{Money} (September 2007).
The kind of trade that is considered to be fair is one by “John Burr.” He is a shareholder of the Beta Corporation, and he used just his research and skill for making his sell decision:

The stock of the Beta Corporation went up in price from $30 last year to $50 recently. John Burr, a shareholder who owns 1,000 shares, analyzed Beta’s financial prospects and thinks that the stock is worth no more than $40. John decided to sell his shares at the current $50 price. Please rate John’s behavior as Acceptable or Unfair. (p. 49)

John Burr’s behavior was rated “Acceptable” by 99% of investment professionals and 94% of students.

Insiders, such as corporate executives, are more powerful than other members of the community because they are wealthier and their inside information often insulates them from trading losses. Both students and investment professionals consider transactions by powerful insiders especially unfair.

Consider a pair of vignettes about “Larry Wood,” who trades on inside information. In the first vignette, Larry Wood is an executive who earns $150,000 per year and trades $50,000 worth of stock, whereas in the second, he is a summer intern who earns $10 per hour and trades $500 worth of stocks.

Most investment professionals and students rated the behavior of Larry Wood unfair, whether an executive or intern, but larger proportions of both groups rated the behavior of Larry Wood the executive unfair than rated that of Larry Wood the intern unfair.

Law scholar Donald Langevoort noted that there is an “emotional component” to the assessment of trading by powerful insiders, “in which envy and frustration at the wealth and power of economic elites, and resulting mistrust, also play a role” (p. 1329). He added, “One reason why insider trading regulation takes on such prominence in contemporary securities enforcement is its seemingly unique ability to interest the public and hence operate as a vehicle for the SEC to seek both visibility and support for its mission. Insider trading stories are wonderful drama: When they involve the rich and famous like Ivan Boesky and Michael Milken, they tap into images of power, greed, and hubris.”

We see the importance of wants for fairness in the annuity puzzle, which is the puzzle of low demand for life annuities despite their benefits in assuring

income throughout life. The widest differences in preferences for annuities are in perceptions of their fairness.82

And we see subversion of fairness by companies in the selection of arbitrators in securities disputes. Companies can identify arbitrators as systematically friendly to industry or systematically friendly to consumers. Companies use this information in the process to select industry-friendly arbitrators. Competition between arbitrators exacerbates the informational advantage of companies, leading all arbitrators to lean toward industry.83

Conclusion

We share a broad set of wants. We all want to obtain financial security, to nurture our children and families, to stay true to our values, and to gain social status, respect, inclusion, and fairness. But we vary in wants by such personality traits as openness; such values as environmentalism and patriotism; religion, such as Christianity or Islam; such circumstances as life in a city or in a rural area; and education, such as college or high school.

The rational investors of standard finance separate their roles as investors from their roles as consumers. As investors, they care only about maximizing wealth. As consumers, they care about all the benefits of wealth—utilitarian, expressive, and emotional. But the normal people described in the second generation of behavioral finance commingle their roles as investors and consumers. Houses we own are investments—parts of our wealth—but they are also the providers of the utilitarian benefits of roofs over our heads and the expressive and emotional benefits of high social status and pride.

Wants are different from errors. The utilitarian benefits of renting a house might well exceed those of owning one, but owning a house is not necessarily an error. The expressive and emotional benefits of owning a house compensate some homeowners for lower utilitarian benefits.

Rational people are free of conflicts between wants and “shoulds,” whereas normal investors are not. The voice of wants says, “I want to watch a movie now,” but the voice of shoulds says, “You should study for tomorrow’s exam.” Investment advice is full of shoulds: save more, spend less, diversify, buy and hold.

We face conflicts and trade-offs between utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits. We stay true to our values by making socially responsible investments or through contributions to charity, but in doing so, we sacrifice some of the utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits of financial security.

The first generation of behavioral finance, starting in the early 1980s, focused on people’s shortcuts and errors as they make choices. The second generation of behavioral finance accepts people’s wants and distinguishes wants from errors, thereby providing a truer portrait of normal people.
3. Cognitive Shortcuts and Errors

A married couple can use a framing shortcut by placing their money into a single joint checking account. Or they can use an alternative framing shortcut by placing their money into two separate checking accounts—one for the husband and one for the wife.

Framing is a cognitive shortcut, such as framing money into one or two actual checking accounts or into one or two mental accounts we keep in our minds. Each shortcut involves considerations of utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits and costs.

Utilitarian considerations include differences in bank fees for a joint checking account or two separate checking accounts and differences in the likelihood of an overdraft, such as when a wife is unaware of a check drawn by her husband on their joint checking account. Expressive and emotional considerations include openness and trust between the husband and wife sharing a joint checking account and the financial independence and power of the husband and wife each having a separate account.

Neither a joint checking account nor two separate checking accounts are necessarily errors. Sometimes, however, shortcuts turn into errors, imposing costs greater than benefits and diverting us from our wants.

Framing is one example of cognitive shortcuts, errors, and associated wants, yet there is no uniform list of cognitive shortcuts, errors, and associated wants. Many lists include hundreds of cognitive errors, are rarely explicit about cognitive shortcuts, and are never explicit about which wants they satisfy. Moreover, many lists are tainted by hindsight errors, as if we can judge the wisdom of each choice by its outcome. In hindsight, we blame optimism errors for accepting good but uncertain investments whose outcomes turned out to be poor, and in equal hindsight, we blame pessimism errors for rejecting bad but uncertain investments whose outcomes turned out to be good.

I describe here cognitive shortcuts, errors, and associated wants most relevant in the context of finance, including framing, hindsight, confirmation, anchoring and adjustment, representativeness, availability, and confidence.

**Framing**

“If you have been in a poker game for a while, and you still don’t know who the patsy is, you’re the patsy.” Vanessa Selbst, the most successful female player in the history of professional poker, needs no reminding of this old poker
lesson. Instead, she is using it in her new work at Bridgewater Associates, a hedge fund.84

Selbst frames poker games correctly as zero-sum games. All the money on the poker table comes from the pockets of the players. If some walk away from the table with winnings, it must be that others walk away from it with losses. The sum of winnings and losses must equal zero. Based on that experience, she also frame financial market games correctly. She said, “If something’s undervalued, does that mean you want to buy? Well, maybe, but if you buy it, how’s it going to go up? Who are the other people who are going to buy? . . . You have to be thinking about who the other players are and what they’re going to do.”85

We use framing shortcuts when we simplify complex problems and substitute solutions to the simplified problems for solutions to the complex problems. We use framing shortcuts well when the solutions to the simplified problems are close to the solutions to the complex problems. We commit cognitive errors when the solutions to the simplified problems are far from the solutions to the complex problems.

Framing poker games correctly as zero-sum games is relatively easy. Each player sees all the other players across the poker table, and it is obvious to all that all the money on the poker table comes from the pockets of players.

Framing financial market trading games as equivalents of poker games is a simplifying framing shortcut. But this shortcut can quickly turn into a framing error, because financial market trading games are market-sum games, yet they are often described inaccurately as zero-sum games. Moreover, financial market trading games are more complex than poker games because traders do not see each other.

Competent traders frame financial market trading games correctly as market-sum games. The market return of a financial market, such as a stock market, is rarely zero. Instead, it is usually positive or negative. Financial market trading games are market-sum games because the sum of the gains and losses of traders must equal the market return. Traders are correct when they object to the description of financial market trading games as zero-sum games, noting that all traders can collect positive returns when market returns are positive. Yet not all traders can be winners. If some traders are winners, collecting returns exceeding market returns, it must be that other traders are losers, collecting returns short of market returns.
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A parallel fact is that poker players with above-average skills can still be patsies in games where the skills of some other players are much above average. Indeed, it is possible that the top 1% of poker players, such as Ms. Selbst, walk away with great winnings, and almost all other players, even those with above-average skills, walk away with losses.

As in poker, traders with above-average skills are not assured of winning—walking away with above-market returns. Instead, it is possible that the top 1% of traders, those with the best skills or information, garner returns much higher than market returns, and all other traders, even those with above-average skills or information, garner below-market returns.

We see framing shortcuts and errors in many financial settings. Official US statistical agencies report monthly or quarterly numbers for GDP, industrial production, inflation, and more. In many other countries, however, statistical agencies report annual numbers.

Reporting data as monthly, quarterly, or annual makes no difference to rational investors because these data are different only in frame, not in substance. Yet financial market prices react more strongly to the most recent number placed in the headline of the press release—the monthly or quarterly number in countries that place that number in the headline and the annual number in countries that place that number in the headline.86

Labels are framing devices. Life insurance or annuity premiums can be labeled as a “loss,” whereby the expected returns are a loss, but the policies provide protection against disaster—death in the case of life insurance and outliving your money in the case of annuities. Alternatively, these premiums can be labeled as “assurance.” The loss frame turned out to be effective in motivating Dutch pension plan participants to look up information about alternatives for pension income, but the loss frame also evoked negative perceptions and evaluations. The assurance frame turned out to be better—an effective motivator to look up such information, while avoiding negative perceptions and evaluations.87

Another study divided Dutch pension plan participants into four pension income quantification frames: annual pension income, monthly pension income, pension income as a percentage of current income, and pension


income as a decimal of current income. Expressing pension income as a percentage of current income significantly increased the probability that plan participants perceived their pension income as too low. In contrast, expressing pension income as a decimal of current income significantly decreased the probability that plan participants perceived their pension income as too low.\(^8^8\)

Client payments to financial advisers can be made “out of pocket” (that is, by writing a check) or “out of assets” (that is, out of the investment portfolio). The two are different in frame but not in substance. Yet investors are willing to pay 25% less, on average, when payments are framed as out of pocket than when framed as out of assets.\(^8^9\) It is no wonder that advisers charge their clients by the out-of-assets frame.

Hal Hershfield, Stephen Shu, and Shlomo Benartzi found that framing saving as a daily amount is more effective in encouraging people to enroll in a recurring deposit program than framing the same total amount as a monthly amount. Framing deposits as a daily amount also reduced the participation gap between lower- and higher-income people: Many in the highest-income bracket but few in the lowest-income bracket participated when the program was framed as a $150 monthly deposit, but the difference in participation was eliminated when deposits were framed as $5 per day.\(^9^0\)

### Hindsight

Admonitions against hindsight errors are common, conveyed in such sayings as “Hindsight is 20/20,” “Monday morning quarterbacking,” or as a judge said in the 1857 Corman v. The Eastern Counties Railway decision, “Nothing is so easy as to be wise after the event.”

Yet not all hindsight is about errors. Indeed, good hindsight shortcuts serve as good instructors, teaching us to repeat actions that brought good outcomes and avoid actions that brought bad ones. We studied for exams and aced them. We learned that acing exams is the likely outcome of studying for exams.

---


Hindsight shortcuts are always precise when there are one-to-one associations between past events and future events, actions and outcomes, and causes and consequences. But hindsight shortcuts can easily turn into hindsight errors where randomness and luck are prominent, loosening associations between past events and future events, actions and outcomes, and causes and consequences. Hindsight errors might arise from unawareness of the influence of randomness and luck or from a desire to see the world as predictable, devoid of randomness or luck.

We ace an exam without studying when luck is good and exam questions match whatever we remember from the few classes we have attended. But when luck is bad, we fail the exam and perhaps the course. Hindsight errors can mislead lucky students into thinking that they can ace exams without studying and can mislead unlucky students into thinking that studying for exams is futile.

Hindsight errors are an obstacle to all historians, including financial market historians. Once we know historical events in hindsight, we are tempted to believe that we have known them in foresight. In hindsight, ill-considered choices with good outcomes are described as excellent choices and bad outcomes of well-considered choices are described as horrendous choices.

“Who’s better for stocks: Dems or GOP?” asked a CNBC article on 7 November 2016, the day before voters elected Donald Trump as president. “As the historic 2016 U.S. presidential election approaches,” it said, “major Wall Street analysts agree that the S&P 500 will likely sell off if Donald Trump wins, and at least hold gains if Hillary Clinton wins.”

“We believe that if Trump wins, markets are likely to fall further,” said J.P. Morgan stock market strategists. “The S&P 500 could potentially fall 11 to 13 percent if Trump wins the election,” said Barclays’ strategists. And BMO Capital Markets’ strategists said, “A Trump win would likely result in ‘jittery’ markets . . . while markets would likely be ‘happy’ with a Clinton victory.”

These forecasts and their refutation, only a day later, teach us once more that hindsight is much clearer than foresight. The psychologist Baruch Fischhoff, who introduced us to hindsight shortcuts and errors, wrote, “In hindsight, people consistently exaggerate what could have been anticipated in foresight. . . . People believe that others should have been able to anticipate events much better than they actually did. They even misremember their
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own predictions so as to exaggerate in hindsight what they knew in foresight” (p. 428).93

Hindsight errors underlie consequence–cause matching. We err by inferring causes from consequences we know only in hindsight, as if we had known these consequences in foresight. People inferred that a computer crash had a large cause, such as a widespread computer virus, if it had a large consequence; for example, Adam lost his job. But they inferred that the identical failure was more likely to have a smaller cause, such as a cooling fan malfunction, if the consequence was small; for example, Adam graduated on time. Yet the consequence gave no information about what caused the crash.94

The famous investor Warren Buffett is proficient at distinguishing foresight from hindsight. The writer Roger Lowenstein described Buffett’s reaction to the increase in the Dow Jones Industrial Index beyond 1,000 in intraday trading in early 1966 and its subsequent decline by spring. Some of Buffett’s partners warned him that the market might decline further. Such warnings, said Buffett, raised two questions:

1. If they knew in February that the Dow was going to 865 in May, why didn’t they let me in on it then; and
2. If they didn’t know what was going to happen during the ensuing three months back in February, how do they know in May?” (p. 97)95

How much is clear foresight worth? Imagine that we are transported back to 10 May 1965, investing $1,000 in shares of Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway at $18 per share and another $1,000 in the S&P 500 Index. Our $1,000 investment in Berkshire Hathaway would have grown to $17 million by 31 December 2018, while our $1,000 investment in the S&P 500 Index, including dividends, would have grown to only $139,400. The value in hindsight of a share of Berkshire Hathaway on 10 May 1965 was $2,195, more than 121 times greater than its $18 price that day. A $2,195 investment in the S&P 500 on 10 May 1965 would have grown to $306,000 by 31 December 2018, if growing at the S&P 500 rate of growth. The $306,000 figure is equal to the price of a share of Berkshire Hathaway on that day. Evidently, investors, as a

---


group, did not see Berkshire Hathaway’s performance in foresight on 10 May 1965 as clearly as they saw it in hindsight on 31 December 2018.

Past performance, even Berkshire Hathaway’s past performance, is no guarantee of future results. The ratio of the value in hindsight of Berkshire Hathaway’s share to its price was 1.06 on 31 December 2002, 0.92 on 31 December 2008, and 1.02 on 31 December 2014.

**Confirmation**

“Nostradamus 2018 prediction: THE END OF THE WORLD is coming next year, warns famed prophet.” This alert was issued by Express.co.uk, the digital arm of the Daily Express and Sunday Express, on 30 December 2017, above a photo montage of Nostradamus holding a globe; Kim Jong-Un, president of North Korea, with a raised arm; and an exploding earth.96

The world did not come to an end in 2018. But true believers in end-of-the-world predictions always dismiss evidence disconfirming their beliefs, and they are sure to dismiss it in the future.

We use confirmation shortcuts when we examine evidence to confirm or disconfirm beliefs, claims, or hypotheses. We use confirmation shortcuts well when we search for disconfirming evidence as vigorously as we search for confirming evidence and assign equal weight to disconfirming and confirming evidence. We commit confirmation errors when we search for confirming evidence while neglecting disconfirming evidence and when we assign less weight to disconfirming evidence than to confirming evidence.

We might take comfort in a belief that scientists are free of confirmation errors and that aversion to disconfirming evidence is confined to those ignorant of science. The famed astronomer Carl Sagan, inducted into the International Space Hall of Fame, took such comfort. He is quoted on the hall’s website as saying, “In science it often happens that scientists say, ‘You know that’s a really good argument; my position is mistaken,’ and then they would actually change their minds and you never hear that old view from them again. . . . When Kepler found his long-cherished belief did not agree with the most precise observation, he accepted the uncomfortable fact. He preferred the hard truth to his dearest illusions, that is the heart of science.”97

Yet Sagan’s sunny view of the power of science to free us from confirmation errors is not shared by all, surely not by all scientists. Max Planck, the

---


most celebrated scientist of his era, said, “A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die.” We know this view in its pithier form: “Science advances funeral by funeral” (p. 2889).98

Findings by Pierre Azoulay, Christian Fons-Rosen, and Joshua S. Graff Zivin confirm Max Planck’s view and disconfirm Carl Sagan’s. They examined entry rates of academic life scientists into fields dominated by star (outstanding) academic life scientists who passed away prematurely. They found that the flow of articles by noncollaborators of the star scientists increases once fields are less hostile to findings that disconfirm the findings of deceased star scientists.99

Wants, reflected in motivated reasoning, underlie much of confirmation errors. Star scientists, who have established their social status and careers on claims they believe are true, are motivated to search for evidence confirming their beliefs and to dismiss disconfirming evidence.

Psychologists Nicholas Epley and Thomas Gilovich noted that most people do not reason like impartial judges. Instead, they recruit evidence like attorneys, looking for evidence that confirms their claims while trying to steer clear of evidence that might disconfirm it.100 When considering claims they favor, people ask, “Can I believe this?” This evidentiary standard is easy to meet; after all, there is always some confirming evidence for even dubious end-of-the-world claims. In contrast, when considering claims they disfavor, people ask, “Must I believe this?” This evidentiary standard is harder to meet; after all, some disconfirming evidence exists even for the claim that Darwin’s theory of evolution is consistent with the evidence.

In one study, students were told that they would be tested for an enzyme deficiency that would lead to pancreatic disorders later in life. Students deposited saliva in a cup and then put litmus paper in the saliva. Half the students were told they would know they had the enzyme deficiency if the litmus paper changed color. The other half were told they would know they had it if the paper did not change color. The litmus paper was of a kind that it did not change color.101

Students who were told that the unchanged litmus paper conveyed good news did not keep the paper in the cup very long. In contrast, those who were
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told that the unchanged color reflected bad news tried to recruit more evidence. They kept the paper in the cup longer, placed the test strip directly on their tongue, re-dipped the strip, shook it, wiped it, blew on it, and in general quite carefully scrutinized the recalcitrant test strip.\textsuperscript{102}

The reluctance to confront disconfirming evidence has financial costs. Huntington’s disease (HD), a hereditary degenerative disease, shortens lifespan. Genetic testing is perfectly predictive of HD and carries little economic cost. Yet few among those at HD risk choose to undergo presymptomatic testing, likely because evidence from the tests might disconfirm the belief that they are free of HD genes. People with confirmed HD adjust their financial choices in ways consistent with their diagnosis, but untested people express optimistic beliefs about their health and make financial decisions, such as about retirement, as if they are not at risk for HD.\textsuperscript{103}

The association between smoking and lifespans is not as tight as between HD genes and lifespans, but evidence is clear that lifespans of smokers are, on average, shorter than those of nonsmokers. The pricing of annuities by an Israeli insurance company does not take into account smoking status or other health conditions. We might expect that smokers would prefer the lump-sum option over the annuity option because their life expectancy is shorter. Yet they do not, perhaps because confirmation errors dissuade them from looking for or accepting evidence that smokers have shorter lifespans. Indeed, a survey revealed that smokers do not believe that they have shorter lifespans.\textsuperscript{104}

### Anchoring and Adjustment

A commercial for life insurance policies shows “Duncan” walking with his wife and daughter, who holds their dog. A $500,000 life insurance policy for Duncan will cost $27 per month, but this is not what the announcer says at first. Instead, he asks, “How much do you think it cost him? $100 a month, $75, $50? Actually, Duncan got his policy for $27 a month.”

This commercial demonstrates anchoring shortcuts and perhaps anchoring errors. We likely know the approximate price of a quart of milk or a gallon of gas, but we likely do not know the approximate cost of a life insurance policy. We latch on to the $100 as our anchor. Relative to this anchor, $27 is
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quite a bargain. If this anchoring shortcut fails to persuade us to buy a life insurance policy, perhaps a framing shortcut would persuade. The announcer makes the $27 seem even smaller by framing it as “less than a dollar a day.”

We use anchoring and adjustment shortcuts well when we begin with proper anchors and adjust from them properly. We begin the process of estimating the appropriate price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) of a privately held company by identifying an anchor, such as the average P/E of public companies in the same industry. We adjust our P/E estimate upward to reflect the private company’s better growth opportunities and downward to reflect the status of this company as a private, rather than public, company.

We commit anchoring and adjustment errors when we begin with faulty anchors and adjust from them improperly. The average P/E of public companies in the same industry might be a faulty anchor, for example, if P/Es in this industry are inflated in a bubble.

The anchoring and adjustment shortcut in the “Duncan” commercial is of the contrast effect form, as in the Ebbinghaus illusion. The circles at the center of the two sets are identical in size, but the one contrasted with the smaller circles seems larger.105

![Contrast Effect Example](image)

The economists Samuel Hartzmark and Kelly Shue noted that we tend to interpret information by contrasting it with what was recently observed; for example, we tend to judge crimes to be less severe after hearing stories of very serious crimes. They identified contrast effects in financial markets. Specifically, investors perceive earnings news today as positive if yesterday’s earnings surprise was negative, and they perceive earnings news today as negative if yesterday’s surprise was positive.106

We see anchoring and adjustment errors in estimates of exponential growth, as in compounding returns over long periods. We tend to estimate exponential growth as if growth is arithmetic. For example, we tend to estimate the amount of money we will have after five years to be close to $1,500,


as with arithmetic growth, if our initial $1,000 grows at 10% per year, rather than $1,611, as with exponential growth.\textsuperscript{107}

Roger Clarke and I encountered our susceptibility to anchoring and adjustment errors when we studied the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA). The DJIA was introduced in 1896 at a level of 41 and reached 9,181 by the end of 1998. The DJIA, like the S&P 500 Index and almost all indexes, is a capital appreciation or price index; it does not include dividends paid to the shareholders of the companies in the index and the compounding of reinvested dividends over time. Now think of a DJIA where dividends are reinvested and compounded over time. What is your quick estimate of the level of this compounding DJIA at the end of 1998? The correct answer is 652,230.\textsuperscript{108}

When Clarke and I first explored the compounding DJIA not long after the end of 1998, we were sure that we had made some mistake in our calculation. When doing the calculation in our minds, we started with 9,181, the level of the DJIA at the end of 1998, and multiplied it by a large number, perhaps 20, knowing that compounding works quickly and forcefully. But the number we chose was much too small. We were anchored to the 9,181 DJIA level by a short chain and failed to adjust sufficiently by multiplying it by more than 70.

The anchoring and adjustment error Clarke and I committed is one instance of a more general tendency to avoid making extreme adjustments. People shy away from making adjustments that result in apparently extreme results, even when the adjustments from anchors are warranted.\textsuperscript{109}

Anchoring and adjustment errors are evident in many financial settings. Amateur investors tend to be anchored to 52-week stock-price highs. They tend to sell when stock prices are close to the 52-week high or place limit orders to sell at these prices. These anchoring errors are costly to amateur investors and fruitful to professional investors, who act as counterparties in these trades.\textsuperscript{110}


Susceptibility to anchoring and adjustment errors places the behavior of corporate insiders closer to that of amateur investors than to professional ones. Company insiders are reluctant to buy their own companies’ stocks when their prices are near their 52-week highs, but they are willing to sell them. In parallel, they are willing to buy their companies’ stocks when their prices are far from the 52-week highs, but they are reluctant to sell them. This suggests that possession of private information by insiders is no barrier to the pitfalls of anchoring and adjustment errors.111

Sometimes two wrongs make a right, and a combination of wants and errors can correct other errors. People buy lottery tickets because they want riches, and people buy stocks with lottery features to satisfy the same want. Yet evidence indicates that lottery stocks (those with a small but nonzero probability of a very large gain), like lottery tickets, have low expected returns. Anchoring and adjustment errors, however, can counteract the preference for lottery stocks because they diminish the tendency to buy lottery stocks when their prices are close to the 52-week high. This is the second wrong that makes a right and is especially true for stocks held predominately by amateur investors.112

Representativeness

“First to Market Play From EMS Find Inc. (EMSF)” screams the headline of a glossy brochure I received, urging me to buy the stock. “Like Uber for Ambulances!” Below the headline is a photo of a racing ambulance and a chart of an electrocardiogram. EMSF “Is Set To Shake Up $15-Billion Market With Next-Gen Breakthrough.”

According to the description, EMSF’s services are indeed similar to or representative of Uber’s services:

1. A nurse orders an ambulance pickup to a patient’s home using EMS Find’s online tools.
2. The patient is delivered safely and receives treatment.
3. After treatment the patient is loaded into an ambulance.
4. The ambulance transports the patient back home.
5. The patient is back home safely.”

But is Uber really representative of EMSF? Are we using good representativeness shortcuts or succumbing to representativeness errors when we conclude that investing in EMSF now, on its ground floor, will yield returns similar to those enjoyed by Uber ground-floor investors?

We use representativeness shortcuts when we assess the likelihood of events by their similarity to or representativeness of other events. We use representativeness shortcuts well when we consider both representativeness information and base-rate information. We commit representativeness errors when we assign too much weight to representativeness information and too little to base-rate information.

Representativeness information in the EMSF case is the company’s imitation of the immensely successful Uber. Base-rate information is the information that most startups die, and very few of those that live succeed as much as Uber. It turned out that the representativeness shortcuts in this case were errors. Those who bought EMSF shares lost, unless they flipped them fast to other buyers committing bigger representativeness errors.

The price of EMSF shares almost doubled from 1 May 2015 to 12 June 2015. In 2017, EMSF changed its name to Integrated Ventures, Inc. (INTV), and launched a bitcoin mining operation. By 2 November 2018, its shares were trading at 0.3% of its 12 June 2015 price.

One manifestation of representativeness errors is the belief in the “law of small numbers,” a tongue-in-cheek play on the robust law of large numbers. The “law of large numbers” is an important law of science. It teaches us, for instance, that the percentage of heads in a sequence of coin tosses is likely to be closer to 50% when we toss a coin a large number of times, say, 600, than when we toss it a small number of times, say, 6.

One example of the errors introduced by the belief in the law of small numbers is that five good years of returns out of six are interpreted as a representation of the skill of a mutual fund manager rather than as a representation of luck. Therefore, we are forever chasing top funds in our quest for top returns, never pausing to ask whether the size of the sample is indeed large enough to warrant the top fund designation.

Fund managers, like the rest of us, do not hesitate to say, “no, thank you” and put down the phone when salespersons call. We do not feel obliged to listen to an entire sales pitch. As we make our decision to listen or quit, we properly take into account both representativeness information and base-rate information. We put down the phone because base-rate information tells us

---

that most sales pitches are not worth listening to, even though the voice of this particular salesperson may be pleasant.

The same rule properly applies to mutual fund managers. If we make an error, it is in giving too much consideration to the performance of particular mutual funds and too little consideration to the average performance of all such funds relative to index funds.

The hot-hand and gambler’s fallacies are reflections of the belief in the law of small numbers, whereby people identify patterns in random sequences. People who succumb to the hot-hand fallacy expect continuations of short sequences, whereas people who succumb to the gambler’s fallacy expect reversals. Sellers of lottery tickets respond to buyers’ hot-hand and gambler’s fallacies in methods that exploit these errors. Lottery players tend to avoid buying tickets that are similar to the previous winning ticket, consistent with the gambler’s fallacy. And they tend to prefer tickets acquired from sellers of previously winning tickets, consistent with the hot-hand fallacy. Ticket sellers increase their expected profits by adjusting features of the lotteries they sell. They change the number of tickets, commission rates, and ticket number combinations according to outcomes of previous lotteries, in ways consistent with exploiting both fallacies.114

Representativeness shortcuts are evident in the tendency of investors to form expectations about future returns by extrapolating past returns. Participants in a crowdsourcing platform ranked 10 stocks by their perceptions of future returns during the contest period, usually one week. Investors extrapolated from past returns to future returns, assigning more weight to more recent returns, especially when recent returns were negative. The tendency to extrapolate future returns from past ones was more pronounced among amateur investors than among professional ones. Representativeness shortcuts in this case turned out to be representativeness errors, as high rankings by expectations of future returns were followed by low realized returns, especially in stocks with high proportions of amateurs among their shareholders.115

Amateur day traders in the foreign exchange (forex) market commit representativeness errors when they conclude that they possess trading skill on the basis of trading success during short periods, despite evidence that past trading success does not predict future success. Traders react to short-term success by increasing trading and risk taking. This is especially true among

novice traders who believe, in error, that they learn much from success during short periods.\textsuperscript{116}

Amateur investors also extrapolate excessively from earnings announcements. They tend to buy stocks with recent history of high returns following earnings announcements, just before the following earnings announcements. The prices of these stocks increase predictably before these earnings announcements, as amateur investors rush to buy, but decrease soon afterwards.\textsuperscript{117}

Each of us begins a career, and each witnesses stock market (and other) returns during that particular formative period. Yet returns during that particular period are not necessarily representative of returns during any longer period. Still, witnessing stock market returns at the beginning of a financial career leaves behind a vivid story, even though it provides almost no relevant information. Investment professionals extrapolate from returns witnessed early in their career when forming beliefs about expected returns, and early-career returns affect their expectation of future returns more than recent returns do.\textsuperscript{118}

People also extrapolate from recent personal experiences in the housing market. Recent changes in prices of local houses affect expectations about future changes in national house prices, and higher local house price volatility causes people to expect a wider distribution of national house price changes than they rationally should. Moreover, people who suffer a bout of unemployment tend to believe that general unemployment is likely in the future, even when their personal unemployment tells nothing about future general unemployment. This tendency is more pronounced among less knowledgeable people.\textsuperscript{119}

Pension fund managers also extrapolate from past returns in setting their expectations of future returns. Yet evidence indicates no skill underlying pension managers’ expectations. Past returns in pension funds affect return


expectations in all risky asset classes, including in public equities, where fund performance is known to not be persistent.120

**Availability**

Ashley J. Thomas, P. Kyle Stanford, and Barbara W. Sarnecka described the story of 10-year-old Rafi Meitiv and his 6-year-old sister Dvora walking home from a park:

> A bystander called 911 to report a sighting of unaccompanied children. Police picked the children up and drove them home. When their father told police that Rafi and Dvora had permission to walk home from the park, the officer asked him, “Don't you realize how dangerous the world is? Don't you watch TV?” . . .

> The actual risk of a child being abducted by a stranger and killed or not returned is . . . one in 1.4 million annually. . . . Motor vehicle accidents, by contrast, are the most common cause of preventable death among children. Thus, by driving the Meitiv children home, . . . police actually exposed them to the much greater risk of being killed in a car accident. (p. 2)121

The idea that unsupervised children are in constant danger is relatively new. How have parenting norms changed so dramatically? Thomas, Stanford, and Sarnecka wrote that this change is likely due in part to availability shortcuts that turned into availability errors, magnified by wants for protecting our children and nurturing them that turn parents into “helicopter parents.”122

We use availability shortcuts when we assess the probability of events by information that is readily available in our minds. We use availability shortcuts skillfully when all the information is available in our minds or when we are aware that not all the information is available in our minds. We commit availability errors when not all the information is available in our minds but we are not aware of its absence.

Acquiring information is mentally costly because we cannot possibly pay attention to all information. Programs such as the “Taken: Children Lost and Found” episode of CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360 reduce the cost of acquiring information, making it easier to pay attention to child abductions. But such
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programs also distort information by making only some of it easily available to our minds. Making information about children abducted by strangers easily available to our minds leads to overestimates of the risk of child abductions, overlooking the less easily available information about the vastly greater number of children who make it safely home, as well as equally relevant information about the frequency of car accidents.

Availability shortcuts and errors are ubiquitous in investment settings. Amateur investors are frequently buyers of attention-grabbing stocks, such as those in the news, those with extreme trading volume, and those with extreme one-day returns. Attention-driven buying stems from the difficulty of searching among the thousands of stocks investors can buy. Investors do not face similar difficulty when selling because they sell only from the much smaller number of stocks they already own.\textsuperscript{123}

Mutual funds with high returns attract investors only if the stocks in these funds have recently been featured in the media. Yet availability through the media does not help investors gain better returns. Instead, availability errors amplify the tendency of investors to flock to recently featured mutual funds containing stocks with high past returns. Mutual fund managers exploit availability errors by purchasing such stocks at times close to the dates when they report the contents of their funds, a strategy called “window dressing” that is most prevalent among poorly performing mutual funds.\textsuperscript{124}

The SEC reduces the cost of acquiring accounting information with automated media articles of current earnings announcement news and recent stock returns. Amateur investors, however, do not incorporate value-relevant earnings information into their trading. Instead, they trade in response to recent stock returns that are vivid but offer no value-relevant information.\textsuperscript{125}

Decision fatigue increases the cost of acquiring information and processing it. This is evident among analysts who cover many companies and often publish several forecasts in one day. The accuracy of forecasts diminishes as the number of forecasts published during the day increases. Also, when


analysts issue more forecasts, they resort to shortcuts by herding with consensus forecasts.126

Absence of information makes its acquisition especially costly, because investors must begin with awareness that information is absent before proceeding to search for it. When company management does not issue forecasts, investors underestimate the magnitude of bad news implied by this lack of forecasts. As a result, management can withhold bad news without suffering significantly negative stock market consequences.127

**Confidence**

A commercial shows a man in a lobby of an office building. “Where am I going?” he asks. “To a place where a man’s success is determined not by the color of his credit card but by the position he took on the Aussie dollar in the face of rising commodity prices. I’m going where I can trade currencies on a platform that is as smart as . . . I am. I’m going to trade the world!”

The man’s confident statements are followed by an announcer who says, “It’s your world. Trade it at Forex.com!” The requisite warning follows: “Forex trading involves substantial risks and is not suitable to all investors.”

Forex trading, presumably, is suitable for men as confident as the man in the commercial.

Confidence shortcuts and overconfidence errors are of three types, classified by psychologists Don Moore and Paul Healy: estimation, placement, and precision.128 We use confidence shortcuts well in estimation, placement, and precision when we assess them objectively and place the objectively appropriate amount of confidence in them. We commit overconfidence errors when we place too much confidence in them, and we commit underconfidence errors when we place too little confidence in them. Overestimation, overplacement, and overprecision are not different manifestations of one underlying type of overconfidence. Instead, they are conceptually and empirically distinct.

The overconfidence of the man in the commercial is likely of the overestimation and overplacement types. We commit overestimation errors if we expect

---


a 30% return on our forex trading when objective assessment indicates that we should expect a 50% loss. We commit underestimation errors if we expect an 80% loss.

We commit overplacement errors if we expect our forex trading to place us among the top 5% of traders when objective assessment would place us among the bottom 40%. We commit underplacement errors if we expect our forex trading to place us among the bottom 20%.

Teachers often demonstrate susceptibility to overconfidence errors by asking students to estimate confidence intervals in answers to 10 questions. For example, what is your confidence interval for the length of the Nile River such that there is a 90% probability that the true length of the Nile falls within the confidence interval—no higher than your estimated upper bound and no lower than your estimated lower bound?

Teachers delight in demonstrating that students are overconfident, evident in confidence intervals that are too narrow, such that true values fall inside confidence intervals considerably less frequently than 90% of the time. Teachers often proceed to state that this finding indicates that investors, especially men, trade too much because they are overconfident, placing themselves above average, as in overplacement errors. Yet the overconfidence assessed by the Nile question is not overplacement confidence. Instead, it is overprecision confidence.

We commit overprecision errors if we believe that there is a 90% probability that the length of the Nile falls between 4,500 and 5,000 miles. The true length of the Nile is 4,258 miles, falling outside the confidence interval. Similarly, we commit overprecision errors if we believe that there is a 90% probability our forex return would fall between 30% and 60%, when objective assessment indicates that the 90% confidence interval extends from a negative 50% return to a 50% return. We commit underprecision errors if we believe that there is a 90% probability that the length of the Nile falls between 1,000 miles and 8,000 miles, and we commit underprecision errors if we believe that our forex return extends from a negative 90% return to a 90% return.

Examination of a large group of British investors confirmed that the three kinds of overconfidence—overestimation, overplacement, and overprecision—are distinct.129 There was substantial propensity for overprecision errors, yet there was no general propensity for overplacement errors. And there was no general propensity for overestimation, although that

---

propensity is evident in a minority of investors, including the man in the commercial and active traders polled at the 2012 Fidelity Traders Summit. The poll revealed that 62% of active traders expected to beat the market and 29% expected to match it, leaving only a handful who expected to lag the market.130

Moore and Healy noted further that underconfidence is common, even if not as common as overconfidence, and identified circumstances where people are likely to display overconfidence or underconfidence.131 Underestimation errors are likely when contemplating easy tasks, whereas overestimation errors are likely when contemplating difficult tasks. After all, we cannot overestimate our grade of A on an easy test, but we can overestimate our C grade on a difficult test.132 Investors who perceive investing as a difficult task are likely to overestimate their future returns.

Overplacement errors are likely when contemplating easy tasks, whereas underplacement errors are likely when contemplating difficult ones. Driving is an easy task, prompting overplacement. A frequently cited study reported that 93% of American drivers commit overplacement errors, placing themselves, on average, above average.133 If you have tried juggling three oranges or riding a unicycle, you know that these tasks, unlike driving, are difficult. A more recent and less frequently cited study found that people on average place themselves below average at juggling and unicycle riding.134 Investors who perceive investing as a difficult task are likely to underplace their future returns relative to the future returns of other people.

Another frequently cited article reported that people tend to overplace themselves in the likelihood of positive events, such as traveling to Europe, and tend to underplace themselves in the likelihood of negative events, such as getting lung cancer.135 A more recent and less frequently cited study found, however, that our tendency to overplace ourselves as likely to travel

131Moore and Healy, “The Trouble with Overconfidence.”
to Europe and underplace ourselves as likely to get lung cancer is due mostly to the feature of commonness (common or rare) rather than the feature of valence (positive or negative). We commit overplacement when contemplating common events, such as traveling to Europe or living past the age of 70, but we commit underplacement when contemplating rare events, such as getting lung cancer or living past the age of 100, whether these events are positive or negative. Investors who perceive above-average future returns as a common event are likely to overplace themselves relative to other investors.

**Conclusion**

Wants precede cognitive shortcuts and errors. We use cognitive shortcuts and sometimes stumble into cognitive errors on our way to satisfying our wants, deriving utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits.

We want financial security and might believe that trading stocks is a good way to achieve it. Good framing shortcuts direct us to frame trading as, for example, tennis against a possibly better opponent on the other side of the net, rather than as playing tennis against a training wall. And good confirmation shortcuts direct us to assign equal weights to evidence confirming our trading skills and evidence disconfirming them. We commit framing errors when we frame trading as tennis against a training wall, and we commit confirmation errors when we assign greater weight to evidence confirming our trading skills than to evidence disconfirming them.

We want to nurture our children. Good availability shortcuts lead us to consider readily available information about children abducted by strangers but also information not as readily available about the miniscule probability that children will actually be abducted by strangers. Availability errors mislead us into concluding that the probability of abduction of children by strangers is high and, therefore, insisting on driving our children to school rather than letting them walk there. Availability errors also mislead us into thinking that picking the best mutual funds is easy, because mutual funds advertise five-star funds, making them available to our memory.

We want high social status. Good representativeness shortcuts guide us to consider representativeness information about friends who brag about their high status as hedge fund investors but also to consider base-rate information about the many investors in plain mutual funds who attain high social status.

---

Representativeness errors mislead us into thinking that investment in hedge funds is a preferred path to high social status.

Knowledge of wants, cognitive shortcuts, and cognitive errors is part of human-behavior knowledge. Investment professionals can combine that knowledge with financial-facts knowledge to use helpful cognitive shortcuts and avoid cognitive errors on their way to satisfying their own wants, and they can help amateur investors do the same.
4. Emotional Shortcuts and Errors

Have you noticed that most movies are fiction? Of course you have. You know that Judi Dench is an actress, only pretending to be Queen Victoria. You know that the boats about to sink in a perfect ocean storm are actually floating in a studio pool. And sometimes you wear funny glasses that knowingly fool you into seeing 3D images on a flat screen. So why do we buy movie tickets, sacrificing the utilitarian benefits of money for fiction? The answer is obvious: We gain in expressive and emotional benefits more than we lose in utilitarian benefits. Movies touch our emotions and help us express our social connections in the company of dates, spouses, children, and friends. Indeed, concern about exposing ourselves as lacking social connections inhibits us from going to a movie theater alone, and these concerns also reduce the emotional benefits we derive when we watch movies alone.\(^{137}\)

Advice to set emotions aside when considering investments and use reason alone is common but wrong for three reasons. First, we cannot set emotions aside even if we want to. Second, emotions are not necessarily emotional errors. Third, emotional shortcuts help more than emotional errors harm. Emotional shortcuts complement reason, and the interaction between emotions and reason is beneficial, often critically so.

A study of financial advertisements showed that compared with neutral imagery, emotionally laden imagery increases investor knowledge about important investment characteristics, such as costs, time to maturity, and dividend frequency. Emotionally laden disclosure of risk factors increases knowledge of risk factors but does not increase knowledge of other investment characteristics. Emotionally laden imagery increases average amounts invested, whereas emotionally laden disclosure of risk decreases the willingness to consider other information.\(^{138}\)

Moreover, statements calling on people to set emotions aside when making financial choices deter some people from making financial choices altogether. As it is, people perceive financial choices as compatible with reason


and incompatible with emotions. Therefore, people who perceive themselves as making choices by emotions perceive financial choices as alien to them and, therefore, tend to avoid such choices.\footnote{Jane Park and Aner Sela, “Not My Type: Why Affective Decision-Makers Are Reluctant to Make Financial Decisions,” \textit{Journal of Consumer Research} 45, no. 2 (August 2018): 298–319.}

The famous case of Phineas Gage illustrates the crucial interaction between reason and emotion, whereby emotional shortcuts prompt reasonable choices. Gage was a thoughtful and conscientious foreman working on the construction of a railroad when an explosion propelled a tamping iron through his skull and the frontal cortex of his brain. Gage recovered physically but not emotionally, having lost all social inhibitions. A physician who treated Gage described him as “fitful, irreverent, indulging at times in the grossest profanity, . . . capricious and vacillating” and being “radically changed, so decidedly that his friends and acquaintances said he was ‘no longer Gage.’”\footnote{http://omeka.macalester.edu/courses/russ151/exhibits/show/materials-of-the-mind/phineas-gage; www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/05/21/528966102/why-brain-scientists-are-still-obsessed-with-the-curious-case-of-phineas-gage.}

The interaction between cognition and emotion makes it difficult to attribute shortcuts, errors, and choices to one or the other. Reason tells parents that a 10-year-old child has a miniscule chance of being kidnapped when walking a few blocks from home to school, but some parents insist on driving their children to school. This choice can be made because the cognitive errors of availability exaggerate the chance of kidnapping, because the emotional errors of excessive fear exaggerate that chance, or because of a combination of cognition and emotion.

**Emotions, Mood, and Affect**


There are also no clear lines separating emotions from moods and affect. Emotions are often described as intense but short in duration, whereas moods are less intense and longer in duration, and affect is the faint whisper of
emotions or moods. Sadness is an intense emotion when we learn that a loved one has died, and it is often followed by less intense but longer-lasting grief. Fear is an intense emotion in a stock market crash, and it is often followed by less intense and longer-lasting anxiety. A house with “curb appeal” exudes positive affect, and so does a stock with “curb appeal.”

The list of emotions expressed by consumers in complaints filed with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau includes frustration, anger, sadness, fear, disgust, shame, and guilt. A consumer complaining about the practices of a financial services company wrote, “I was confused, frustrated, stressed, and upset, and at the time I did not know that I had any recourse.” Frustration rose to anger in other complaints, expressed in capital letters: “I NEVER received ANY statements or cards in the mail.” A consumer expressed sadness about the company’s practices: “This huge corporation . . . [has become] a money hungry company. . . . Saddened and still in the Negative.” Another consumer expressed fear: “I am a senior citizen and need my [300] back! HELP!!” Yet other consumers expressed guilt, promising to pay when possible, and shame, expressed in apologies for not paying on time.142

**Hope and Fear**

Fear is a negative emotion arising in response to danger, whereas hope is a positive one in anticipation of reward, but the two are similar in that control is in the hands of others, whether other people or situations. We fear the danger of a stock market crash but cannot control the outcome. We hope for a stock market boom but cannot control the outcome.

Terrorist attacks invoke fear, and fear increases risk aversion. An increase in the number of attacks each month by one standard deviation leads to a $75.09 million drop in aggregate flows to stock funds and a $56.81 million increase in flows to government bond funds.143 Fear of terrorism increases people’s desire for control and leads many to avoidant behaviors. In Israel, some people quit dining out because restaurants are common targets of suicide bombers, whereas others continue to eat out but ask to sit near the kitchen so they can escape a potential attack.144

---


Buses are a frequent target of terrorist bombers. Yair, a 31-year-old Israeli man who drives to work in Tel Aviv every day, changed his driving strategy to feel safer by keeping his distance from buses. “I just let a few other cars get between me and the bus,” he said, “and that way if something happens, I will be safe because of the buffer zone I created” (p. 231).\footnote{Herzenstein, Horsky, and Posavac, “Living with Terrorism.”}

People who believe they have no control over terrorism display the most extreme changes in behavior. Maya, a 28-year-old woman who witnessed a terrorist attack, explained, “After a while my friends realized I’m not the same person. I don’t like to go out anymore. I only want to stay at home. I was really only hurt minimally but the horror I’ve seen with my own eyes will never leave me” (p. 231).\footnote{Herzenstein, Horsky, and Posavac, “Living with Terrorism.”}

Loan officers who have witnessed a robbery resemble people who have witnessed a terrorist act. Such loan officers adopt avoidant behavior, evident in more restrictive conditions on loans granted immediately after a bank branch robbery compared with loans granted at unaffected branches.\footnote{Paola Morales Acevedo and Steven Ongena, “Fear, Anger and Credit. On Bank Robberies and Loan Conditions,” BAFFI CAREFIN Centre Research Paper No. 2015-10 (19 January 2016). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2653726 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2653726.}

When people desire a sense of control to reduce fear and increase hope, they become more susceptible to superstition and conspiracy theories. First-year MBA students who lack the sense of control gained by second-year students are more likely to believe in conspiracies. Athletes whose success is precarious are likely to create superstitious rituals, such as ones that link particular shirts to success. Susceptibility to superstition and conspiracy theories increases in times of economic uncertainty and precariousness.\footnote{Jennifer A. Whitson and Adam D. Galinsky, “Lacking Control Increases Illusory Pattern Perception,” Science 322, no. 5898 (October 2008): 115–17.}

Fear inclines investors to expect low returns with high risk, whereas hope inclines them to expect high returns with low risk. A Gallup survey of investors conducted during the 1998–2007 period asked, “Do you think that now is a good time to invest in the financial markets?” Their answers revealed that high recent returns were followed by high percentages of investors who believed that now would be a good time to invest. Gallup also asked investors whether they believed the market is overvalued or undervalued. Their answers indicated that months when large proportions of investors believed the stock
market was overvalued were also months when they believed now would be a good time to invest in the financial markets.\footnote{Meir Statman, \textit{Finance for Normal People: How Investors and Markets Behave} (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017).}

Fear prods investors to fly to safety. The VIX Index (Cboe Volatility Index) is a risk gauge known as the fear index. It measures expectations of future risk by measuring the expectation of future volatility of stock returns. Flight-to-safety periods coincide with increases in the VIX, bearish consumer sentiment, and bond returns that exceed stock returns.\footnote{Lieven Baele, Geert Bekaert, Koen Inghelbrecht, and Min Wei, “Flights to Safety,” National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper No. w19095 (May 2013).}

Fear increases risk aversion even among financial professionals, whose risk aversion rises after financial busts. Financial professionals who read a story about a financial bust became more fearful than those who read a story about a financial boom, and their fear led to less risky investments.\footnote{Alain Cohn, Jan Engelmann, Ernst Fehr, and Michel André Maréchal, “Evidence for Countercyclical Risk Aversion: An Experiment with Financial Professionals,” \textit{American Economic Review} 105, no. 2 (February 2015): 860–85.}

Hope for great winnings drives people to buy lottery tickets and engage in stock trading.\footnote{Meir Statman, “Lottery Players/Stock Traders,” \textit{Financial Analysts Journal} 58, no. 1 (January 2002): 14–21.} Investment manager Jason Hsu noted that “investment managers are fond of telling clients that ‘hope is not a strategy’; ironically, however, selling hope has turned out to be a fantastic strategy for investment managers” (p. 6).\footnote{Jason C. Hsu, “Selling Hope,” \textit{Rotman International Journal of Pension Management} 5, no. 2 (Fall 2012): 6–7.}

And a Kauffman Foundation study of venture capital funds, echoing an old joke about second marriages, described these funds as evidence for the triumph of hope over experience and noted in 2012 that “venture capital (VC) has delivered poor returns for more than a decade. VC returns haven’t significantly outperformed the public market since the late 1990s, and, since 1997, less cash has been returned to investors than has been invested in VC” (p. 3).\footnote{Diane Mulcahy, Bill Weeks, and Harold S. Bradley, “We Have Met the Enemy . . . and He Is Us: Lessons from Twenty Years of the Kauffman Foundation’s Investments in Venture Capital Funds and the Triumph of Hope Over Experience” (May 2012). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2053258 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2053258.}

**Happiness, Sadness, and Disgust**

Happiness, sadness, and disgust can offer utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits, and they can impose utilitarian, expressive, and emotional costs. We sacrifice the utilitarian benefits of money when we donate to

Financial advisers often note that wealthy clients dislike an emphasis on the utilitarian tax benefits of charitable donations because such an emphasis suggests that utilitarian benefits to themselves underlie donations, rather than benefits to others and expressive and emotional benefits to themselves.

Sylvia Bloom was a legal secretary who retired at 96 and died not long afterward. She left $6.24 million to the Henry Street Settlement on New York City’s Lower East Side, an organization that delivers a wide range of social service, arts, and health care programs to more than 50,000 New Yorkers each year. And she left an additional $2 million for scholarships at Hunter College and other educational institutions. “She never talked money and she didn’t live the high life,” said one of her friends. “She wasn’t showy and didn’t want to call attention to herself.”\footnote{Corey Kilgannon, “96-Year-Old Secretary Quietly Amasses Fortune, Then Donates $8.2 Million,” New York Times (6 May 2018). www.nytimes.com/2018/05/06/nyregion/secretary-fortune-donates.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=second-column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news.}

Happiness adds utilitarian benefits by increasing productivity. In one experiment, Britons watched a 10-minute clip based on composite sketches taken from comedy routines by a well-known British comedian. Those who reported enjoying the clip had 12% greater productivity in a paid task than those who watched a neutral clip. Another study found that people affected by real-life unhappiness shocks stemming from bereavement or family illness produced less than people not similarly affected.\footnote{Andrew J. Oswald, Eugenio Proto, and Daniel Sgroi, “Happiness and Productivity,” IZA Discussion Paper No. 4645 (22 December 2009). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1526075.}

Happiness promotes delayed gratification and increased savings. Happiness was induced in one group of Americans by a montage of standup comedy bits from Robin Williams’ \textit{Live on Broadway}. People in that group were more willing to delay gratification than people who watched a neutral clip.\footnote{John Ifcher and Homa Zarghamee, “Happiness and Time Preference: The Effect of Positive Affect in a Random-Assignment Experiment,” \textit{American Economic Review} 101, no. 7 (December 2011): 3109–29.}
Sadness, however, created “myopic misery,” increasing impatience and intensifying myopic focus on obtaining money immediately instead of later, even when waiting would have brought substantially more money. Sadness is strongly associated with a sense that forces outside us control our lives. Shopping while sad—what cynics call “retail therapy”—counters these forces and restores some control over our lives. Sadness among mutual fund managers following the death of a parent was associated with a 3 percentage point decline in their funds’ returns. Sadness induced greater impatience, higher risk aversion, and increased sensitivity to losses.

The common saying “sad but wise” is true. Sadness promotes reliance on the reflective System 2, instead of the intuitive System 1. Sadness also counters a range of cognitive and emotional errors. These include holding inflated perception of our importance, reputation, and abilities and attributing causality to other people without basis in facts.

We “bank happiness” when anticipating a future sad event. Accumulated happiness serves as a resource to be drawn upon in times of sadness. Indeed, the boost from banked happiness helps people handle and overcome sad events, leaving them in a less negative mood.

Disgust prompts us to expel repellent objects and keep our distance from abhorrent ideas. Disgust is intimately linked to pathogen avoidance, developed by the forces of evolution to choose what to eat, what to touch, and with whom to have sex. Disgust occurs when we perceive low expected net benefits from food consumption, contact, or sex.

Consider a scale of liking ranging from “like extremely” (200 points) to “dislike immensely” (0 points). How many liking points would you assign to a glass of juice? Experiments about the effects of disgust indicate that dipping

---

a sterilized cockroach into that glass of juice lowered average liking of that juice by more than 100 points.165

As part of a “lunch experiment,” people were given the opportunity to buy or be paid for eating a chicken sandwich containing Evanger Super Premium for Dogs Whole Chicken Thighs. One group was placed under cognitive load by requesting that they look up and memorize the amount of calories in eight food items on a Google search. People subjected to cognitive load engaged the intuitive System 1, and the disgust arising from the dog food label caused them to offer little or ask a lot for eating the sandwich. People not subjected to cognitive load had a better opportunity to engage the reflective System 2 to balance their disgust against the nutritional value of the sandwich. They were willing to offer more or ask less for eating the sandwich.166

**Anger**

Anger brings to mind “anger management.” Indeed, chronic anger calls for anger management because it often leads to bad outcomes. Chronically angry people agree with such statements as “I am an impulsive person,” “I get angry when I have to wait because of others’ mistakes,” and “When I am frustrated, I feel like hitting someone.” Angry people have a higher than average likelihood to divorce, suffer more cardiovascular disease, and face problems at work, despite rating themselves less likely to experience these problems.167

Yet anger can lead to good outcomes when not chronic. Whereas fear, sadness, and disgust move us away from what seems dangerous or unpleasant, anger propels us toward them, accepting risks and confronting challenges we would otherwise flee. Anger can also counter cognitive errors, mitigating the tendency to commit confirmation errors. In one study, angry people who read an article about a controversial social issue were more likely to consider disconfirming information than sad people who read the same article.168

As one group of authors wrote, “Anger is a computationally complex cognitive system that evolved to bargain for better treatment. Anger coordinates facial expressions, vocal changes, verbal arguments, the withholding of benefits, the deployment of aggression, and a suite of other cognitive and

---
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physiological variables in the service of leveraging bargaining position into better outcomes” (p. 110).169

Psychologist Robert Sutton described the strategic use of anger by debt collectors in an interview with Charles Duhigg. Debt collectors were trained to pretend they were angry at the debtors: “I want the payment today! Express mail!” Yet “as soon as a debtor started screaming back, the collector would switch tactics and become soothing and accommodating. ‘The idea was, once you get them angry and aroused, you need to deliver catharsis, a sense of relief. That’s going to make them more likely to pay up.’” One debt collector described how he delivered that catharsis: “Look, I know you’ve got a problem. I hope nothing I did set you off, because neither of us is going to benefit if we don’t resolve this thing.”170

Moral anger arises in us when we observe unfair behavior, even when that behavior has no direct effect on us. Anticipation of other people’s moral anger deters homeowners considering strategic defaults on mortgages—defaults not caused by economic shocks, such as unemployment. Anger abates when economic shocks cause neighboring homeowners to default, prompting other homeowners into strategic default. Moreover, when economic shocks occur, neighbors of defaulting homeowners have a hard time distinguishing strategic from shock-based defaults and are, therefore, reluctant to punish defaulting homeowners.171

Regret and Pride

Regret and pride are “cognitive emotions,” the outcome of an interaction between cognition and emotion. We react instinctively when gripped by fear, recoiling from a snake or slamming the brakes. But we contemplate the regret or pride we will derive from future actions, and that contemplation affects our choice of actions.

Regret aversion and pride seeking are central in the “disposition effect” described by Hersh Shefrin and me.172 Rational investors are quick to realize
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losses and slow to realize gains on taxable investments, because realized losses reduce tax bills and their utilitarian costs, whereas realized gains add to them. Yet many normal investors are quick to realize gains (eager to enjoy the emotional benefits of pride) and slow to realize losses (reluctant to suffer the emotional costs of regret), displaying a disposition to “sell winners too early and ride losers too long.”

Responsibility for choices is crucial in the emotional costs of regret and emotional benefits of pride. We experience disappointment when a broker who bears responsibility for choosing stocks for us makes a choice that results in losses. But we suffer regret when we ourselves bear responsibility for that choice. In one set of experiments, some people bore responsibility for choices whereas others did not. The disposition effect occurred only among those who bore responsibility.¹⁷³ Investors who delegate choices also delegate responsibility and blame for losses, thereby facilitating their realization.¹⁷⁴

“Regret is painful while pride is pleasurable, but both are teachers, warning us against behavior likely to inflict regret and encouraging us toward behavior likely to bring pride. But sometimes the lessons of regret are overly harsh and the lessons of pride too encouraging. Stocks go up and down for many reasons and for no reason at all. We need not kick ourselves with regret every time stock prices go down, and we should not stroke ourselves with pride every time they go up” (pp. 135–136).¹⁷⁵

An experiment using functional MRI showed that when people observed a positive return in a stock and chose not to buy it, a regret signal was found in an area of the brain commonly active in reward processing. People were unwilling to repurchase stocks whose prices had recently increased, even though repurchasing was optimal on the basis of the rules of the experiment. Those with high rates of repurchasing mistakes also exhibited large disposition effects: They were eager to realize gains and reluctant to realize losses.¹⁷⁶

Pride seeking can make mutual fund managers eager to buy particular stocks, and regret aversion can make them reluctant to buy them. The probability of a stock being repurchased by a mutual fund is on average 17% higher if the stock was previously sold for a gain that induced pride rather than for

¹⁷⁵Statman, “What Investors Really Want.”
a loss that inflicted regret. The effects of pride and regret on the behavior of fund managers persist even when they move on to work at a different fund. They still prefer to repurchase stocks that they sold for a gain at the fund they managed before. Seeking pride and avoiding regret, however, degrades investment performance: Repurchased winners underperform repurchased losers by an annual 5%.\textsuperscript{177}

Aversion to regret inclines portfolio managers to hedge half the currency position of their portfolio to avoid the pain of regret, since a hedge of one-half is sure to make them half right; either the hedged part of the position outperforms or the unhedged part does. Either way, they have made one good decision. A William M. Mercer survey of pension funds worldwide revealed that about one-third of respondents with partially hedged currency positions believe that currency exposure should be set at one-half to minimize regret.\textsuperscript{178}

Regret is often conflated with risk, yet the two are distinct. Indeed, people averse to risk are no more or less likely to be averse to regret.\textsuperscript{179} Reduction of risk is commonly cited as a rationale for dollar-cost averaging. This is the practice of converting cash into stocks over a number of periods rather than all at once in a lump sum, such as converting $100,000 of cash into stocks in 10 monthly installments of $10,000. This practice does reduce risk during the 10 months because the risk of stocks is greater than the risk of cash, so the risk of $100,000 in stocks when invested in a lump sum is greater than the risk of $10,000 in stocks and $90,000 in cash when invested using dollar-cost averaging.

Yet “reverse” dollar-cost averaging is also urged when converting stocks into cash, and risk reduction cannot be the rationale for that practice. This is because $100,000 in cash received by selling stocks in a lump sum is less risky than the $90,000 in stocks and $10,000 in cash received by selling stocks using reverse dollar-cost averaging.

Risk reduction cannot be the rationale for both dollar-cost averaging and reverse dollar-cost averaging. Instead, regret reduction is the rationale for both practices. If stock prices decline after the first monthly batch of stocks


has been bought by dollar-cost averaging, investors can console themselves with the knowledge that now they can buy the next batch at a lower price. And if stock prices increase after the first monthly batch of stocks has been sold by reverse dollar-cost averaging, investors can console themselves with the knowledge that now they can sell the next batch at a higher price.

**Self-Control**

Self-control, like pride and regret, centers on the interaction between cognition and emotion. Self-control can be insufficient, excessive, or just right. When self-control is insufficient, emotion compels us to spend too much now, while we are young, leaving too little for when we are old, and cognition does not counter that emotion sufficiently. Excessive self-control, however, is as prevalent as insufficient self-control. When self-control is excessive, emotion compels us to spend too little now—a common problem when we are old—and cognition does not counter that emotion sufficiently.

I wrote about excessive self-control in a *Wall Street Journal* article, and many readers recognized themselves in it. One wrote, “I’ve been a dedicated saver and investor for 40 years, always practicing self-denial to the point that it’s extremely difficult to spend money. I honestly get uptight about small purchases that are insignificant. The difficulty is changing a mind-set that has gripped my thinking for four decades.”

Rules are self-control devices. Such rules, for example, facilitate the realization of losses. “I have a hard-and-fast rule that I never let my losses on a trade exceed ten percent,” said one professional trader. “Say I buy a ten-dollar stock. As soon as it goes to nine dollars, I must sell it and take a loss. Some guys have a five per cent rule. Some may have fifteen. I’m a ten man. . . . The traders who get wiped out hope against hope, . . . they’re stubborn. They refuse to take losses” (pp. 17, 18, and 30).

Professional traders set rules and control systems that track trades and force the realization of losses when traders’ self-control fails. One rule and associated control system mandates that traders settle their trading positions at the end of each day, realizing gains on good days and losses on bad days. The ability of control systems to force traders to realize losses is, however, only as good the ability of those systems to prevent rogue traders from thwarting them. Major trading frauds combine traders’ reluctance to realize losses with their ability to thwart control systems. Reluctance to realize small losses leads
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to larger bets in attempts to get even by recouping losses, which then leads instead to larger losses that are impossible to hide. Control systems are useful in contexts other than trading, such as consumption of alcohol. Liquor sales decline when access to payday loans is restricted.182

**Trust**

Trust, like regret, pride, and self-control, combines cognition with emotion. The two partners in crime in the famous prisoner’s dilemma must decide whether to trust each other or not. The prisoners are told in advance that if neither confesses, each gets a one-year sentence. If one confesses, he gets off scot-free while his partner gets a five-year sentence. If both confess, each gets a three-year sentence. In the absence of trust, each confesses and gets a three-year sentence. In the presence of trust, neither confesses and each gets a one-year sentence.

“Trust is a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behavior of another” (p. 1998), wrote management scholar Denise Rousseau and her coauthors.183 A trusting partner accepts vulnerability to a five-year sentence when he confesses, if his trust is misplaced and his partner does not confess.

Risk is essential in the conceptualization of trust. Trust is unnecessary if actions can be undertaken with complete certainty about outcomes. Interdependence is essential as well, whereby the outcome for one cannot be achieved without reliance on another.

A trust question in the World Values Survey asks for one’s degree of agreement with the following question: “Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you need to be very careful in dealing with people?” People who have a relatively high level of trust also have a high tolerance for risk and a low propensity for regret.184

Trust is an effective tool for limiting moral hazard. Companies in US counties where trust is greater suffer less from agency problems, are more profitable, and have higher valuations. In addition, such companies take a harsher view of ethics violations.185

---


184Pan and Statman, “Questionnaires of Risk Tolerance.”

We seek advice from people we trust. A change in financial regulations in Israel moved the choice of mutual funds in savings accounts from employers to individuals. Choices to switch fund were not influenced by fund performance but was strongly influenced by the choices of co-workers of the same ethnic group.186

Investors interacting with financially savvy people are more likely to invest in stocks, especially when trust in financially savvy people is high.187 And trust drives reaction to information. Earnings forecasts by local Chinese analysts influence Chinese investors more than foreign investors, whereas earnings forecasts for foreign analysts influence foreign investors more than Chinese investors.188

Trust in banks is essential for an effective financial system, evidenced by a strong association between trust and effectiveness of banks in 52 countries. Pro-market views on economic issues are associated with a higher level of trust in banks. Women have more trust in banks than men do, and trust in banks increases with income but decreases with age and education. Access to television increases trust, whereas internet access diminishes trust.189

However, trust can have drawbacks when it is misplaced, as with Ponzi schemes. From a sample of 376 Ponzi schemes prosecuted by the SEC, it is evident that they occur more often in US states where people are more trusting. In addition, Ponzi scheme success—measured by duration, the total amount invested, or the percentage of money the perpetrators receive—is greater in the presence of an affinity link.190

Revelations of Ponzi schemes reduce trust. Investors in communities exposed to the Bernie Madoff Ponzi scheme interacted through social networks. Such investors withdrew investments from financial advisers and shifted them to cash in banks. Advisers who sustained trust suffered lower


**Mood**

Mood is muted emotion—less intense but longer lasting. Sunshine induces positive mood, and sun lamps chase away winter blues. A study of credit card transactions shows that daily credit card spending is higher on sunny days than on cloudy ones. A one standard deviation decrease in abnormal cloud cover leads to an increase in daily credit card spending by around 1%.\footnote{Sumit Agarwal Souphala Chomsisengphet, Stephan Meier, and Xin Zou, “In the Mood to Consume: Effect of Sunshine on Credit Card Spending” (13 May 2019), Columbia Business School Research Paper No. 17-104. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3014541 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3014541.}

Sunshine affects decisions of lower-level financial officers by influencing their risk tolerance and subjective judgment. Sunshine is associated with more liberal credit approvals, and clouds have a large-magnitude effect in the opposite direction. The influence of sunshine on credit approvals is more pronounced when approvals involve greater discretion and reviews of approvals are not automated.\footnote{Kristle Romero Cortés, Ran Duchin, and Denis Sosyura, “Clouded Judgment: The Role of Sentiment in Credit Origination,” *Journal of Financial Economics* 121, no. 2 (August 2016): 392–413.}

Extreme temperatures affect security prices by changing the way investors acquire and process information. Increases in the mean and standard deviation of extreme temperatures—below 15 and above 85 degrees Fahrenheit—are associated with a 0.02% and 0.5% decline in stock returns, respectively. Moreover, Gallup surveys show that an increase in extreme temperatures is associated with a more negative perception of the current and future state of the economy.\footnote{Christos Makridis, “Can You Feel the Heat? Extreme Temperatures, Stock Returns, and Economic Sentiment” (26 December 2018). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3095422 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3095422.}

Shifts in clocks at the end of daylight saving time are associated with substantially lower stock returns on the day following the clock shift, especially in local, relatively small markets. This association is consistent with our knowledge of the human circadian system, which keeps us in sync with the
24-hour day, and suggests that the mechanism underlying the effect may be based on a loss of investors’ internal clock harmony.\(^{195}\)

Optimism and pessimism can be described as moods. Optimism is associated with the emotions of hope and happiness, and pessimism is associated with the emotions of fear and sadness. But optimism and pessimism are not as intense as hope, happiness, fear, or sadness. Sentiment in the context of investments often corresponds to mood. Bearish sentiment corresponds to pessimistic mood, and bullish sentiment corresponds to optimistic mood. Major terrorist attacks induce pessimism, affecting analysts’ earnings forecasts. One study showed that analysts located near major terrorist attacks issued more pessimistic forecasts than analysts who were further away.\(^{196}\)

Optimism enhances our life today as we contemplate an enjoyable future, but optimism has downsides. Optimism can lead to excessive debt loads. One study showed that optimistic Finns not only accumulated more debt than pessimists but were also burdened by excessive debt loads. Moreover, optimists were less attentive to forecast errors than their pessimistic brethren.\(^{197}\)

Pessimism also has downsides, evident among people with low socioeconomic status, characterized by low income and a low level of education. Those with high socioeconomic status have more optimistic views on future macroeconomic trends, such as business conditions, the national unemployment rate, and equity returns. In addition, they are more likely to invest in stocks and to consider buying houses, durable goods, or automobiles. The difference between the high- and low-status groups reflects low-status people’s excessive pessimism.\(^{198}\)

**Affect**

Affect is the faint whisper of emotion or mood, stripped down to valence, positive or negative. Psychologist Robert Zajonc, an early proponent of the
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importance of affect in making choices, wrote, “We do not just see ‘a house’: We see a handsome house, an ugly house, or a pretentious house” (p. 154). Indeed, differences in the affect of houses correspond to differences in their prices.

Perceptions of luck are often related to affect. The number eight is considered lucky in Chinese culture and its affect is positive, whereas the number four is considered unlucky and its affect is negative. Singaporean Chinese are averse to apartments on floors with numbers ending in four. Such apartments sell at 1.1% below the average price, whereas apartments on floors with numbers ending in eight sell at 0.9% above the average price. There are fewer home transactions on inauspicious days of the lunar calendar, when perceptions of luck inclines Singaporean Chinese against major economic decisions. The demand for lucky addresses is also weaker on these inauspicious days.

“Dragon babies” are children born in the Year of the Dragon and are preferred by Chinese parents who are concerned about luck. One study showed that from 1960 to 2007, the average number of births for the Chinese majority in Singapore increased 9.3% in Dragon years, but no such patterns were evident among non-Chinese minorities. Chinese Dragon babies have significantly lower incomes than other Chinese cohorts once they join the labor market; this adverse outcome reflects the aggregate resource implications of the substantially greater sizes of these cohorts. In addition, Dragon babies suffer lower rates of admission to national universities, which points to a limited capacity for accommodating the surge in resource demand that accompanies larger birth cohorts.

Houses believed to be haunted exude negative affect, and in cities such as Hong Kong, SAR, their presence has a ripple effect on prices of nearby houses. Prices of housing units believed to be haunted drop by an average 20%. Prices drop by 5% among units on the same floor, they drop by 3% among units in the same block, and they drop by 1% among units in the same estate.

Houses in Paris and similar hot spots have great positive affect, especially among out-of-country buyers. These buyers generally purchase relatively small but high-quality properties in desirable neighborhoods and in areas with high percentages of compatriots. They pay higher prices, hold these properties longer, and realize lower capital gains.²⁰³

The affect of the color red is negative in financial environments where red signifies losses. Consistent with the color red causing “avoidance behavior,” one study found that this color makes US investors less likely to buy equities and that the color red's effect is muted for colorblind participants and for participants in China, where red is not always used to visualize financial losses.²⁰⁴

Positive affect can have a negative effect when it acts as a comparison standard. A beautiful female mannequin had a negative effect on male and female consumers who were less physically attractive and had low self-esteem. They became threatened by its beauty standard, evaluating a product displayed by the mannequin more negatively than more attractive and higher-self-esteem consumers. That threat and its effects were mitigated by reducing the mannequin's beauty, such as by removing its hair or its head.²⁰⁵

Positive affect can also have a negative effect when it misleads investors into the belief that good stocks are stocks of good companies. Stocks of admired companies bask in the glow of positive affect, whereas stocks of spurned companies wilt in the dark of negative affect. We embrace stocks of admired companies, expecting high returns with low risk, while we keep our distance from stocks of spurned companies, expecting low returns with high risk. However, there is evidence that affect misleads investors into forgoing superior stock returns. Stocks of admired companies delivered lower returns, on average, than stocks of spurned companies.²⁰⁶


Conclusion

Wants precede emotional shortcuts and errors, just as they precede cognitive shortcuts and errors. We use emotional shortcuts and sometimes stumble into emotional errors on our way to satisfying our wants, deriving utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits.

We want financial security. Yet most of us, especially the young, do not have ample portfolios to provide financial security now and in the future by allocating them entirely to riskless money market funds. Good emotional shortcuts of hope and fear guide us to allocate some, but not all, of our portfolios to risky assets, such as stocks, to attain financial security. Yet emotional errors can imperil our financial security. Excessive hope can drive us to allocate too much of our portfolios to risky assets in boom times, and emotional errors of excessive fear can scare us into dumping all our risky assets in a crash.

Financial security also requires balancing saving and spending throughout our lifetimes through good emotional shortcuts of self-control. Yet emotional errors of insufficient self-control can drive us to save too little and spend too much when we are young, leaving too little for financial security when we are old. And emotional errors of excessive self-control can compel us to spend too little when we are old, living as if we lack financial security.

We want to nurture our children. Good emotional shortcuts of fear lead us to insist on holding the hand of our 3-year-old daughter when we cross a busy street, and good emotional shortcuts of hope lead us to establish a college savings account for her. But emotional errors of excessive fear lead us to insist on driving our 10-year-old son from school when he can be equally safe by walking that short distance, and emotional errors of excessive hope might lead us to refrain from saving, hoping that an athletic scholarship will cover all our daughter's college expenses.

We want fairness. Good emotional shortcuts of anger deter unfair behavior toward us and others and deter us from unfair behavior. Yet chronic anger is an emotional error, increasing the likelihood of divorce, cardiovascular disease, and problems at work.

Knowledge of wants, emotional shortcuts, and emotional errors is part of human-behavior knowledge. Investment professionals can combine that knowledge with financial-facts knowledge to use emotional shortcuts and avoid emotional errors on their way to satisfying their own wants, and they can help amateur investors do the same.
5. Balancing Wants, Acquiring Knowledge, and Correcting Errors

Knowledge of cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors is part of human-behavior knowledge. That knowledge joins financial-facts knowledge in guiding us toward correct use of cognitive and emotional shortcuts and correction of cognitive and emotional errors on our way to satisfying our wants.

We climb three steps to correct use of shortcuts and correction of errors. The first step consists of the acquisition of financial-facts and human-behavior knowledge. This knowledge alerts us when System 1 intuition is about to mislead us into the pitfalls of cognitive and emotional errors. The second step consists of the activation of System 2 reflection when we are alerted to the pitfalls of System 1. The third step consists of outside help, such as from investment professionals, when we are unable to activate System 2 on our own.

Replacing financial-facts ignorance with knowledge is not always easy, but it can be done. For example, many amateur investors are ignorant of the financial facts of portfolio diversification. Some believe, in error, that diversification increases the volatility of portfolio returns; financial-facts knowledge indicates that diversification reduces that volatility. Investors are tripped into this error because the future volatility of the returns of familiar stocks, such as those of Facebook or Disney, seems easier to foresee than the future volatility of the returns of a portfolio, such as a total stock market portfolio, that is diversified among thousands of mostly unfamiliar stocks. Moreover, some investors believe, in error, that diversification increases the expected returns of portfolios; financial-facts knowledge indicates that diversification does not change expected returns. As a result, some investors choose not to diversify because they misperceive diversification as increasing volatility, and other investors choose to diversify because they misperceive diversification as offering high expected returns.207

Replacing human-behavior ignorance with knowledge is also not always easy, but it can be done. Framing errors mislead some investors into framing stock markets as equivalents of department stores. A stock price fall induces them to buy the stock, as it induces shoppers to buy a coat when its price falls
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in a sale. This “price tag illusion” inflicts severe losses on investors who fall victim to it.208

Correcting Cognitive and Emotional Errors by Acquisition of Knowledge

Financial-facts and human-behavior knowledge consists of more than financial literacy. It also includes financial comprehension and behavior demonstrating financial comprehension. Consider readers’ responses to my true-or-false quiz in the 23 October 2017 issue of the Wall Street Journal, centering on financial comprehension and correction of cognitive and emotional errors.209

Is the following statement true or false? “Jane is the portfolio manager of the Alpha mutual fund, which beat its S&P 500 Index benchmark 10 years in a row. She majored in mathematics at Harvard University and received her MBA in finance at Columbia University, both with high distinction. This indicates that it is better to invest in the Alpha mutual fund rather than in an S&P 500 Index mutual fund.”

I chose false as my answer, highlighting the cognitive errors of representativeness. I wrote, “Representativeness errors lead us to focus on ‘representativeness’ information and overlook ‘base-rate’ information. Some pieces of information make Jane similar to, or representative of, what we are likely to think of as excellent portfolio managers. These include her Harvard and Columbia degrees, in addition to beating the S&P 500 Index 10 years in a row. Yet base-rate information tells us that one of 1,024 people tossing a coin is likely to have 10 heads in a row, and the number of available mutual funds greatly exceeds 1,024.”

Acquisition of knowledge requires a readiness for acquisition, yet not all readers were ready. One wrote, “I don’t care where Jane went to school, beating the S&P 500 10 years in a row is not the result of chance. Whoever the one in 1,024 may be, it ain’t because they were flipping coins.”

Another wrote, “The average fund doesn’t beat the indexes. True, but why would anyone invest with the average fund? Look at it this way: Start with ten funds to choose from and really get to know the people behind them, and their process, and how they have performed in various types of markets. Stick with those who invest in their own funds, have an ownership interest in their

company, and who have strong leadership in their investment committee. Doing this you can weed out at least half of the managers as poor performers. Now select the ‘average’ from among those left, invest for the long term, and you’ll end up in the top quartile and beat the market.”

But another reader demonstrated comprehension: “There is simply no evidence to support your argument. Past performance in various markets says nothing about future performance. That is why 10 years ago Warren Buffett said he would bet any fund manager $1 million that his fund wouldn’t beat the S&P over a 10-year period. Buffett recently won his bet.”

Now consider the following statement: “A surgeon perfects her surgeries, and increases her rate of success as she performs surgeries more often. Likewise, an investor perfects his trading and increases his rate of success as he trades more often.”

I chose false as my answer, describing those who chose true as misled by framing errors. I wrote, “The analogy between a trader and a surgeon is one that many investors make. It makes intuitive sense. But it is wrong. The human body doesn’t ‘compete’ with the surgeon as she perfects her surgeries; it doesn’t switch the heart from left to right. But two traders on the opposite side of a trade compete with each other. A trader might perfect his skills by frequent trading, but will nevertheless lose if the other trader has greater skills or possesses better information.”

Some readers found it difficult to comprehend the correct frame for trading because it differs from correct frames in familiar settings, such as surgery. One reader wrote, “As you increase the number of trades, you move up in the hierarchy and trade with less skilled traders more often.” Another wrote, “If I make investments in the stock market, I do not have to be better than a professional analyst to make money. Any improvements I make in those decisions has nothing to do with them.”

But another reader demonstrated comprehension: “Notice how every investor this year [2017], big or small, is a ‘genius’? I wonder if the economy is playing a part here. . . . Nah, we’re all just geniuses.”

Next, consider the following statement: “You can beat the market by buying and holding FAANG stocks (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, and Google). After a decade or so, it has made me stinking rich,’ Paul says.”

I chose false as the answer, highlighting hindsight errors. I wrote, “Hindsight errors might well be the most dangerous among the cognitive errors tripping up investors. We know, in hindsight, that FAANG stocks delivered fabulous returns in the recent past [through 2017]. Hindsight errors mislead us into thinking that our foresight is as accurate as our hindsight, but
it isn’t. FAANG stocks are as likely to deliver terrible returns in the future as they are likely to deliver fabulous returns.”

One reader disagreed: “I got stinkin’ rich on FAANG and still am. Heard the hindsight BS EVERY YEAR and never paid attention to it.” Another wrote, “‘You can beat the market by buying and holding FAANG stocks.’ Why is this necessarily ‘False’? You may not beat the market, but you most certainly CAN beat the market.” But another reader responded, “You CAN also beat the market by buying GE stock. But you WON’T.”

I added, “Moreover, when I hear claims such as Paul’s, a voice in me struggles to come out: ‘May I have an audited statement of your investments?’ Is Paul really rich? Did he buy his FAANG stocks a decade ago or only recently? Did he mention all the stocks in his portfolio or just the winning stocks?”

The quiz also included questions about wants, highlighting the distinction between wants and errors. Consider the following statement: “Michael is passionate about protecting the environment and wants his investments to be true to his values. He chooses a mutual fund that excludes stocks of companies harming the environment, knowing that this fund’s annual returns are likely to be 1 percentage point lower than those of a conventional fund. This choice makes sense.”

I rated this statement true, writing, “It’s true for Michael, that is. It is important to understand here that money is for satisfying wants, whether that means secure retirement income, nurturing children and grandchildren, gaining high social status, or being true to our values.”

I went on to write, “A common way of looking at money is to separate the production of money from its use in satisfying wants—that is, produce the most money you can in a first step, and use it to satisfy wants in the second step. Yet we also properly commingle production and use—think of a choice between a career where you earn much money but are unhappy to come to work, and one where you earn less money but are happy to come to work.”

I wrote further, “For some people, it makes sense to invest in a conventional fund, get the highest returns, and donate 1 percentage point of those returns to support environmental causes, being true to your values. But for some people, it makes sense to invest in an environmental fund that earns 1 percentage point less than conventional funds but is true to your values.”

One reader wrote, “Nonsense. ‘Don’t harm the environment’ is basically whatever liberals choose it to be, and this is just another pretext for punishing companies that don’t conform to their totalitarian socialist agenda. Better: Let the free market decide. If the market judges a company as causing excessive environmental damage, their stock will pay the price. If not, it won’t.”
But another reader demonstrated comprehension: “You missed the point. The point is that for that specific individual, there is a non-financial benefit that is added to the financial benefit that makes the total benefit higher for that particular individual. That does not mean that any particular investment will have the same total benefit for any other individual, or that the non-financial benefit will accrue to anyone else.”

**Correcting Cognitive and Emotional Errors by Prompting System 2**

Investors we know as “chartists” search for patterns in series of past prices of stocks and other investments and use them to predict future prices. System 1 intuition might tell us that the series of Apple daily stock prices in Exhibit 5.1 is representative of a “head and shoulders” pattern that could lead chartists to foresee future prices and recommend buying or selling shares. But that intuition might be nothing more than representativeness errors. We can apply System 2 reflection by presenting the same data as a series of Apple daily stock returns derived from these Apple stock prices, as shown in Exhibit 5.2. This series shows a pattern representative of randomness, correcting our System 1 intuition.

Confirmation errors are evident in assessment of the usefulness of trading rules. One rule is based on the Bearish Sentiment Index, compiled from stock market recommendations of writers of investment newsletters. The Bearish
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**Exhibit 5.1. Daily Prices of Apple Shares Are Representative of a Pattern**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price ($)</th>
<th>1/Dec/2017</th>
<th>1/Mar/2018</th>
<th>1/Jun/2018</th>
<th>1/Sep/2018</th>
<th>1/Dec/2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Sentiment Index is the ratio of the number of investment newsletter writers who are bearish, expecting stock market declines, to the number of writers expressing an opinion, bullish or bearish, about the stock market’s future direction. A contrarian use of the Bearish Sentiment Index calls for buying stocks when bearish sentiment is high and selling when it is low.

Economist Michael Solt and I examined the usefulness of the Bearish Sentiment Index. The System 1 focus on confirming evidence is illustrated in a statement by an investment professional: “At the market high in late 1972, 75% of [writers of investment newsletters] predicted that stocks were heading skyward. Then, at the bottom of the 1974 market . . . two thirds suspected stocks would continue to free-fall; not long thereafter we had the beginning of a major bull market” (p. 45).²¹⁰

A proper System 2 test of the hypothesis that the Bearish Sentiment Index is a useful prediction tool places observations into four boxes, depicted in Exhibit 5.3. The first contains “positive hits”—predictions of stock market increases followed by realized increases. The second contains “negative hits”—predictions of decreases followed by realized decreases. The third contains

“false positives”—predictions of increases followed by realized decreases. And the fourth contains “false negatives”—predictions of decreases followed by realized increases. We commit confirmation errors when we assign much weight to the confirming evidence in the boxes of positive and negative hits while assigning little weight to the disconfirming evidence in the boxes of false positives and negatives.

In one of our tests, Solt and I set the bullish level of the index at 0.29, the mean level at DJIA market tops, and the bearish level at 0.52, the mean level at DJIA market bottoms. We examined DJIA returns during the four weeks following an index level exceeding 0.52 or falling short of 0.29. We found that the index is useless as a forecasting tool not because it fails to provide some good forecasts but because it also provides so many bad forecasts. For example, as seen in Exhibit 5.4, the index correctly forecast increases in the DJIA in 54 four-week periods, not much different from the 56.6 periods we would expect if there were no association between forecasts and realizations. But the index also incorrectly forecast increases in the DJIA in 55 four-week periods, not much different from the 52.4 periods we would expect if there were no association between forecasts and realizations. The persistent belief in the usefulness of the Bearish Sentiment Index is likely rooted in confirmation errors of users who focus on confirming instances and overlook disconfirming ones.211

Disposition for reflection, more than intelligence, prompts the use of System 2. Intelligent people are better than less intelligent people at correcting overconfidence and hindsight errors, but they are no better at correcting anchoring errors and no more successful at resisting the emotional error of excessive regret that prevents them from realizing losses.212

Proper framing using System 2 can correct anchoring errors. Anchors affect estimates of targets by highlighting features shared by the anchor and the target and obscuring features of the target that differ from those of

---
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Membership in the automotive industry might be highlighted as a feature shared by General Motors and Toyota, but features not shared by General Motors and Toyota might be obscured. For example, General Motors is based in the United States, whereas Toyota is based in Japan. Proper framing using System 2 highlights differences between the features of anchor and target, making common membership in the automotive industry less prominent in assessments of the future prospects of General Motors and Toyota and weakening the chain that links membership in the automotive industry to assessment of the future prospects of the two companies.

We can also correct anchoring errors using System 2 by considering many anchors rather than one. Plausible anchors for the prospects of a company, such as the proportion of SUVs and trucks in the lineups of the automotive industry, exert greater influence on estimates than implausible ones, such as their dates of incorporation. When facing multiple anchors, we evaluate the plausibility of each anchor relative to the others. People facing the proportion of SUVs and trucks in the lineup as one anchor for the future prospects of each company and the date of incorporation as another choose the proportion of SUVs and trucks as an anchor because it is more plausible.

Exhibit 5.4. Predictions of Changes in Stock Prices by the Bearish Sentiment Index and Their Realizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>DJIA Increased in the Following 4 Weeks</th>
<th>DJIA Decreased in the Following 4 Weeks</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJIA will increase. (Bearish Sentiment Index above 0.52)</td>
<td>54 (56.6)</td>
<td>55 (52.4)</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJIA will decrease. (Bearish Sentiment Index below 0.29)</td>
<td>54 (51.4)</td>
<td>45 (47.6)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Numbers in parentheses indicate the expected result if the method has no forecasting ability. Chi-square = 0.34. Level of significance = 0.56.


“Temptation bundling” can correct the emotional errors of insufficient self-control. A bundle combines a want, such as reading an attractive novel, with a “should,” such as exercising at the gym. People in a temptation bundling group were granted access to iPods containing four audio novels of their choice, but they could listen to them only when exercising at the gym. People in another group were granted access to four audio novels of their choice, available at any time on their personal iPods, but they were asked to listen only while exercising. People in yet another group received a bookstore gift certificate whose value was approximately equal to the cost of borrowing four audio novels. People in the first group were most likely to exercise at the gym, followed by people in the second group and people in the third.²¹⁵

Yet incentives, such as temptation bundling, are not always effective in correcting cognitive and emotional errors. Indeed, incentives can backfire; a study showed they could reduce performance in sports and test-taking by increasing anxiety and the propensity to replace reliable methods with unreliable ones in attempts to improve performance. The effects of accountability on performance are similar to those of incentives. Accountability improved performance in situations where effort improves performance but was not effective at correcting cognitive and emotional errors.²¹⁶

The downside of incentives is evident among loan officers. Substantial incentives promote better screening of loans and more profitable lending choices, but incentives are less effective when compensation cannot be recovered if loans go bad. Moreover, incentives distort evaluation of the risk of loans, even among experienced professionals.²¹⁷

Correcting Cognitive and Emotional Errors by Investment Professionals

Investment professionals who educate and advise investment amateurs are a large subset of all investment professionals. Indeed, they constitute approximately one-third of CFA charterholders. These investment professionals carry a range of titles, including wealth manager, investment adviser, financial

adviser, financial planner, and broker. I will refer to them as “financial advisers” or simply as “advisers.” Education and advice include correction of cognitive and emotional errors, but they are broader than that, encompassing education and advice about financial facts, human behavior, and the balance among various wants, such as for financial security and nurturing children.

It might well be that investors are their own worst enemies, susceptible to cognitive and emotional errors and resistant to trade-offs among wants. Indeed, there is evidence that some clients resist good adviser education and prescriptions, insisting on poor investments as some patients insist on antibiotics when medically unnecessary. Advisers do not serve clients well when they pander or condescend to them. Both attitudes get in the way of education.

A study of thousands of financial advisory sessions and corresponding clients’ portfolios showed that when clients take active roles in meetings, advisers depart significantly from what they would have recommended, and such departures lead to lower portfolio diversification and worse performance.218

I have learned much about the many contributions of financial advisers to their clients’ well-being from frequent interactions with them and their clients. An adviser spoke about balancing wants for the future with wants for the present and balancing saving with spending. He described a couple who worked hard to save for a comfortable retirement but kept a good balance between saving and spending. That balance allowed the wife to pursue her dreams of being an artist. Unfortunately, soon after she retired, she was diagnosed with ALS, a debilitating and eventually fatal disease. Fortunately, however, their savings were sufficient to sustain them, and they were grateful for her opportunity to pursue her art throughout her adult life.

Another couple spends everything they have today because “you never know what tomorrow brings.” The wife worries about having enough for college expenses for their two daughters and for their own retirement. When they come to meet the adviser, the story repeats. The husband agrees they need to do something about saving because he loves his two daughters and his wife. He sees the need for saving while it is being discussed. Yet, after a few short days, they are both going on summer cruises with the daughters and other family members because that is a “tradition.”

Other clients have the opposite problem, spending too little when they can spend more. An adviser described “a wonderful client who owns a good part of the known world. When he travels, he counts every nickel
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and considers economy-class flights a luxury. As with many of our clients, my primary discussion is to encourage him to spend more; he could easily quadruple his spending and not make a dent in his estate. Haven't been successful so far.”

The same adviser told me about his favorite client, a physician in his 80s. Following his analysis, the adviser explained that continuing his practice would cost the physician about $40,000 per year, factoring in his abbreviated hours, office overhead, and insurance cost. Then the adviser recommended that the physician continue to work—because retiring would cost $60,000 in psychiatry bills to deal with depression. “You’ve never seen a happier client leaving our office.”

Wants for financial security turn into wants for high social status when people with much wealth believe that happiness will finally arrive when they have even more wealth. An adviser described a client who wanted to double his wealth because he was certain that doubled wealth would free him from worry and make him happy. Five years later, his wealth had doubled, yet he was still worried and unhappy. “Maybe if I could double it again, then I’d feel secure and be happy,” he said.

Wants for wealth can mislead investors into scams. An adviser described a client who worked hard and accumulated a portfolio of nearly a million dollars. Then he received an email of the kind we are all familiar with, offering a secret opportunity. He did not tell the adviser and his staff what he was doing, but month after month, they observed increasing numbers of withdrawals from his portfolio. By the time the adviser contacted him, he had lost more than $600,000 in the scam.

Several advisers described attempts to counter clients’ emotional errors of excessive fear during the 2008–09 financial crisis. Some clients abandoned their written investment policy and sold their stocks, despite advisers’ attempts at education and advice. The emotional errors of excessive fear were made worse by the cognitive errors of hindsight, misleading clients into the belief that they could sell their stocks before prices dropped even lower and would have the foresight to buy them back before prices increased.

An adviser shared with me a method she uses to correct clients’ hindsight errors. At the first meeting of each year, she presents clients with a list of questions about the coming year and asks them to make forecasts. The questions are along the lines of the following:

- Will Bashar al-Assad cease to be president of Syria?
- Will Nicolas Maduro cease to be president of Venezuela?
- Will Mark Zuckerberg step down as Facebook’s sole chairman or CEO?
Will domestic US stock funds outperform international stock funds?
Will a magnitude 7.0 or higher earthquake strike California?
Will Donald Trump get divorced?
Will Martha Stewart get married?

At the end-of-the-year meeting, clients might be tempted by hindsight to bring up forecasts that came true: “Why did you invest my money in stocks when it was obvious that they were destined for collapse?” At that point, the adviser will take out the list and educate her clients about the pitfalls of hindsight errors.

Framing shortcuts lead investors to separate their money into mental accounts, such as one dedicated to children’s education and one dedicated to retirement income. Frames are often imbued with emotion, whether love for children or fear of poverty. Sometimes the source of money determines its mental account, such as money received as a bequest. An adviser told me of a widowed woman with substantial assets from her mother’s estate, her own career, and her late husband’s trust. She is risk averse, especially with the money she inherited from her mother: “I don’t want to lose the money my mother gave me.”

Disabilities are unfortunately common. Almost a third of families have at least one family member with a disability. One out of every nine children under the age of 18 receives special education services. And parents spend an average of approximately $4,000 per year on out-of-pocket medical expenses for each special-needs child.219

Disabilities affect the well-being and financial situations of disabled people and their families, and they prompt many cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors. Parents who leave a hospital with a healthy baby might be preoccupied with getting the baby’s room ready and having an adequate supply of diapers. But parents who leave a hospital with a disabled baby are likely beset by hindsight shortcuts and errors. Is the baby’s disability due to genetic factors we should have known about ahead of time? Is it due to medicines I took during pregnancy or the one glass of wine I drank? Emotional shortcuts and errors follow, including regret, fear, guilt, and anger.

An adviser told the story of Gwen, a 55-year-old mother of four children. The youngest are twin girls, now in high school, afflicted by Pfeiffer
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syndrome, a genetic disorder. A month after their birth, the girls began what would be more than 50 rounds of surgery. Gwen and her husband liquidated their family farming business and, after 28 years of marriage, got divorced.

She worries about her sons and even more about her daughters. Will they be able to attend college? And how will she pay for college?

She has spoken with an attorney but has not set up a trust for her daughters yet. She needs to update her will, now that she is divorced.

She has a financial adviser who is helping her, but his plan does not include helping her children with college tuition. Yet she continues to help her son pay for college, so her finances are dwindling.²²⁰

Few disabilities are as devastating as mental illness, and none cause greater emotional errors. One financial adviser spoke about work with clients suffering mental illness and clients caring for family members suffering mental illness. Clients suffering bipolar disorder are apt to spend recklessly when in manic states. He keeps careful watch when such clients request to withdraw large amounts of money.

That adviser described a client admitted for psychiatric care who phoned the custodian overseeing his funds and requested that his adviser be removed. When that client’s mental state improved, he was surprised at what he had done and reinstated the adviser. The client was concerned about a recurrence of his situation and has now designated a trusted person with power of attorney as a precaution against similar situations.

That financial adviser is most gratified when working with parents helping adult children suffering mental illness. These parents regularly pay for housing, food, and other expenses, keeping a close watch while allowing their children as much autonomy as possible.

**Correcting Cognitive and Emotional Errors by Families and Companies**

Family members are often a first line of defense against cognitive and emotional errors and unreasonable wants of fellow family members. This is especially true of older people who are frequent victims of fraud. In interviews with 21 Canadian volunteers who provide telephone support to elderly fraud victims, the volunteers, all seniors themselves, overwhelmingly reported that fraud occurs because of the victims’ loneliness and isolation.²²¹

²²⁰Bailey and Chettle, *Your Legacy of Care*.

Angie Kennard’s story is all too common. When she visited or called her 79-year-old father, he would discuss the “girlfriend” he met on the internet and sometimes sent money to. He told her she was “the love of his life” and that they planned to get married.

She was worried her father was sending all his money to the scammer, so she asked him for power of attorney, to act on his behalf and help manage his financial situation. He would not agree to it and was upset that she was trying to interfere in his personal life. The “girlfriend” made him believe his daughter only wanted his money.

Not until her father was hospitalized following a massive stroke did he give her power of attorney. At that point, she learned the extent of the scam: He essentially lost his life savings.222

Companies act to correct cognitive and emotional errors through education and good design of defined contribution retirement saving accounts. Employees in a large institution altered their fund allocations when the institution streamlined its fund menu by deleting nearly half of the offered funds. Employees now pay lower fees and engage in less fund turnover, leading to savings in excess of $9,400 per employee during their likely period of employment. Moreover, now employees allocate significantly less to stocks, reducing their risk.223

Another study found that employers are able to steer older workers to increase their contributions to supplemental savings plans through informational nudges pertaining to key features of such plans. Those who received such “nudges,” in comparison to the control group, raised their contribution levels in the months that followed. In addition, those who were “nudged” reported in a follow-up survey being more likely to have set up a retirement plan and claimed to have greater confidence in their preparedness for retirement.224

Conclusion

Correcting cognitive and emotional errors is not always easy, but it can be done. We must begin by admitting our propensity for errors and follow

We can expect amateur investors to acquire and comprehend the basics of financial facts and human behavior, but we cannot expect them to be experts at it any more than we can expect patients to be experts at medicine. Patients rely on the expertise of physicians, and investment amateurs rely on the expertise of investment professionals. The reliance of amateur investors on the education and advice of investment professionals imposes a duty on investment professionals to persist in educating themselves, by reading scholarly journals, attending professional conferences, and interacting with colleagues.

It is unfortunate that some investment professionals fail to educate themselves and subsequently fail to educate their clients. This failure is evident among financial advisers who trade frequently; chase returns; prefer expensive, actively managed funds; and underdiversify. Such advisers earn, on average, negative 3% alphas, similar to their clients’ alphas.\footnote{Juhani T. Linnainmaa, Brian Melzer, and Alessandro Previtero, “The Misguided Beliefs of Financial Advisors,” Kelley School of Business Research Paper No. 18-9 (16 May 2018). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3101426 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3101426.}

It is also unfortunate that some financial advisers choose to exploit clients’ ignorance and errors rather than educate clients and correct their errors. Some advisers are swayed by higher fees to recommend expensive bonds or bond funds even though cheaper versions of otherwise identical bonds or funds are available.\footnote{Mark Egan, “Brokers versus Retail Investors: Conflicting Interests and Dominated Products,” \textit{Journal of Finance} 74, no 3 (June 2019): 1217–60.} And the roughly 7% of advisers with misconduct records are five times more likely to engage in new misconduct than the average adviser. Misconduct is especially prevalent when clients are amateur investors and in locations with low education, elderly populations, and high incomes.\footnote{Mark Egan, Gregor Matvos, and Amit Seru, “The Market for Financial Adviser Misconduct,” National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper No. w22050 (February 2016). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2739590.}

Investment professionals can do better, and financial services companies, professional associations, and regulatory agencies should help.
6. Behavioral Portfolios

When speaking to investors—professionals and amateurs alike—I often say, “The biggest risks in life are not in the stock market. If you want real risk, get married. And if you want more risk, have children.” The words always elicit knowing laughter because they point to what is obvious. Risk is the price we pay for a chance to satisfy our wants.

We marry and have children because we want good lifelong relationships that encompass the utilitarian benefits of mutual support and the expressive and emotional benefits of love. We know the risks of messy divorces and children who disappoint. Some choose to reject these risks and remain single or childless. Others choose to accept these risks as payment for a chance to satisfy their wants for good lifelong relationships.

Behavioral portfolios are about life, beyond money. They are about wants beyond portfolio returns. They are about expressive and emotional benefits, beyond utilitarian benefits. And they are about risk as falling short of wants, not as variance of portfolio returns.

Behavioral Portfolios and Mean–Variance Portfolios

We can highlight the features of behavioral portfolios by placing them side by side with those of mean–variance portfolios. Harry Markowitz presented mean–variance portfolios in their initial form in 1952, and Hersh Shefrin and I presented behavioral portfolios in their initial form in 2000.²²⁸

The mean–variance portfolio theory offered by Markowitz in 1952 prescribes portfolios on mean–variance–efficient frontiers to investors with wants that do not extend past the utilitarian benefits of high expected returns and low risk—where risk is measured by portfolio return variances.

In contrast, behavioral portfolio theory describes portfolios on behavioral–wants frontiers and prescribes portfolios to investors with wants that extend past the utilitarian benefits of high expected portfolio returns and low risk, as measured by portfolio return variance. Such wants include the expressive and emotional benefits of poverty avoidance, attaining wealth, nurturing children and families, being true to one’s values, and reaching high social status.

Behavioral–wants frontiers are free of ignorance and cognitive and emotional errors. Behavioral portfolio theory also describes portfolios on
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behavioral-errors frontiers, guiding investors away from behavioral errors by replacing ignorance with knowledge and distinguishing wants from errors.

Beginning in 1959, Markowitz revised his initial 1952 mean–variance portfolio theory by sketching “game-of-life” portfolios. This sketch brings mean–variance portfolio theory closer to behavioral portfolio theory. He wrote that “the simulated family’s enjoyment for the period would depend on the size of the family, whether it lives in a large house or small apartment, whether it now has to move because someone has a new job elsewhere, etc. The approach required here is both ‘behavioral’ and ‘rational.’ It should be behavioral in that it reflects plausible human choices. It should be rational, for example, in that the rational-decision-making family understands the consequences of high-interest rate credit-card debt” (pp. 22–23).

“Textbook” mean–variance portfolio theory, as presented in typical textbooks, adheres to Markowitz’s initial 1952 version. This version instructs investors to begin the process of constructing portfolios by estimating the expected return and the standard deviation of the returns of each investment and the correlation between the returns of every pair of investments.

Next, the textbook version instructs investors to place these investment parameters into a mean–variance optimizer that calculates the mean–variance frontier. That frontier consists of optimal mean–variance portfolios, those with the lowest standard deviation of returns for each level of expected returns.

Finally, each investor selects an optimal portfolio on the mean–variance frontier, the one that embodies the best combination of expected returns and standard deviations of returns corresponding to that investor’s specific trade-off between wants for high expected returns and wants for low standard deviations of returns.

Textbook optimal mean–variance portfolios tend to consist of few of the many available investments, and allocations to investments in the portfolios tend to be extreme, with large long positions and large short positions. Investors are averse to portfolios with few investments and extreme allocations, considering them “unpalatable.”

Some have argued that extreme allocations in optimized mean–variance portfolios constructed with reasonable estimates of expected returns, standard deviations, and correlations occur because these reasonable estimates of parameters are erroneous estimates.

If errors in estimates are the problem, as Fisher and I presented in a 1997 article, “then better estimation is the solution, and many people have offered better methods for estimation” (p. 41). Yet extreme allocations are, in fact, inherent in optimal unconstrained mean–variance portfolios that have been constructed with proper estimates. Eliminating estimation errors would not eliminate extreme allocations, and recommendations that investors abandon their wants beyond high expected returns and low standard deviations of returns have been rejected in the past and will be rejected in the future.

In addition, estimation errors will always exist. The best we can hope for is to make them smaller. Such errors occur for two reasons: First, the nature of the equilibrium governing expected returns, standard deviations, and correlations is not known with certainty. Second, if we were willing to assume a particular equilibrium, our estimates would still deviate from the actual values because we depend only on the distribution of known past returns, not the known distribution of past returns and the unknown distribution of future returns.

If minor changes in the estimation of the parameters led to minor changes in optimized mean–variance portfolios’ composition, the estimation error problem would be minor. But optimized mean–variance portfolios are very sensitive to minor parameter estimate changes, which means that attempts at obtaining better estimates are not likely to save mean–variance optimization.

To understand how sensitive mean–variance-optimized portfolios are to changes in parameters, consider two sets of mean–variance-optimized portfolios in which the estimates are based on the same indexes of US, European, and Pacific equities; bonds; and a money market fund. In the first set, the annual set, all the parameters are calculated from past annual returns. In the second set, the monthly set, expected returns are calculated from past annual returns but correlations and annualized standard deviations are calculated from past monthly returns. For example, the standard deviation of annual US stock returns during the analyzed period was 13.87% when computed from annual returns and 15.60% when computed from monthly returns. The correlation between the annual returns of US stocks and European stocks was 0.62 when computed from annual returns, and 0.65 when computed from monthly returns.

Differences between parameters estimated from annual and monthly returns lead to small differences in estimates of the expected returns of
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optimized mean–variance portfolios, but they lead to huge differences in the composition of the unconstrained portfolios. For example, whereas the 20% standard deviation portfolio calculated from monthly returns calls for a 24% allocation to US stocks, that 20% standard deviation portfolio calculated from annual returns calls for a 101% allocation. And whereas the 44% standard deviation portfolio calculated from annual returns calls for a zero allocation to European stocks, the 44% standard deviation portfolio calculated from monthly returns calls for a 104% short position.

Why do investors consider portfolios with extreme allocations unpalatable? We can find the answer in an analogy between investment portfolios and “food portfolios” we know as diets. Consumers’ wants extend beyond high nutrition at a low cost, just as investors’ wants extend beyond high expected returns and low standard deviations of returns. Consumers want diets that are also palatable, varied, and conforming to culture. The same is true for the portfolios investors want.

The history of the “diet problem” extends back to World War II, when the US military strove to identify a diet that would satisfy nutritional needs at the lowest cost. Identification of such diets continues today, made easier by fast computers. One example involves diets for people in France.232 The French in the sample listed a total of 614 foods they consume, excluding diet beverages, tea, coffee, dietary supplements, and drinking water.

One set of low-cost diets was made consistent with macronutrient guidelines and with the recommended dietary allowance for each of the 25 nutrients in the guidelines. These diets also set safe limits on the consumption of saturated fats, added sugar and sodium, and nine other nutrients. The low-cost diet satisfying these nutritional conditions is extreme, consisting of only 12 foods out of the list of 614—porridge, pasta, semolina, mashed potatoes, wheat germ, carrots, radishes, chicken livers, grilled herring, low-fat milk, and vegetable oil.

Unsurprisingly, this diet is unappealing to typical French consumers because it departs greatly from diets that also deliver the expressive and emotional benefits of palatability, variety, and conformance to French culture. Narrowing the gap between the low-cost diet and one that is palatable, varied, and conforming to French culture calls for adding such foods as eggs, salmon, avocado, and chocolate. Adding these foods, however, more than doubles the cost of the diet. Indeed, these additions also reduce the diet’s nutritional quality. The authors wrote, “It turns out that maintaining cultural

norms was just as, if not more, expensive than improving the nutritional quality of the diet” (p. 1182).

Textbook mean–variance consumers view foods as simply bundles of nutrients. The benefits and costs of diets besides the utilitarian nutritional benefits and the utilitarian costs are ignored because all the foods one eats mix together once ingested, thereby providing identical nutrients—whether they are from expensive food, such as salmon, or cheap food, such as herring. Similarly, textbook mean–variance investors view investments as simply bundles of expected returns, standard deviations, and correlations. The benefits and costs besides these are irrelevant because all the investments mix together once added to the portfolio—whether they are Apple shares or Con Edison shares.

The French low-cost diet appears on the nutrition-cost frontier of food, as shown in Exhibit 6.1. This diet delivers the necessary nutrition at the lowest cost. Similarly, a portfolio on the mean–variance frontier of investments delivers the necessary expected return at the lowest standard deviation of returns. However, normal consumers desire something more than a diet on

Exhibit 6.1. A Nutrition-Cost Frontier and a Behavioral-Wants Frontier
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the nutrition-cost frontier of foods, and normal investors desire something more than a portfolio on the mean–variance frontier of investments.

One set of investor wants is for palatable portfolios—that is, portfolio asset allocations close to norms, reflected in the portfolios of peers. Professional investors, such as pension fund managers, bear the utilitarian costs of job loss when they are “wrong and alone” by deviating from the portfolios of peers and falling short of peer returns. These costs may exceed the utilitarian benefits of career advancement when they are “right and alone” by deviating from portfolios of peers and exceeding peer returns.

Keeping portfolios close to the portfolios of peers also lowers the expressive costs of a loser label when investors or portfolio managers are wrong and alone and the emotional costs of regret that accompany that label. These costs may exceed the expressive benefits of a winner label and the emotional benefits of pride when the investors are right and alone.

The effects of these wants on portfolio choices are evident among managers of a large pension fund that retained investment consultants to advise them on asset allocation in the fund’s portfolio.

The consultants started their work by estimating the expected returns, standard deviations, and correlations of the returns of the fund’s asset classes, including US equity, non-US equity, alternative investments, and fixed income. They estimated expected returns as equilibrium returns on the basis of the assumption that, on balance, assets are fairly priced. Some investors, however, believe that particular assets are mispriced. For example, the consultants estimated the equilibrium return of the real estate asset class at 3.99%, lower than the 6.18% estimate of the fund’s managers. The consultants set aside their estimated equilibrium returns and replaced them with the estimates of the fund’s managers. They proceeded by estimating standard deviations of returns and correlations as maximum-likelihood estimates.

Next, the consultants placed these estimates in a mean–variance optimizer and identified a portfolio on the mean–variance frontier, denoted as Portfolio B in Exhibit 6.2, with a standard deviation equal to that of the fund’s existing portfolio, Portfolio A. The expected return of Portfolio B is higher than that of Portfolio A by 3.72 annual percentage points (pps).

The consultants, however, did not offer their optimized mean–variance Portfolio B to the fund’s managers because they expected the managers to find that portfolio unpalatable, failing to satisfy wants beyond maximizing expected return at the existing standard deviation of returns of the fund’s portfolio.

The optimized mean–variance portfolio was unpalatable because its allocations deviated greatly from allocations in the benchmark portfolio. For example, that optimized portfolio called for a zero allocation to US equity,
whereas the benchmark portfolio called for a 46.82% allocation. And the optimized portfolio called for a 53.92% allocation to non-US equity, whereas the benchmark portfolio called for an 18.24% allocation.

Investors apply “tracking-error optimization” to control deviations of portfolio returns from benchmark returns. In this application, risk estimates are replaced by estimates of tracking error—that is, deviation of the fund’s return from the return on a benchmark portfolio. Portfolios on mean tracking error frontiers are below mean–variance frontiers, but they might well be on behavioral-wants frontiers.234

The expected return of Portfolio C recommended by the consultants is 2.04 pps above the expected return of the current portfolio. That portfolio is on the tracking error frontier, but it is 1.68 pps below the 3.72 pp gain offered by the optimized mean–variance portfolio.

Portfolios are made even more palatable by the applications of constraints, such as no less than 30% in US stocks and no more than 20% in non-US stocks. These constraints place portfolios closer to behavioral-wants frontiers.

Markowitz described constraints as useful judgment tools for building good portfolios instead of deviations from them. He noted that estimating mean–variance parameters requires judgment. Even a purely historical estimation approach calls for judgment in selecting the estimation period—for example, the most recent or the past four decades and using monthly or annual returns. In addition, investor wants extend beyond the utilitarian benefits of high expected returns and low standard deviation of returns. Allocation constraints are a reasonable tool for incorporating judgment and wants into portfolios.²³⁵

Portfolios that closely track benchmark portfolios are not the only ones on behavioral-wants frontiers. So are portfolios excluding investments inconsistent with investors’ values, such as in companies that pollute, exploit employees, show limited diversity in the composition of boards of directors, or act in ways incompatible with one’s religious precepts.

One study compared optimized mean–variance portfolios that were limited to only socially responsible mutual funds with unconstrained optimized mean–variance portfolios that included all mutual funds.²³⁶ The authors found that the expected annual returns of a portfolio such as Portfolio A in Exhibit 6.3, constrained to satisfy wants for social responsibility, fell below the expected annual returns of Portfolio B, which had an identical standard deviation of returns but was on the mean–variance frontier, by more than 3 pps. Yet constrained socially responsible portfolios may be on the behavioral-wants frontier of investors who are willing to sacrifice the utilitarian benefits of expected returns for the expressive and emotional benefits of staying true to values, as shown in Exhibit 6.3.

Portfolios appear on the behavioral-wants frontier when they fulfill investors’ wants for utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits, without stumbling into cognitive and emotional errors. The desire to have the benefits of playing and winning illustrates the difference between wants and errors. We can illustrate this difference using the example of frequent stock trading. “Trading Is Hazardous to Your Wealth” is the title of a study that found that the returns of those who traded stocks most frequently lagged stock market returns by 6.5 pps.²³⁷


Some frequent traders may have access to exclusively or narrowly available information that lets them beat stock market returns. But the fact that, on average, the returns of frequent traders lagged market returns indicates that most frequent traders are misled into trading by ignorance or cognitive and emotional errors. Portfolios on behavioral-errors frontiers are illusory, available only in the minds of investors misled by cognitive and emotional errors into believing they are true.

We can describe portfolios of investors who trade infrequently, only for liquidity or rebalancing reasons, as on the mean–variance-efficient frontier. In contrast, the portfolios of noise traders are on behavioral-wants frontiers, behavioral-errors frontiers, or a combination of both, as illustrated in Exhibit 6.4.

Wants for the benefits of familiarity illustrate the effects of changes in wants. Wants for the expressive and emotional benefits of familiarity are evident in “home bias,” the tendency to concentrate portfolios in home-country investments. Home bias places portfolios below mean–variance frontiers, but it may well place them on behavioral-wants frontiers, where the high expressive and emotional benefits of familiarity compensate for low utilitarian
expected returns. Indeed, home bias in investment portfolios is analogous to home bias in diets or cuisines.

The cuisine wants of Americans change as they become familiar with Japanese, Thai, Ethiopian, and other foreign cuisines, and their diversification among cuisines increases. Americans who continue to frequent restaurants serving foreign cuisines indicate, in effect, that these cuisines enhance their utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits. The same is true for diversification among investments. Traveling to foreign countries reduces home bias in investments by increasing familiarity. Increased familiarity with foreign cuisines and investments leads to changes in diets and portfolios by changing wants, replacing ignorance with knowledge, or overcoming cognitive and emotional errors.

**Nine Features of Behavioral Portfolios**

In late 2018, Colin O’Brady, a 33-year-old American, and Louis Rudd, a 49-year-old Englishman, competed with each other to become the first
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person ever to ski alone across Antarctica with no support from anyone. Previously, only two men had ever tried it: One gave up after 52 days, and the other died.\textsuperscript{239}

The stories of O’Brady, Rudd, and those who preceded them illustrate nine features of behavioral portfolios. First, behavioral portfolios are about life, including stocks, bonds, real estate, and commodities, but going much beyond them. O’Brady’s and Rudd’s behavioral portfolios are about their lives.

Second, behavioral portfolios are built on a foundation of wants. Wants for respect and high social status are prominent among the wants of O’Brady and Rudd. O’Brady’s and Rudd’s choices may well place them below the mean–variance-efficient frontier, bearing high risk for low financial returns, but these choices may well place them on the behavioral-wants frontier.

Third, satisfying wants in behavioral portfolios is about gaining utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits and avoiding their costs. The utilitarian benefits O’Brady and Rudd will derive by being first include income from advertising deals and speaking engagements, the expressive benefits include reputations as pioneers, and the emotional benefits include pride.

Fourth, circumstances matter in behavioral portfolios. Circumstances relevant to O’Brady and Rudd include access to resources in money, knowledge, time, and physical fitness, necessary for the quest to satisfy wants. Circumstances also include culture, such as one where being first to ski across Antarctica solo with no support is valued as an accomplishment, rather than denigrated as foolishness greater than eating the most hot dogs in 12 minutes.

Fifth, behavioral portfolios account for ignorance and cognitive and emotional errors on the way to satisfying wants. The ignorance and cognitive and emotional errors of O’Brady and Rudd include possibly erroneous extrapolation from past experiences to future successes. Rudd’s experiences include skiing more than 2,500 Antarctic miles, and O’Brady’s experiences include a speed record for scaling the highest points in all 50 states. Cognitive and emotional errors also include misperception of benefits and costs, perhaps caused by the desire to satisfy wants. O’Brady and Rudd might overestimate the likely utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits of their venture and underestimate their costs.

Sixth, risk in behavioral portfolios is the probability of falling short of satisfying wants, not variance of portfolio returns. The risk facing O’Brady and Rudd is the probability of falling short of their want to be the first person to ski across Antarctica solo without any support.

Seventh, satisfying wants is the destination in behavioral portfolios, and risk is fuel for the vehicles we drive there. The vehicle for satisfying O’Brady’s and Rudd’s wants includes the right knowledge, equipment, and supply of food and other provisions, and its fuel includes high risk tolerance. Eighth, behavioral portfolios resemble layered pyramids, where each layer is a mental account dedicated to satisfying a want. In a simple two-layer pyramid, the mental account in the bottom layer is the protection-from-poverty layer, whereas the top layer is the prospects-for-riches layer.

The protection-from-poverty layer of Rudd, at age 49, is probably composed of a military pension, such assets as a house and personal savings, and a good amount of human capital, perhaps as a guide in expeditions. The protection-from-poverty layer of O’Brady, at age 33, does not include a pension but includes even more human capital. The prospects-for-riches layers of both men include prospects for riches from advertising deals and speaking engagements that would accrue to the first person to ski across Antarctica solo with no support.

Ninth, investors rebalance behavioral portfolios when current portfolios are no longer best at satisfying wants, not when current portfolios depart from fixed proportions, such as 60% stocks and 40% bonds.

**Behavioral Portfolios as Goal-Based Portfolios**

Investor wants can be described as investor goals, and behavioral portfolios can be described as goal-based portfolios. Behavioral portfolios resemble layered pyramids, where each layer is dedicated to satisfying a want, often specified as a goal. Goals are more specific than wants, as many investors have wants with no specific goals. Investors may have wants for riches, but they do not necessarily have specific dollar amounts of riches as goals.

The story of Mavis Wanczyk, the 53-year-old winner of a $758 million Powerball jackpot in 2017, illustrates a two-layer goal-based pyramid portfolio. Wanczyk’s protection-from-poverty goal was a pension from Mercy Medical Center, where she had worked as a nurse for 32 years. Reaching that goal would have required 12 more years of work. Wanczyk’s prospects-for-riches goal was to retire early from her work, and her means to that goal were lottery tickets she bought regularly. “I had a pipe dream,” she said, “and my pipe dream finally came true.” Wanczyk chuckled as she described calling Mercy Medical Center to say that she would not be coming back to work.240

---

Wanczyk has reached both her protection-from-poverty and prospects-for-riches goals with much to spare. Now she might add layers on top of these for supporting family, friends, and charities.

Portfolios as layered pyramids are long-standing. A 1929 portfolio recommendation placed insurance in the bottom layer of the portfolio pyramid and a cash reserve in a layer above it. Above them is a layer of safe bonds and guaranteed mortgages on real estate. Next is a layer of preferred stocks that promise higher returns than guaranteed mortgages. At the top is a layer of common stocks that promise returns exceeding those of preferred stocks.241

A 1952 manual of mutual funds listed the layers of portfolios from bottom to top as income, balanced, growth, and aggressive growth. Safe bonds, issued by governments and large corporations, are suitable for the income layer; other bonds as well as stocks with generous dividends, such as utility stocks, are suitable for the balanced layer; stocks that pay modest dividends but promise steady increases in their prices are for the growth layer; and stocks that pay no dividends but promise terrific increases in their prices are for the aggressive growth layer.242

Wants, goals, and associated pyramid portfolios vary greatly among people. An adviser described a couple who came to him for help. “Before you start planning for our retirement income,” they said, “you should know that we have a disabled son. We need to establish a trust fund that will provide for him when we are gone.” This couple’s portfolio pyramid consists of a protection-from-poverty layer for their son, a protection-from-poverty layer for themselves, and perhaps a prospects-for-riches layer at the top.

Bonds generally belong in the protection-from-poverty layer, stocks in the prospects-for-riches layer, and houses in either, based on people’s wants and perceptions of the risk of homeownership. A majority of Americans perceive houses as safe investments, belonging in protection-from-poverty layers. Indeed, many homeowners place their houses at the very bottom of protection-from-poverty layers, dedicating them as parts of their bequests to their children. Renters, however, are more likely to perceive houses as risky investments, considering them as belonging in prospects-for-riches layers or choosing not to buy them.243

Behavioral portfolio rebalancing is want-based, like behavioral portfolio construction. Behavioral portfolio rebalancing is different from the risk-based mean–variance portfolio rebalancing. Mean–variance portfolio theory guides investors to gauge their trade-off between expected returns and risk, measured by the variance of returns. Investors then choose a balance of investments that gives them the expected returns they desire combined with the variance they can sleep with—say, 60% stocks and 40% bonds. If over the next few months, stock prices increase while bond prices remain the same, such that the portfolio is 70% stocks and 30% bonds, they sell stocks and buy bonds until the 60/40 proportions are restored. Such rebalancing is executed regularly, usually quarterly or annually, as stock and bond prices go up and down.

Behavioral portfolio theory, however, guides investors to reach goals and satisfy wants. Risk is measured not by the variance of portfolio returns or by losses but, rather, by falling short of reaching goals and satisfying wants. Consider an investor whose primary wants are for prospects for riches and whose secondary wants are for protection from poverty. That investor figures she can satisfy her protection-from-poverty wants with a small amount of bonds plus her income, so her portfolio is composed of a thin protection-from-poverty layer, 20%, in bonds and a fat prospects-for-riches layer, 80%, in stocks.

Next, suppose that during the following month, stock prices increase while bond prices remain the same, such that now her portfolio consists of 82% stocks and 18% bonds. Under mean–variance risk-based rebalancing, an investor would sell stocks and buy bonds. But that is not necessarily the case with want-based rebalancing of behavioral portfolios. If the investor still believes her wants for protection from poverty can be satisfied with the bonds she currently owns plus her earnings potential, then she need not rebalance at all.

Two rationales are commonly offered for the mean–variance risk-based rebalancing method. First, investors who choose a particular proportion for their portfolios have, in effect, declared that their chosen proportion reflects their optimal trade-off between portfolio returns and the variance of returns. But again, risk is not about variance; it is about failing to satisfy wants.

The second rationale centers on the claim that returns are mean reverting—that is, that above-average stock or bond returns are predictably followed by below-average returns. If so, fixed-proportion rebalancing entails selling stocks or bonds at above-average prices and buying them at below-average prices.

But stock and bond returns do not follow such predictable patterns. Yes, fixed-proportion rebalancing would have helped in 2007 as it directed us to sell stocks and buy bonds, and it would have helped again in early 2009, directing us to buy stocks and sell bonds, knowing in hindsight that stock
prices decreased in 2008 and increased after March 2009. But fixed-proportion rebalancing might have also directed us to sell stocks at many points since March 2009. That would have been a costly mistake in the bull market that followed.

Moreover, mean–variance rebalancing imposes extra costs in taxable portions of portfolios. Realizing losses reduces taxes, but rebalancing is likely to involve realizing gains as we sell stocks or bonds following increases in their prices. Fixed-proportion rebalancing also imposes greater transaction costs than want-based rebalancing because it is executed more frequently. After all, rebalancing with want-based investing is executed infrequently, typically as a person goes through life’s changes, whether completing a trek through Antarctica, winning the lottery, marrying, having children, or approaching retirement. Years might pass between one rebalance and the next.

**Wants, Perceptions, Circumstances, and Risk Tolerance in Behavioral Portfolios**

Risk tolerance combines risk traits, wants, perceptions, and circumstances. The risk trait is a personality trait inherent in each person. We can think of it as a sixth personality trait added to the Big Five personality traits of extraversion, neuroticism, openness, conscientiousness, and agreeableness.

The Big Five personality traits are associated with one another and with the risk trait. People who rank high in the conscientiousness trait tend to rank low in the extraversion, openness, and agreeableness traits. And people who rank high in the risk trait tend to rank high in the extraversion and openness traits but low in the conscientiousness and neuroticism traits.

Evidence consistent with the risk trait as a personality trait comes from its association with testosterone and cortisol. High testosterone levels are associated with high risk tolerance, whereas high cortisol levels are associated with low risk tolerance. Approximately half of the relation between stock market participation and risk tolerance comes from the portion of risk tolerance associated with molecular genetic endowments affecting risk traits.

---


Evidence consistent with the risk trait as a personality trait also comes from the association between the risk taking evident in the ownership of powerful sports cars and the risk taking evident in investment behavior. Hedge fund managers who drive powerful sports cars choose riskier investments that do not yield higher returns. Moreover, sensation-seeking drives hedge fund managers into more frequent and active trading and a preference for lottery-like stocks.247

Stability of the risk trait, like stability of each of the Big Five traits, does not imply that risk tolerance is constant over time. Changes in wants, perceptions, and circumstances change risk tolerance. These include general changes, such as financial crises and natural catastrophes, and personal changes, such as marriage, children, employment, retirement, and emotions.248

Psychologist Elke Weber and investment manager Joachim Klement asked a sample of British investors each quarter, during a period that includes the 2008–09 financial crisis, to allocate GBP100,000 to UK stocks or a risk-free asset paying an annual 4% interest. They also asked investors for their degree of agreement with three statements indicating levels of the risk trait:

“It is likely I would invest a significant sum in a high-risk investment.

I am a financial risk taker.

Even if I experienced a significant loss on an investment, I would still consider making risky investments” (p. 5).249

Risk tolerance, assessed by the proportion invested in the UK market, changed substantially during the period, falling from an average of 56% to 46.5% in March 2009, before climbing again as the stock market recovered later in 2009. In contrast, the risk trait, measured by levels of agreement with the three statements, was nearly constant throughout the period. Circumstances, perceptions, and emotions changed substantially during the period, and risk tolerance changed with them.250

To see the relation between risk traits, wants, perceptions, circumstances, and risk tolerance, consider your answer to the following question:

“Suppose that you are given an opportunity to replace your current investment portfolio with a new portfolio. The new portfolio has a 50–50 chance to increase by 50% your standard of living during your lifetime. However, the new portfolio also has a 50–50 chance to reduce by X% your standard of living during your lifetime. [What is] the maximum X% reduction in standard of living you are willing to accept?” (p. 24).\(^{251}\)

The question can be interpreted as pertaining to risk aversion, measured as loss aversion. By that interpretation, people with high loss aversion offer low X% potential losses for a 50–50 chance for a 50% gain, whereas people with low loss aversion offer high X% potential losses for the same chance.

People in 23 countries answered this question. Loss aversion is common to all of them. The average X% potential losses offered by Americans was 12.61%, implying a ratio of approximately 4.0 between gains and losses.\(^{252}\)

This finding should not be surprising, and it surely does not indicate errors. Indeed, the notion of loss aversion as an error comes from experiments using amounts of money that are trivial relative to the usual wealth of people in developed countries, such as a 50–50 chance for a $200 gain or a $100 loss. Moreover, evidence indicates that loss aversion in small bets is hardly universal. No more than half of Americans are loss averse in such bets.\(^{253}\)

The question is better interpreted, however, as being about wants. By that interpretation, answers reflect the strength of wants for protection from poverty relative to wants for prospects for riches. People whose wants for protection from poverty are relatively strong offer little reduction in their standard of living in exchange for a 50–50 chance of a 50% increase. Conversely, people whose wants for prospects for riches are relatively strong offer much reduction in standard of living in exchange for the same chance.

Loss aversion is a feature of Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky’s prospect theory, but loss aversion is distinct from shortfall aversion, another feature of prospect theory.\(^{254}\) Shortfall aversion is an aversion to falling short of “reference points” representing wants. People whose reference point is their current situation have satisfied their wants. They are shortfall averse, because their utilitarian, expressive, and emotional costs of falling short of their
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reference point exceed the utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits of exceeding it by the same magnitude. But people whose situations are short of their wants are willing to accept a chance of falling further below their wants to get a chance to satisfy their wants.

Reference points for poverty and riches vary among people. A person might be assessed by others as poor but might not consider himself poor. He is unwilling to give up protection from poverty for prospects for riches. Conversely, another person might be assessed by others as rich but might not consider herself rich. She is willing to give up protection from poverty for prospects for riches.

Shortfall aversion might seem to be risk seeking, but it is not. O’Brady and Rudd are not motivated by risk seeking as each of them skis alone across Antarctica. Instead, each is motivated by the desire to avoid shortfall from his desire to be the first person to ski across Antarctica alone without any support. Shortfall aversion is also a central feature in Lola Lopes’s SP/A theory, where considerations of security (S), potential (P), and aspirations (A) combine to determine choices. Aspirations are analogous to wants, security is analogous to protection from poverty, and potential is analogous to prospects for riches.255

O’Brady and Rudd probably have substantial protection from poverty layers in their portfolios that will sustain them even if they fail in their Antarctica trek. Others have meager protection-from-poverty layers, which is the case of refugees from regions afflicted by poverty or war. People who choose to be refugees might well have risk traits much weaker than those of O’Brady and Rudd, but their middling risk traits combine with onerous circumstances to compel them to take a chance. The chance they are taking is of suffering an even more meager protection-from-poverty layer if they fail to make their way to Europe or the United States.

Abison Johnson is a refugee, a native of Cameroon living precariously in a forest in Morocco on the border of an enclave of Spain. He has lived there for several years now, making repeated attempts to cross the border into Spain. He has a long scar on his side, where barbed wire cut him as he attempted to climb over a border fence.256

Johnson comes from a poor family, and his protection-from-poverty layer is meager by the standards of developed countries. He wants a more substantial protection-from-poverty layer, perhaps as a manual laborer in Spain.


sufficient for the utilitarian benefits of his living expenses and the expressive and emotional benefits of supporting his family in Cameroon.

Johnson’s story ended well eventually, as he crossed into Spain. Many other stories do not end well. These include stories of people who drowned in the Mediterranean when their boats capsized and those of taxi drivers in New York City, many of whom are immigrants, who have invested their life savings in taxi medallions.

A medallion grants its owner the right to operate or lease a taxi in New York City, and its price exceeded $1 million before app-based services, such as Uber and Lyft, came along. Many taxi drivers bought these medallions with borrowed money, considering them a sure way to fill not only the protection-from-poverty layers of their portfolios but also the prospects-for-riches layers. The value of medallions plunged to fractions of their past values as competition from app-based services arrived, decimating not only the prospects-for-riches layers of the portfolios of medallion-owning taxi drivers but also the drivers’ protection-from-poverty layers. Desperation drove some taxi drivers, including Yu Mein Chow, to suicide.\textsuperscript{257}

We are likely to be different from O’Brady, Rudd, Johnson, and Chow, but they are not strangers to us. We can see analogues in our own risk traits, wants, perceptions, circumstances, and choices. It might be in choices to immigrate to a new country, relocate to another state, switch to another career, marry, or have children.

\textbf{Assessing Wants and Correcting Errors with Investor Questionnaires}

Investor questionnaires offer advisers opportunities to identify and assess clients’ wants, risk traits, perceptions, and circumstances; to educate them about financial facts and human behavior; and to guide them to fitting portfolios and financial plans.

The approach of typical questionnaires is risk based, but risk is not about variance of return or even losses. Instead, risk is about shortfalls relative to wants, calling for a want-based approach. Consider, again, the following question:

“Suppose that you are given an opportunity to replace your current investment portfolio with a new portfolio. The new portfolio has a 50–50 chance to increase by 50% your standard of living during your lifetime. However, the new portfolio also has a 50–50 chance to reduce by X% your standard

of living in during your lifetime. [What is] the maximum X% reduction in standard of living you are willing to accept?” (p. 5).

Advisers who follow the want-based approach do not accept, as is, clients’ stated choices of percentage decreases in standard of living for a 50–50 chance for a 50% increase. They do not proceed to construct portfolios and financial plans reflecting clients’ stated choices. Instead, they probe clients’ stated choices and guide them to better ones.

Does the very conservative offer of a 5% decrease in standard of living come from a man who is retired or close to retirement, with financial capital in his protection–from–poverty portfolio layer but little or no human capital in current or potential employment income? Is the man satisfied with his current standard of living? Would he be able to draw on his financial capital to maintain his standard of living throughout his life, with some margin to spare? If this is the case, then his 5% offer is reasonable, and so is a portfolio heavy in cash and bonds.

Conversely, is the client a young man with little financial capital but substantial human capital in his protection–from–poverty portfolio layer, in a steady job and promising career? The adviser might point out to his client, perhaps with the aid of simulations, that his offer of a 5% reduction in standard of living for a 50–50 chance of a 50% increase is likely to lead to a portfolio heavy in cash and bonds that would not support his current standard of living throughout his life, let alone increase it.

Or consider a woman who is willing to offer a large 50% decrease in her standard of living in exchange for a 50–50 chance of a 50% increase. An adviser would probe further. Is she a young woman with substantial human capital in her protection–from–poverty portfolio layer, who can, therefore, devote her small financial capital to her prospects–for–riches portfolio layer? If so, a reasonable choice is a portfolio heavy in stocks or even a business venture, whether a technology company or a store.

Conversely, is she an older woman like Elizabeth White, author of Fifty–Five, Unemployed, and Faking Normal: Your Guide to a Better Retirement Life, who invested her barely adequate protection–from–poverty portfolio layer in a store and lost it all?259 Older investors with no more than adequate protection–from–poverty portfolio layers can afford to buy a few cheap lottery tickets to keep alive prospects for riches, but they have little human capital to replenish financial capital lost in business ventures.

This want-based approach to portfolio construction, where risk consists of shortfalls relative to wants, periods extend to lifetimes, and stakes are large, is

---
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quite different from the risk-based approach, where risk is measured by variance of returns or losses, periods are short, and stakes are small. The risk-based approach is exemplified in a typical questionnaire by a chart of possible one-year losses or gains on a $10,000 investment, followed by this statement: “Given the potential gain and loss in any one year, I would invest my money in.” The choices range from a 50–50 chance of a $164 loss or a $593 gain to a 50–50 chance of a $3,639 loss or a $4,229 gain.

However, periods and stakes matter. Investors ready to wager $10,000 on a 50–50 chance for a $3,639 loss or a $4,229 gain might not be ready to wager their entire portfolio on proportionally higher gains and losses.

Advisers following the want-based approach also ask questions that identify wants that interact with loss tolerance and possibly distort it, such as wants for winning or maximization. To what extent do you agree with the following statement: “I always want to have the best. Second best is not good enough for me”? A survey of Americans revealed that men have greater wants for maximization than women and that the young have greater such wants than the old. People who declare strong wants for maximization tend to declare high levels of loss tolerance. Yet advisers should explore whether high declared loss tolerance reflects anything more than strong wants for maximization.\(^{260}\)

Maximization seeking is associated with regret aversion. To what extent do you agree with the following statement: “Whenever I make a choice, I try to get information about how the other alternatives turned out and feel bad if another alternative has done better than the alternative I have chosen”? The survey revealed that maximizers tend to be especially averse to regret, but regret is different from losses. Indeed, the correlation between regret aversion and loss aversion is close to zero.

Risk-based investor questionnaires sometimes ask, “Are you confident in your financial decisions?” The survey of Americans revealed that people who are confident in their ability to beat the market also declare high levels of loss tolerance. As with maximization, advisers should explore whether high declared loss tolerance reflects anything more than overconfidence.

Advisers should inquire about wants beyond protection from poverty, prospects for riches, maximization, and regret aversion. For example, they should inquire about wants for staying true to values.

Johann Klaassen designs client questionnaires for advisers affiliated with Horizons Sustainable Financial Services, a group that caters to investors who declare strong wants for maximization tend to declare high levels of loss tolerance. Yet advisers should explore whether high declared loss tolerance reflects anything more than strong wants for maximization.\(^{260}\)

whose wants include staying true to their values. One part of the firm’s questionnaire says the following:

We will normally allocate approximately one third of a portfolio’s bond allocation to community investments that offer a market rate of return. Some community investments offer below-market rates of return, and may be able therefore to offer greater community impact. Please indicate here how you would like to participate in community investing opportunities:

1. I/We want to opt out of all community investing vehicles in my/our portfolio.
2. I/We want to have the standard allocation to market-rate community investments.
3. I/We want to have the following percentage of my/our portfolio allocated to below-market-rate community investment opportunities: 1% to 2%, 3% to 4%, 5% to 10%.

Advisers should educate investors, replacing ignorance with knowledge and correcting cognitive and emotional errors. For example, advisers should educate investors about the benefits of global diversification before asking for their preferences.

In a questionnaire by Loring Ward, an investment company serving financial advisers who serve investors, education about global diversification comes first:

Over time, international markets and asset classes within those markets have not always moved in unison with the US market. The graph below shows periods when US stocks have outperformed international stocks and periods when international stocks have outperformed US stocks. Historically, investing a portion of a portfolio in international stocks and bonds has demonstrated the potential to reduce volatility.

The text is followed by a figure, similar to Exhibit 6.5, showing that the returns of US stocks exceeded those of international stocks in some periods and fell short of them in other periods. The figure shows, moreover, that the magnitude of return gaps was substantial. Indeed, a return gap exceeding 10 pps occurred in more than half of the rolling 12-month periods. The maximum rolling 12-month gap where the return of US stocks exceeded the return of international stocks was 34.7% in the 12-month period ending in May 1983, and the maximum rolling 12-month gap where the return
of international stocks exceeded the return of US stocks was 64.1% in the 12-month period ending in August 1986.

Next in the Loring Ward questionnaire comes exploration of investor wants:

“Which statement best reflects your view on international investing?

- I am very comfortable with international investments.
- I am comfortable with international investments.
- I am somewhat comfortable with international investments.
- I am somewhat uneasy with international investments.
- I am uneasy with international investments.”

**Behavioral Portfolio Theory in Practice**

The central features of behavioral portfolio theory, reflected in portfolio construction, include investors’ wants, portfolios as pyramids of wants, risk as shortfalls relative to wants, and avoidance of cognitive and emotional errors in pursuit of satisfying wants. Good portfolio construction practices also include
features shared by standard and behavioral portfolio theory—for example, diversification, low costs, and simplicity.\textsuperscript{261}

Such financial advising products as those by MoneyGuidePro and Wealthcare Capital Management incorporate behavioral portfolio theory features, as do programs provided by financial services firms, such as Schwab, Fidelity, and Vanguard, and advisers who work at financial services companies or independently.

MoneyGuidePro notes that clients’ wants are specified in goals that reflect hopes and dreams—education, travel, home renovating, retirement income, and bequests. Data collection turns into a conversation about investors’ wants and goals.

The initial plan might place clients in the middle of a “confidence zone,” with a moderately high probability of no shortfalls from goals, by trimming some goals and eliminating the bequest goal. Harold Evensky, a financial adviser who contributed to the development of MoneyGuidePro, noted that advisers should help clients identify trade-offs among goals as they consider wants and resources. For example, clients might choose to delay their retirement, thereby maintaining their travel, education, and bequest goals.\textsuperscript{262}

Advisers using Wealthcare’s program guide clients to distinguishing wants and associated “ideal goals” from “acceptable goals.” The ideal retirement age for a couple might be 58, but retirement at age 65 is acceptable to them.

A stress test of a financial plan using simulations shows whether it is overfunded, underfunded, or within the confidence zone. Wants and goals of overfunded and underfunded plans are modified to bring the plan into the confidence zone. A financial adviser using Wealthcare’s program described preparing for a meeting with clients, a couple, in June 2009, following the bottoming out of the stock market. After reviewing the couple’s new wants and ideal goals relative to their financial resources, the adviser discovered that the wife could retire a couple of years earlier than she had planned; they could satisfy their wants for lower investment risk and for a yearly vacation, though a less expensive one.\textsuperscript{263}

Financial services companies, such as Schwab, Vanguard, and Fidelity, like MoneyGuidePro and Wealthcare, consider investors’ wants as they
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recommend portfolios, although they do that only implicitly. Wants for familiarity, reflected in home bias, are one example. Investors whose wants do not include familiarity might allocate half of their overall stock allocation to international stocks because international stocks make up about half of the total value of all stocks. But model portfolios of financial services companies typically allocate to international stocks only one-quarter of the overall stock allocation.

**Conclusion**

Mean–variance portfolio theory prescribes portfolios on mean–variance frontiers to investors who want nothing more than the utilitarian benefits of high expected returns and low risk, measured by the variance of portfolio returns.

Behavioral portfolio theory describes portfolios on behavioral-wants frontiers and prescribes them to investors who want utilitarian benefits but also expressive and emotional benefits. These include all the benefits of protection from poverty, prospects for riches, nurturing children and families, being true to values, and reaching high social status.

Behavioral portfolio theory also prescribes the avoidance of portfolios on behavioral-errors frontiers—tempting but illusory portfolios created by ignorance and cognitive and emotional errors, such as the erroneous belief among amateur investors that frequent trading brings high returns.

Financial-facts and human-behavior knowledge enable investment professionals to identify wants, use cognitive and emotional shortcuts correctly, and avoid cognitive and emotional errors on the way to satisfying wants. Investment professionals need not turn themselves into psychologists to guide investors to portfolios on behavioral-wants frontiers. But investment professionals must know, teach, and use human-behavior knowledge, not only financial-facts knowledge.

Online advisers, sometimes called “robo-advisers,” are an innovation in advising, competing with “live” advisers in guiding investors. They include Financial Engines, Betterment, Wealthfront, Personal Capital, and FutureAdvisor. Online advisers charge lower fees in doing much of the traditional work of live advisers, including portfolio construction and rebalancing, loss harvesting, and even education about financial facts and human behavior. Advisers who will thrive in this new competitive environment are those who interact with their clients, explore their wants, and guide them to avoid cognitive and emotional errors on their way to satisfying their wants.
7. Behavioral Life Cycle of Saving and Spending

As I described in a 2017 article, a woman offered her story about the life cycle of saving and spending:

My husband was reared by extremely thrifty parents who survived the Great Depression and World War II, and through hard work and frugality bordering on stinginess they accumulated a very comfortable nest egg. They passed on to him their fiscal philosophies and my husband absorbed them like a sponge.

My husband handled our finances. Once he died and I took over the finances, I was amazed at how much money we had. I shall have to work very hard to spend all of it, but I plan to give it my best effort. In the two and a half years since my husband died, I have been to Africa and made three trips to Europe. I have already booked trips to see lowland gorillas in Rwanda and Uganda, snow monkeys in Japan, penguins in Antarctica, and to ride a horse across the Mongolian steppes. These trips were booked after my doctor told me that based on her patients, 80 is the age at which people lose their energy and enthusiasm for traveling. I am attempting to get in as many trips as I can before hitting that mile marker.

I have also made many donations to local charities and plan to set up a trust fund for a friend’s grandchild who has Down syndrome and would otherwise become a ward of the state when his parents, who live a hand-to-mouth existence, die.

My husband never reaped any benefits from his saving habits and only received three months of Social Security before dying. May others escape his fate. (p. 34)

Portfolio theory is about the production of portfolios by combining assets, such as stocks, bonds, and houses. But where do assets come from and where are they going? Life-cycle theory answers these questions, complementing portfolio theory. Life-cycle theory is about accumulating assets into portfolios and decumulating from them, as in the story of that woman and her late husband. We accumulate mostly by saving from wages and other income during our working years but also from gifts, bequests, and other receipts.

We decumulate by spending during our nonworking years but also by gifts, bequests, and other outlays.


Describing Modigliani and Brumberg’s theory, Nobel Prize–winning economist Angus Deaton wrote, “By building up and running down assets, working people can make provision for their retirement, and more generally, tailor their consumption patterns to their needs at different ages, independently of their incomes at each age.”

The focus of Modigliani and Brumberg was on the behavior of the economy as a whole, not on the behavior of individuals. Deaton explained, “This simple theory leads to important and non-obvious predictions about the economy as a whole, that national saving depends on the rate of growth of national income, not its level, and that the level of wealth in the economy bears a simple relation to the length of the retirement span.”

Friedman called his life-cycle theory “the permanent income hypothesis” and focused it squarely on the behavior of individuals. He recognized that consumption provides a range of benefits but chose to define consumption in terms of “purchases” rather than in terms of “value of services.” Yet value of services is what matters, consisting of utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits.

Standard life-cycle theory predicts that people estimate their life-cycle wealth and spend “permanent income,” roughly average income, each year, even as their income fluctuates from year to year. This way, they exhaust their life-cycle wealth during their lifetimes.
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Utilitarian, Expressive, and Emotional Benefits in Behavioral Life-Cycle Theory

Standard life-cycle theory says that our sole reason for saving during our working years is spending during our nonworking years. Behavioral life-cycle theory says that our reasons for saving and spending in all years consist of wants for the full range of utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits of saving and spending.

Behavioral life-cycle theory says that saving can yield expressive and emotional benefits, even as it detracts from utilitarian benefits. Reacting to a *Wall Street Journal* article I wrote about spending in retirement, one reader noted that many people believe saving is simply what responsible people do: “I’m saving now because good, admirable, upstanding people sacrifice their current standard of living to save, save, save for the future.”

Moreover, spending can impose expressive and emotional costs. Reacting to the same article, another reader wrote, “What if the enjoyment is in the saving, and the pain is in the spending?” And another wrote, “Every so often there are articles about people who have accumulated vast wealth relative to their lifetime income, and when they pass at an old age and people find out, they feel sad for them—that they lived frugally and never spent it on anything. I sometimes think they are missing the point. The total enjoyment for that person was in the saving and living miserly and frugally and well below one’s means. To a certain degree, I am that person.”

Behavioral life-cycle theory also says that mere wealth *owning*, rather than spending, yields utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits. A bank commercial encouraging saving shows a sequence of adult children caring about elderly parents, hugging them, dancing around them, and placing coats on their shoulders. The caption says, “Because you want your children to care about you.”

Elderly parents who own wealth enjoy the utilitarian benefits of children who help in anticipation of a bequest but would not help otherwise. They enjoy the utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits of help from children who would help with no anticipation of a bequest. And they enjoy the expressive and emotional benefits of supporting their children with gifts from their wealth, rather than suffer expressive and emotional costs of being supported by their children. As they say, when parents give to children, all smile. When children give to parents, all cry.

---

Framing, Mental Accounting, and Self-Control in Behavioral Life-Cycle Theory

We, the normal people described in behavioral life-cycle theory, find it difficult to match spending to “permanent income,” even if matching is what we want. This is because we find it difficult to estimate our life-cycle wealth, longevity, and future spending needs and because we struggle to reconcile the urge for saving with the urge for spending. These problems leave us exposed to either running out of money before running out of life when we save too little or spend too much or running out of life before running out of money when we save too much or spend too little.

Behavioral life-cycle theory says that we work to overcome these difficulties through framing, mental accounting, and self-control rules. Whereas standard life-cycle theory says that we regard income and capital as mere components of life-cycle wealth, behavioral life-cycle theory says that we regard them as distinct. Current income includes current wages and current interest and dividends from bonds and stocks, among other investments. Current capital includes the current value of our portfolio of bonds, stocks, houses, and other investments and the present value of future income, including future wages, future interest and dividends, and future income from other investments.

We frame current income, current capital, and future income into separate mental accounts and set self-control rules that restrict dips into mental accounts other than those designated as permissible for dipping. One such self-control rule involves permission to spend income but prohibition to dip into capital—selling stocks, bonds, or houses and spending the proceeds. Self-control rules also restrict dips into retirement saving accounts for automobiles or home renovations or dips into children’s college saving accounts for vacations or furniture.

The simplicity of mental accounting helps us face two major life challenges. One is the challenge of dividing our spending and saving between the present and the future. The other is the challenge of dividing today’s spending among all we want today.

“I have a silly little system,” said one woman in the 1950s, describing her tin-can mental accounting. “Whenever my husband gets paid, I take away so much for my grocery money and put it in my kitchen drawer. Then I take all the rest and I put it into a tin can. . . . If my husband doesn’t have enough money for gas out of his allowance, or if we go out for some entertainment, we just take the money out of the tin can. . . . I’ve tried to budget with envelopes, labeling them for this and that, but we always took money out of the wrong
envelope whenever we ran low. . . . Now I’ve found the checking account together with the tin can the best system” (p. 155).271

Mental accounting has migrated from the tin cans of the 1950s to the internet.

Mint.com and similar websites make it easy to track our expenses on shopping, entertainment, restaurants, gas, and groceries. We can split ATM withdrawals into spending categories and even tweet our purchases as we make them.

We can see reflections of mental accounting in distinctions we make between our own contributions to retirement saving accounts and contributions to those accounts by our employers. Money comes into defined contribution accounts of employees from two sources: employees who contribute by salary deduction and employers who match employee contributions or contribute even in the absence of employee contributions. For example, Santa Clara University, my employer, contributes 10% on top of my salary into a 401(a) account, and I contribute my voluntary amount into a 403(b) account. Employees, rather than employers, choose the investments in each account.

Employees tend to treat the two saving accounts as two distinct mental accounts. They take less risk in their employee-funded 403(b) accounts than in their employer-funded 401(a) accounts.272

Standard life-cycle theory does not mention self-control, assuming implicitly that people possess perfect self-control, execute their saving and spending competently, and easily overcome the temptation to spend too much or too little. Insufficient and excessive self-control, however, are central in behavioral life-cycle theory.

Self-control is not always easy to muster, and some fail to muster it at all. Deficient self-control, reflected in impulsivity, lack of organization, and preference for living for today, affects the incidence of financial distress more than differences in education or financial literacy.273

Online lending platforms can help people overcome financial setbacks or refinance high-interest debt, thereby decreasing bankruptcy filings. But deficient self-control leads people to overextend themselves into “debt traps,” increasing bankruptcy filings. It turns out that the latter predominates.


One study showed that availability of the online lending platform of Lending Club increased bankruptcy filings by approximately 8%.274

Self-control can be replaced or augmented by outside control. Parents impose outside control over children, and marriage partners augment self-control with outside control over each other. A joint bank account induces partners to buy basic products, whereas separate bank accounts induce them to buy luxury products. These different spending patterns are driven by outside control exercised by each partner over the other, reflected in an increased need to justify spending to the partner.275

Overpayment of taxes followed by tax refunds are a self-control device. Recipients of tax refunds are different from those making tax payments. They tend to have lower average incomes and smaller cash buffers. Tax refunds are substantial, amounting to almost six weeks’ take-home income for the average family receiving them. Expenditures on durable goods, credit card payments, and cash withdrawals increase most sharply upon receipt of a tax refund. Evidently, the tax system is a primary tool by which many families generate lump sums of cash, and tax refunds are a major financial event that resets the spending and saving patterns of families who receive them.276

Men in many countries view women as better budgeters, possessing greater self-control.277 The majority of men in the Philippines say that they would be profligate in spending if their wives did not control their incomes. Men in the Philippines often keep portions of their incomes from their wives surreptitiously, a practice so common it has a name, kupit, which literally means to pilfer, filch, or steal in small quantities.

Female empowerment is not only a worthy goal on its own but also a road to the goal of increased saving. A study in the Philippines found that savings accounts that commit their holders to save enhance both savings and the power of women in decisions within families.278

Sometimes, however, even outside control fails, illustrated by Fred Schwed in *Where Are the Customers’ Yachts? Or, A Good, Hard Look at Wall Street*.279 A man, $7.5 million rich in 1929, gave his wife $1.5 million in government bonds to be placed in a protection-from-poverty mental account. The $7.5 million was a huge amount of money in 1929, equivalent to more than $100 million today. “My dearest,” he said, “these securities are now yours; they are not mine. They represent quite as much income as we shall ever really need for the rest of our lives” (p. 80).

The man, aware of his self-control problem, went beyond relinquishing to his wife control over the bonds. “But if by any incredible chance I should ever come to you and ask for these bonds back again,” he said, “under no circumstance give them to me, for you will know I have gone crazy” (p. 80).

The man placed the other $6 million in the prospects-for-riches mental account and kept control over it to “continue to speculate and make more money.” Unfortunately for the man and his wife, his outside-control rule was not strict enough. Six months later, he needed money to recover the $6 million he had lost. “He went for the money to the wife of his bosom, who demurred. But he was a persuasive man: He got the bonds back. Temporarily”280 (p. 80). He lost everything.

Some people are savers by nature, whereas others are not. The Big Five personality traits are conscientiousness, neuroticism, extraversion, agreeableness, and openness. Conscientiousness is the personality trait most closely associated with self-control. Conscientiousness is high among people adequately prepared for retirement, whereas neuroticism is low. Conscientious people consume more than less conscientious people, but their wealth is also higher, indicating that they save more.281

However, one can be too conscientious and have too much self-control. Too much self-control is as common as too little self-control. Indeed,
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proficiency at framing, mental accounting, and self-control helps people save for retirement, but the same proficiency impedes them in retirement when it is time to set these aside and enjoy the fruits of retirement savings.

Reacting to the article about spending in retirement, one wrote, “During my career I was a very conscientious saver and investor. I always maxed out my 401(k) contribution and put a large percentage of my salary and bonus into a deferred compensation program. I have had a difficult time changing my mindset from a saver to a spender. This article helped me make that mental transition. The first thing I did was to go out and get fitted for a new set of golf clubs and didn’t feel guilty about it!”282

Another wrote, “I learned from my mom that the greatest joy in life is giving to your family. She would give something to all her six children, their spouses, the grandchildren, the great-grandchildren and all their spouses on their birthdays, anniversaries, St. Patrick’s Day, Valentine’s Day, and for no reason at all. If you want the closest thing to eternal life, try this.”

### Spending Sources and Uses in Behavioral Life-Cycle Theory

Behavioral-life cycle theory includes “spending-sources” and “spending-uses” pyramids.

The bottom layer of the spending-sources pyramid contains “income,” including wages, dividends and interest, Social Security benefits, and payments from pension plans. Above it is a layer that contains “dips into regular capital,” including the proceeds from the sale of stocks, bonds, and other investments, whether in retirement accounts or outside them. Above them is a layer that contains “dips into bequest capital,” including the proceeds from the sale of investments intended as bequests, usually houses. Above them is a layer of support from family, friends, government agencies, and charities, for those who must rely on them.

The bottom layer of spending-uses pyramids consists of spending on necessities, such as food, shelter, and support of minor children. However, people vary. For some, that layer also includes support of elderly parents and needy adult children. For others, these spending uses belong in the higher discretionary layer that also includes recreation, travel, gifts, and small charitable contributions. For some, savings belong in the bottom layer of necessities, whereas for others, savings belong in the higher discretionary layer. Above them is a layer of luxury and status goods, such as expensive cars, jewelry, large charitable contributions, and bequests. For some, however, luxury

cars and other status goods are necessities, not luxuries, belonging in lower layers of the pyramid.

A distinction between capital and income is a feature of behavioral life cycle theory, reflected in the spending-sources pyramid. Standard life-cycle theory predicts that we do not distinguish capital from income, because dollars of capital are different from dollars of income in form but not in substance. Behavioral life-cycle theory predicts, however, that normal investors distinguish capital from income. The evidence is consistent with behavioral life-cycle theory. American investors are more likely to spend dividends than sell shares and spend their proceeds. And Finnish investors spend almost all dividends but rarely dip into capital.

Consistent with the reluctance to dip into capital, investors spend little of their defined contribution (DC) retirement saving accounts in their early retirement years, let alone deplete them. One study showed that only 7% of people aged 60–69 withdrew more than 10% of their DC accounts annually, and only 18% made any withdrawals in a typical year. Moreover, the proportion withdrawn averaged 1%–2% between ages 60 and 69, rising to about 5% at age 70½, when investors must withdraw money according to the required minimum distribution rules, and fluctuating around that level through age 85.

**The Annuity Puzzle**

Eagerness to buy life annuities is consistent with standard life-cycle theory because annuities facilitate smoothing of spending and eliminate longevity risk by converting life-cycle wealth into permanent income for life. We refer to the reluctance to buy life annuities as the “annuity puzzle.” Behavioral life-cycle theory is consistent with the reluctance to buy life annuities.

Solutions to the annuity puzzle regularly draw on behavioral finance, even when the reliance on behavioral theory is not acknowledged. It is sometimes argued that lack of annuitization reflects a bequest motive. This assertion is likely true but crosses the line into behavioral finance and its emphasis
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on wants beyond spending the last dollar on the day of death. Caring for children and families is prominent among the wants of normal investors.

Investors’ wants include not only protection from poverty, satisfied by smoothed permanent income, but also prospects for riches. Life annuities, however, emit a “smell of death,” reminding investors that they are relinquishing prospects for riches.

Wants for fairness are also prominent among the wants of normal investors. These wants are an impediment to buying life annuities. Standard finance finds nothing unfair when buyers of life annuities forfeit future payments if they die soon after purchasing a life annuity. Indeed, this forfeiture underlies the structure of life annuities, as money forfeited by annuity buyers who die early is paid to annuity buyers who live long. Yet a perception of unfairness remains, evident in the preference of some people for life annuities that pay for a “period certain”—a minimum period over which the annuity pays either the buyer or his heirs, even if the buyer dies during that period.286

Cognitive errors highlighted in behavioral finance are also impediments to purchasing life annuities. They include the framing errors we know as money illusion, which mislead investors into perceiving a lump sum as larger than its equivalent stream of annuity payments, and availability errors, where images of many kinds of early deaths are easily available. Availability errors interact with emotional errors of regret as people contemplate the possibility that their heirs would receive only a small portion of their annuity dollars when death follows soon after buying an annuity.

Aversion to dips into capital is another impediment to purchasing life annuities. Investors dip into capital when they buy annuities, converting capital into income. Aversion to dipping into capital manifests itself when investors face a choice to buy life annuities for a known lump sum but not when investors face no choice and do not know the lump sum, as in Social Security.

Behavioral life-cycle theory predicts that investors are especially reluctant to dip into “bequest capital,” mostly houses. Housing equity makes up a large proportion of the wealth of older Americans, yet, on average, homes are not sold to support nonhousing consumption as people age.287 Moreover, homeowners are reluctant to enter into reverse mortgage contracts that pay
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homeowners while they continue to live in their homes. Only 2% of homeowners eligible for reverse mortgage contracts enter into them.²⁸⁸

**Standard and Behavioral Life-Cycle Theories in Public Policy**

Public policy prescriptions for saving and spending range from libertarianism to libertarian paternalism to outright paternalism. Libertarians advocate *hands-off* policies, granting people freedom to save and spend as they wish, whether saving much when young and spending much when old or saving little when young and spending little when old. Libertarian prescriptions conform to standard life-cycle theory for people who arrange their saving and spending so as to enjoy smoothed permanent income throughout their life cycle.

Libertarian paternalists advocate policies that *nudge* people toward saving when young and toward judicious spending when old. Conventional or outright paternalists go further, advocating mandates that *shove* people into saving when young and judicious spending when old. Both conform to behavioral life-cycle theory, where people are hampered in saving and spending by conflicts between wants for saving and spending and by cognitive and emotional errors.

Standard life-cycle theory is libertarian in essence, at least implicitly. People save money for themselves during their working years and spend it on themselves before entering the labor force and in retirement. Milton Friedman discussed bequests in his permanent income hypothesis, noting that people *receiving* bequests add them to their life-cycle wealth and spend from them gradually, by the rules of permanent income, rather than regarding the bequest as current income. Yet Friedman did not discuss people who refrain from consumption to grant bequests. Moreover, there is nothing explicit in standard life-cycle theory about public policy prescriptions or the role of corporations and governments in such programs as pensions or Social Security.

But there is an explicit and prominent place for public policy prescriptions and the role of corporations and governments in behavioral life-cycle theory—in policies that protect us from our own cognitive and emotional errors and nudge, shove, and educate us to reconcile internal conflicts between saving and spending.

Public policy prescriptions and the role of government are evident in all of investing, saving, and spending. These include direct government provisions, such as Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid, and indirect government provisions, such as the laws and regulations that defer taxes on DC accounts and require minimum distributions from these accounts when reaching age 70½.

Social Security is paternalistic. Its compulsory nature counters inadequate self-control by shoving people into saving, curtailing today’s spending. The paternalistic nature of Social Security is also evident in the absence of an option to receive a lump-sum payment in place of monthly payments.

Defined benefit (DB) pension plans are also paternalistic because they are mandatory for employees in companies and government entities that provide them. But most corporate DB plans permit lump-sum payments at retirement, tempting retirees with insufficient self-control. Combined corporate and government paternalism is evident in the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, which insures workers who would otherwise lose corporate pension benefits if their pension funds default.

Many financial regulations seek to protect investors from their own cognitive and emotional errors. Margin regulations limit leverage. Stock buyers cannot borrow more than 50% of the value of their stock purchases. The paternalistic nature of margin regulations is reflected in deliberations preceding the passage of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These deliberations noted that a large proportion of business failures, embezzlements, and even suicides were directly attributable to losses incurred in speculative transactions made possible by lenient margin regulations.

Suitability regulations are also paternalistic, designed to counter cognitive and emotional errors. These regulations require brokers to recommend securities to customers only if they have reasonable grounds for believing that their recommendations are suitable for their customers’ financial situation and needs.

Suitability standards are paternalistic, but they set a low paternalism bar. For example, suitability standards permit a broker to recommend to a client a high-cost mutual fund, paying him a high commission, over an identical low-cost fund that pays him a low commission—as long as both funds are “suitable” for that investor. Fiduciary standards set a higher paternalism bar, requiring brokers to place the interests of investors ahead of their own: They do not allow a broker to recommend a high-cost mutual fund over an identical low-cost fund.

The most prominent libertarian paternalistic nudge in the context of savings is automatic enrollment into DC retirement saving plans, such as 401(k)
plans, discussed by the economist Richard Thaler and the legal scholar Cass Sunstein in their book *Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness*. Making enrollment in a company’s retirement savings plan the default choice is a nudge that counters the tendency to procrastinate in saving and place wants for spending over wants for saving.

Congress incorporated nudges into the Pension Protection Act of 2006, and corporations apply nudges as they implement the act. It authorizes corporations to establish programs for automatic enrollment of employees into DC plans at specified contribution levels and to increase these levels automatically over time.

A study of the nudges incorporated into the choice architecture of the Swedish Premium Pension Plan—consisting of all initial choices and subsequent rebalancing activities by the entire population of 7.3 million retirement savers in Sweden from 2000 to 2016—concluded that the effects of nudges were persistent, lasting nearly two decades, if not forever.

Automatic enrollment in DC plans increases the proportion of employees who enroll. Enrollment of new employees in one plan increased from 37% to 86% following the introduction of automatic enrollment. Approximately 27% of 401(k) plans, especially those of large employers, offered automatic enrollment in 2014. As of a year later, however, a substantial proportion of employees had stayed at the automatic or default level of salary contribution, 3% per year, despite a 50% employer match on contributions up to 6%. Employees seem anchored to the default contribution level, considering it the level recommended by the company. Increasing the contribution default rate to 6% did not decrease participation, though default contribution rates higher than 6% were accompanied by decreases.
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Mandatory DC plans are paternalistic shoves into saving, going beyond libertarian paternalistic nudges. They complement the shoves of Social Security and substitute for the shoves of increasingly rare DB plans. Mandatory DC plans exist in a number of countries, Australia being prominent among them. Australian employers are required to contribute a specified percentage of employee earnings into employees’ retirement saving accounts. This percentage is scheduled to increase gradually to 12% by 2019–2020. Employees can contribute voluntarily beyond the mandatory amount. Tax provisions encourage people to withdraw their money gradually, rather than in a lump sum.

**Wealthy, Steady Middle, Precarious Middle, and Poor**

Discussions about public policies that are best at promoting adequate life-cycle spending and saving, whether libertarian hands-off approaches, libertarian paternalistic nudges, or paternalistic shoves, are unfocused when we fail to distinguish among people by wealth, income, and personal characteristics, especially self-control.

We can focus discussions about life-cycle saving and spending policies by distinguishing among four groups: the wealthy, steady middle, precarious middle, and poor. The wealthy receive incomes in their working years that are more than sufficient, and they accumulate enough savings to ensure no retirement fears. The steady middle steadily receive sufficient incomes during their working years, and they save enough for sufficient retirement spending. The poor receive insufficient income during their working years, preventing them from saving much for adequate retirement spending. The precarious middle comprises two groups—low earners and high spenders. Low earners attempt to save from their low incomes throughout their working years, but their small savings cause them to be precariously close to poverty and inadequate retirement spending. High spenders earn sufficient incomes in their working years but spend them, neglecting to save a sufficient amount for retirement spending.

Retirement saving and spending solutions often address one group’s problems but neglect those of the other groups. Many solutions address longevity risk by offering life annuities. Annuities, however, offer nothing to the wealthy, given that these individuals are not exposed to longevity risk because their savings greatly surpass their rates of spending. And annuity solutions mock the precarious middle and the poor, whose meager savings render buying an annuity impractical or impossible.

An analysis of retirement transitions in four countries by economists Anna Madamba and Stephen Utkus indicated that some but not all groups face a retirement crisis. Moreover, their analysis suggested that the drumbeat
of “retirement crisis” scares too many among the stable middle and the wealthy, likely subtracting from their well-being by pressing them into exaggerated worries, excessive saving, and inadequate spending.

In the United States, 59% of pre-retirees said they “believe there is a national retirement crisis,” but only 10% said they “would describe [their] own retirement situation as a crisis.” The corresponding percentages among retirees are even more striking: 54% believe there is a national retirement crisis, but only 4% describe their own retirement situation as a crisis. Findings among people in Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia are generally similar to those in the United States.

In the United States, 66% of recent retirees described themselves as highly satisfied with their financial situation, and 53% of pre-retirees described themselves so. At the other end of the spectrum, 16% of recent retirees described themselves as poorly satisfied with their financial situation, and 21% of pre-retirees described themselves so. Here, too, findings among people in Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia are generally similar to those in the United States.

A mandatory DC savings plan would do much for the high-spending segment of the precarious middle, by replacing weak self-control with strong outside control. But mandatory DC savings plans would be insufficient for the low-earning segment of the precarious middle and the poor, who have little or nothing from which to save. Financial security solutions for the precarious middle and poor require measures beyond nudges into saving.

**Conclusion**

Standard life-cycle theory is the theory of standard finance, centered on the hypothesis that people want smooth spending during their entire life cycle and can do so easily, balancing spending and saving from life-cycle wealth. Behavioral life-cycle theory invokes behavioral finance, focusing on the hypothesis that even people who want smooth spending during their entire life cycle find it difficult to avoid cognitive and emotional errors and balance wants for spending now against wants for saving for tomorrow.

Behavioral life-cycle theory says that we reconcile the conflict between our wants using devices such as framing, mental accounting, and self-control rules that prohibit dips into other than designated mental accounts. In contrast, standard life-cycle theory says that we have no need for framing, mental accounting, or self-control rules for resolving such conflicts. Evidence favors behavioral life-cycle theory.

Behavioral life-cycle theory also says that we derive expressive and emotional benefits from saving, not only from spending. We gain the expressive
benefits of high social status when our savings amount to considerable wealth, and we gain a benefit from expressing ourselves as responsible people who care about the future, not only the present. And the emotional benefits we gain from saving include pride and peace of mind. Yet for many the habit of saving becomes a compulsion, turning savers into misers. Investment professionals serve their clients well by helping them to calibrate saving and spending throughout their lives, so clients find utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits in both saving and spending, neither running out of money before running out of life nor running out of life before running out of money.
8. Behavioral Asset Pricing

Consider the example of economists being asked to develop an “asset pricing model” of watches. The watch asset pricing model will account for differences in the prices of watches, ranging from less than $10 to more than $1 million.

The economists would begin by identifying characteristics that can potentially account for differences between watch prices. These include watch buyers’ wants for the full range of watch benefits and costs—utilitarian, expressive, and emotional. The utilitarian benefits of watches include accuracy and reliability, the expressive benefits include display of high social status and discerning taste, and the emotional benefits include pride and enjoyment of aesthetics. A $35,000 watch has the same utilitarian benefits as a $60 watch, which is likely as accurate and reliable, but we are not surprised by the wide range of watch prices. We know that the expressive and emotional benefits of some watches are greater than others, as is true for restaurant meals with equal utilitarian nutrition and cars with equal utilitarian ability to take us from home to work and back.

Scott Feinstein, a financial adviser to young athletes and actors, sets outside-control boundaries when clients with insufficient self-control are tempted by expressive and emotional benefits. One client called to say that he wanted to buy a $35,000 watch. “What time does it say?” asked Feinstein. “Ten minutes after three,” answered the client. “Mine says ten after three too, and it cost me 60 bucks,” said Feinstein. “Put the watch down.” The client said that his adviser “really knew how to ruin a good time.”

Behavioral asset pricing theory, which I outlined in a 1999 article, draws on economist Kelvin Lancaster’s 1966 article “A New Approach to Consumer Theory.” Lancaster shifted his focus from products to their characteristics. We derive benefits from a meal, he wrote, as it “possesses nutritional characteristics but it also possesses aesthetic characteristics, and different meals will possess these characteristics in different relative proportions” (p. 133). The same feature, such as aesthetics, may be included in many products “so that goods which are apparently unrelated in certain of their characteristics may...
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be related in others” (p. 133). The utilitarian benefits of a gift in the form of a luxury watch to a high school graduate do not substitute for the utilitarian benefits of a gift in the form of a deposit into her college saving account. But the two gifts substitute for each other in expressing the good wishes of a grandfather to his granddaughter and the emotion of love.

Investments are like watches, meals, and cars, and so are their investment asset pricing models. Behavioral investment asset pricing models include all the benefits and costs of investments—utilitarian, expressive, and emotional—and also cognitive and emotional errors. In contrast, standard investment asset pricing models include utilitarian benefits and costs but exclude expressive and emotional benefits and costs and also cognitive and emotional errors.

Indeed, it is odd that the promoters of standard investment asset pricing models insist on investment risk as the only characteristic in their models, because risk incorporates not only utilitarian costs but also expressive and emotional benefits and costs and cognitive and emotional errors. Think of the emotional benefits of risk as thrills, whether in fast driving or day trading. Think of the expressive benefits of risk as a display of courage, rejecting timidity. Think of the utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits and costs of buying lottery tickets or lottery stocks. Think of the cognitive and emotional errors of risk perceived as volatility and the fear, described as risk, that urges investors to sell stocks in a stock market crash.

We can present the association between the characteristics of a watch and its expected price in a watch asset pricing model as follows:

The expected price of a watch is a function of

1. wants for utilitarian benefits of high accuracy and great reliability,
2. wants for expressive and emotional benefits of high social status and aesthetics, and
3. cognitive and emotional errors, such as inferring watch quality from its price.

Similarly, we can present the association between the characteristics of an investment and its expected price or expected return in an investment asset pricing model as follows:

The expected return of an investment asset is a function of

1. wants for utilitarian benefits, such as low risk,

2. wants for expressive and emotional benefits, such as staying true to values by holding socially responsible funds, acquiring high social status by investing in hedge funds, or enjoying thrills by stock trading, and

3. cognitive and emotional errors, such as a belief that stocks of “good” companies are “good” stocks and overreaction by fear following an airplane crash.

**Arbitrage in Watch Markets and Investment Asset Markets**

Some watch buyers and some investors are “normal-ignorant,” susceptible to cognitive and emotional errors. Others are “normal-knowledgeable,” able to overcome cognitive and emotional errors but sometimes willing to accept lower utilitarian benefits for expressive and emotional benefits that matter to them. Yet others are rational, immune to cognitive and emotional errors and concerned only with utilitarian benefits and costs. Rational and knowledgeable watch buyers can potentially nullify by arbitrage the effects of ignorant watch buyers on watch prices, and rational and knowledgeable investors can potentially nullify by arbitrage the effects of ignorant investors on investment asset prices.

Consider arbitrage in luxury watch markets. Arbitrage can be performed by producers of inexpensive watches who manufacture counterfeit luxury watches that look like genuine luxury watches but are priced at small fractions of the genuine watches’ prices. Indeed, such practice is widespread.

Counterfeit luxury watches offer most of the utilitarian benefits of genuine ones. They are likely as accurate, and even if not as reliable, buyers can replace faulty counterfeit luxury watches many times before their total price comes near the price of one genuine luxury watch. Moreover, unlike buyers of genuine luxury watches, buyers of counterfeit luxury watches do not bear the utilitarian cost of insuring expensive watches and the emotional cost that inhibits them from wearing their luxury watches for fear of losing or being robbed of them.

The combined force of arbitrage by producers of counterfeit luxury watches and their buyers can possibly force producers of genuine luxury watches to reduce their prices to levels not much higher than those of counterfeit ones.

Yet arbitrage is not likely to be fully effective at lowering prices of genuine luxury watches, for two reasons. First, producers of genuine luxury watches police their markets with the help of law enforcement personnel. For example, they alert Amazon and eBay to the presence of counterfeit watches on their
websites, preventing their sale. Second, counterfeit products impose expressive and emotional costs on buyers, making them feel like cheats. Normal-knowledgeable potential buyers might be unwilling to bear the expressive and emotional costs of feeling like cheats, even in the presence of lower utilitarian costs. These two reasons allow luxury watch manufacturers to keep their prices high, leaving the market of counterfeit luxury watches to buyers who would not buy genuine luxury watches in any event.

As we consider arbitrage in investment markets, we note that most arbitrage opportunities are not risk free, where we can buy an investment and simultaneously sell it at a higher price. Risky arbitrage entails substantial risks, deterring arbitrage and its potential effect on prices.

The notorious case of Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) illustrates risks in arbitrage and the possibilities of disastrous consequences. LTCM was a hedge fund management firm that used arbitrage trading strategies combined with high financial leverage. LTCM would identify pairs of investments, such as a pair of bonds, whose returns were highly correlated, where they estimated the value of one bond as high relative to its price and the value of the other as low relative to its price. LTCM would form arbitrage positions by buying the first and selling short the second, expecting the disparities between prices and values to narrow, thereby profiting. But when the 1997 Asian financial crisis and the 1998 Russian financial crisis occurred, the disparities widened rather than narrowed, and LTCM did not have the money necessary to wait until the disparities narrowed (which they eventually did). LTCM was bailed out by banks in 1998 and dissolved in 2000. Risks of the kind that devastated LTCM usually dissuade arbitrageurs from devoting many resources to arbitrage, thereby limiting its potential effects on prices.

Capital constraints are structural impediments to arbitrage, illustrated by events in the National Stock Exchange of India. Stock prices declined substantially within 15 minutes during two stock market crashes between April and June 2006. Buying by capital-constrained traders was not sufficient,


however, to halt these price declines, and domestic mutual funds were slow to buy.\footnote{Mila Getmansky Sherman, Ravi Jagannathan, Loriana Pelizzon, Ernst Schaumburg, and Darya Yuferova, “Stock Price Crashes: Role of Slow-Moving Capital,” SAFE Working Paper No. 227 (16 July 2018). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3239440 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3239440.}

Inability to buy shares to cover a short position is another structural impediment to arbitrage. At the height of the global financial crisis on Monday, 27 October 2008, the stock price of Volkswagen (VW) started skyrocketing and surged past EUR1,005 per share on Tuesday, 28 October 2008, from a close on the previous Friday of EUR210 per share. As a result, VW briefly became the most valuable listed company in the world by market capitalization. Franklin Allen, Marleen Haas, Eric Nowak, and Angel Tengulov showed that this price increase was the result of a press release that Porsche SE made on 26 October 2008, in which the company announced its plan to take over Volkswagen.\footnote{Franklin Allen, Marlene Haas, Eric Nowak, and Angel Tengulov, “Market Efficiency and Limits to Arbitrage: Evidence from the Volkswagen Short Squeeze,” Swiss Finance Institute Research Paper No. 17-64 (14 April 2019). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2977019 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2977019.}

The announcement inflicted enormous damage on investors who held short positions in VW’s stock. Porsche had previously entered into option contracts with an investment bank to lock in an acquisition price for VW’s shares. The investment bank, in turn, hedged its position by purchasing derivative contracts on VW shares through other banks. These other banks held VW’s shares as a hedge, which implied that the free float of VW’s shares was diminished significantly. Therefore, it became increasingly difficult for short sellers to acquire VW shares to cover their short positions when the share price started rising after Porsche’s announcement.

This, in turn, exerted increasing price pressure on VW’s stock and resulted in more than EUR20 billion losses for investors that had entered into these short-sale trades.\footnote{Allen et al., “Market Efficiency.”}

Wants for expressive and emotional benefits and cognitive and emotional errors can affect investment asset prices and expected returns when arbitrage is impeded. For example, wants for staying true to values affect investment asset prices and returns. One study found that shari’a-compliant Malaysian bonds yielded lower returns than noncompliant bonds. Buyers of shari’a-compliant bonds sacrificed the utilitarian benefits of maximum bond returns but
gained the expressive and emotional benefits of staying true to their values, and their wants affected bond prices and returns.304

Theoretical and Empirical Asset Pricing Models

Asset pricing models can be categorized as theoretical or empirical in nature. Theoretical investment asset pricing models begin with reasons why characteristics of investment assets should be associated with their prices or expected returns. For example, the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), a theoretical model, begins with the rationale that investors prefer investments with low risk over ones with high risk and act under the assumption that the supposed association between the risk of investment assets and their prices or returns is true. One can then investigate empirically whether this is an accurate representation of reality.

Empirical asset pricing models begin with empirical evidence about associations between characteristics of investment assets and their prices or returns. For example, the empirical three-factor investment asset pricing model begins with the observation that small-capitalization stocks had higher returns than large-capitalization stocks and value stocks had higher returns than growth stocks over a long historical period, and it continues by asserting that the relationship is likely to persist in the future. One can then consider possible theoretical rationales for the observed associations.

Differences between rationales are at the center of differences between standard and behavioral investment asset pricing models, whether theoretical or empirical. Rationales in standard investment asset pricing models account only for wants for utilitarian benefits and avoidance of their costs, whereas rationales in behavioral asset pricing models account also for wants for expressive and emotional benefits and avoidance of their costs, as well as susceptibility to cognitive and emotional errors.

The CAPM predicts that differences between the expected returns of any two investment assets come only from differences between their risks, specifically that part of risk that is correlated with overall (cap-weighted) market movements as measured by beta. Yet much empirical evidence about realized returns varies from that prediction, showing abnormal returns when measured by the CAPM. Studies from the 1970s and 1980s found that stocks of companies with low ratios of prices to earnings had higher subsequent realized returns than predicted by the CAPM. The same was found among stocks of companies with small market capitalizations, stocks of companies with low

ratios of prices to book values, and stocks of companies with low Tobin’s $q$
(price to replacement cost). 305

The empirical challenges to the CAPM persuaded Eugene Fama and
Kenneth French to introduce their empirical three-factor investment asset
pricing model in 1992. 306 Fama and French started with the known empirical
associations between stock returns and the small–large factor, measured by
the difference between the returns of small- and large-capitalization stocks,
and the value–growth factor, measured by the difference between the returns
of value and growth stocks. They proceeded to argue that the small–large and
value–growth factor betas measure the risk of investment assets better than
the single-factor or market beta used in the CAPM.

The most recent investment asset pricing model set forth by Fama and
French is a five-factor model, adding two factors identified by empirical
evidence to the original three in the three-factor model. 307 The robust–weak
factor is the difference in returns between a portfolio of stocks of the most
profitable companies and a portfolio of stocks of the least profitable com-
panies, and the conservative–aggressive factor is the difference in returns
between a portfolio of stocks of companies that invest conservatively and a
portfolio of stocks of companies that invest aggressively. Yet empirical evi-
dence about factors cannot substitute for theoretical rationales for them when
constructing investment asset pricing models. It is possible, in the absence of
a theoretical explanation or reason, that the observed factors are statistical
artifacts or one-time occurrences.

Consider once again a watch pricing model. Theoretical rationales exist
for associations between watch prices and such characteristics as quality of
materials and workmanship and such “complications” as perpetual calen-
dars and moon phases. But what can the rationale be for the higher prices
of watches made in Switzerland? It might be the role of the label “Made in
Switzerland” as a proxy for utilitarian benefits, such as those provided by

305 Sanjoy Basu, “Investment Performance of Common Stocks in Relation to Their Price-
Earnings Ratios: A Test of the Efficient Market Hypothesis,” Journal of Finance 32, no. 3
(June 1977): 663–82; Barr Rosenberg, Kenneth Reid, and Ronald Lanstein, “Persuasive
Evidence of Market Inefficiency,” Journal of Portfolio Management 11, no. 3 (Spring 1985):
9–16; Rolf W. Banz, “The Relationship Between Return and Market Value of Common
Statman, “Good Companies, Bad Stocks,” Journal of Portfolio Management 15, no. 4 (Summer


reliability, or its role as a carrier of expressive and emotional benefits, whereby watches made in Switzerland confer higher social status than watches made elsewhere. We can possibly find tests that would distinguish one rationale from another. Meanwhile, we might include country of origin in the watch pricing model while we study its theoretical rationale.

Turning to investment asset pricing models, consider the perverse empirical association between returns, market (single-factor) betas, and the variance of returns. US stocks with high variance of returns and high betas have yielded substantially lower returns than stocks with low variance of returns and low betas. One possible theoretical rationale combines individual investors’ preference for risk, reflected in purchasing lottery tickets, with institutional investors’ mandates that proscribe leverage and thus force portfolio managers to buy higher-beta stocks (instead of leveraging the portfolio) if they want to take more risk.³⁰⁸ This pushes the prices of high-beta stocks up and their future returns down relative to low-beta stocks.

### Standard and Behavioral Rationales

We know from empirical studies that small-capitalization stocks had higher returns than large-capitalization stocks over long periods and that value stocks had higher returns than growth stocks. But why? What theoretical rationales underlie these empirical associations? Are they standard rationales or behavioral ones? Two streams of my research, one with Hersh Shefrin and the other with economist Deniz Anginer and investment manager Kenneth Fisher, explored five hypotheses about theoretical rationales that underlie these empirical associations, illustrating how inquiries in standard finance and behavioral finance differ. The first two rationales are standard, and the last three are behavioral.³⁰⁹

1. Data mining hypothesis: The empirical associations come from “data mining” among an unlimited number of possible factors, including the small–large and value–growth factors.


2. Risk hypothesis: The empirical associations come from the role of the small–large and value–growth factors as indicators of risk, whereby the risk of stocks of small and value companies is higher than the risk of stocks of large and growth companies.

3. Cognitive-errors hypothesis: The empirical associations come from cognitive errors, such as representativeness, whereby investors incorrectly extrapolate high past returns, sales, earnings, and other measures into the future.

4. Emotional-errors hypothesis: The empirical associations come from emotional errors, such as the misleading positive affect of admired companies and the equally misleading negative affect of disliked companies.

5. Wants for expressive and emotional benefits hypothesis: The empirical associations come from wants for high expressive and emotional benefits.

**1. Data Mining Hypothesis.** Fischer Black wrote that it is difficult to overcome the problem of data mining because data on realized returns are limited and noisy, adding, “I don’t know how to begin designing tests that escape the data-mining trap” (p. 11).310

One way to escape the data mining trap is to examine out-of-sample data from periods before or after the period from which factors were identified. This is what economists Juhani Linnainmaa and Michael Roberts did in their exploration of the history of the cross section of stock returns.311 Examining factors out of sample, they found that most factors identified earlier are, in fact, nothing more than outcomes of data mining. In particular, they found that the abnormal returns associated with the investment aggressiveness and profitability (robustness) factors that Fama and French used to turn their three-factor model into their five-factor model are largely absent in out-of-sample data. These two factors always lacked theoretical foundation, and Linnainmaa and Roberts found that they also lack empirical foundation.

An alternative route to escape the data mining trap is by examining investors’ *expectations of returns* in addition to examining *realized returns*. This is what Hersh Shefrin and I did.312 Think of a survey in which investors are given only names of companies and their industries and are asked for their expectations of the future returns of these companies’ stocks. This, in essence, is one part of the *Fortune* surveys of company reputations by attributes,

---

312Shefrin and Statman, “The Style of Investment Expectation.”
conducted annually since 1983. The attribute of long-term investment value is a proxy for expectations of the returns of companies’ stocks.\textsuperscript{313}

The data mining hypothesis is the claim that there is no true association between expectations of stock returns and book-to-market ratios, which distinguish value stocks from growth ones, or market capitalization, which distinguishes small stocks from large ones. It is also the claim that the strong empirical associations between realized returns and price-to-book ratios and market capitalizations are accidental, the outcome of data mining. If these claims are true, we should find weak associations, at best, between expectations of stock returns and book-to-market ratios and market capitalizations.

This, however, is not what we find. A regression of expectations of stock returns on book-to-market ratios, market capitalizations, and market (single-factor) betas shows statistically significant associations between expectations of stock returns and book-to-market ratios and market capitalizations. This finding is not consistent with the data mining hypothesis, which predicts weak associations at best.

\textbf{2. Risk Hypothesis.} If expectations about returns conform to risk as defined by the CAPM, we should find strong associations between expectations of returns and market betas but no associations between expectations of returns and book-to-market ratios and market capitalization. This, however, is not what we find. Instead, we find no association between expectations of returns and market betas and, as noted earlier, strong associations between expectations of returns and book-to-market ratios and market capitalizations. Therefore, if differences in expectations of returns are due to differences in risk, that risk is not indicated by market beta as predicted by the CAPM.

Fama and French argued that high book-to-market ratios and low market capitalizations in the three-factor model indicate high risk. If true, we should find that expectations of returns are high for value stocks, which have high book-to-market ratios, and low for large stocks, which have large market capitalizations. Yet we find that expectations of returns are low for stocks with high book-to-market ratios and high for stocks with large market capitalizations. Therefore, if differences in expectations of returns are due to differences in risk, that risk is not indicated by high book-to-market ratios or small market capitalizations, as in Fama and French’s notion of risk in the three-factor model.

\textbf{3. Cognitive-Errors Hypothesis.} The cognitive-errors hypothesis in this case is better called the “characteristics hypothesis” because it claims that

\textsuperscript{313}Clark, Martire & Bartolomeo, the marketing and opinion research firm that conducted the Fortune surveys, stated that this attribute stands for expectations of the future return of the company’s stock.
investors consider but misinterpret characteristics, such as by observing the characteristic of value—a high book-to-market ratio—and misinterpreting it as an indication of low, rather than high, expected stock returns.

To examine the characteristics hypothesis, I conducted an experiment in which high-net-worth investors completed a questionnaire that provided only characteristics of companies and their stocks, not their names or industries. The three characteristics were price-to-book ratio, market capitalization, and past stock returns. The last characteristic is associated with the momentum factor. The price-to-book ratio was used rather than its book-to-market inverse because it is more familiar to investors. Characteristics scores that combine the three characteristics are mean scores by the surveyed investors.

If investors consider characteristics as they estimate expected future returns, we should find strong associations between characteristics scores and expectations of returns. But this is not what we find. Instead, we find weak associations, indicating weak support, at best, for the cognitive errors hypothesis.

4. Emotional-Errors Hypothesis. The emotional-errors hypothesis is the claim that affect creates halos over companies and their stocks, misleading investors into the belief that stocks of admired companies, those with positive affect, offer higher expected returns and lower risk than stocks of companies with negative affect. Indeed, the opposite is true. In a study I carried out, stocks of admired companies yielded lower returns than stocks of disliked companies. In other words, stocks of good companies are, on average, bad stocks. This finding is consistent with the emotional-errors hypothesis.

Other studies provide further support for the emotional-errors hypothesis. In one study, two groups looked at a list of 30 countries. One group was asked for its expectations of the future return of the stock index of each country, whereas the other was asked for its assessment of the risk of the stock index of each country. The risk hypothesis predicts that expectations of high returns would be accompanied by assessments of high risk, but this is not what was found. Instead, countries where future returns were expected to be high were also countries where the risk of stocks was assessed as low.

Similar evidence comes from experiments with students and investment professionals.

314 Statman, “Investor Sentiment.”
315 Statman, “Investor Sentiment.”
5. Wants for Expressive and Emotional Benefits Hypothesis. The wants hypothesis is the claim that the empirical associations between stock returns, book-to-market ratios, and market capitalizations is due to investors’ desire for the expressive and emotional benefits of stocks of admired companies. Those tend to be large growth companies, with large capitalization and low book-to-market ratios.

Wants are not always easy to distinguish from errors because some wants are implicit and we are reluctant to admit them to others or even to ourselves. Admitting our wants for socially responsible investing is easy and, therefore, likely explicit. Admitting our wants for high social status—or just the feel-good effect of investing in a high-quality company that makes great products—is difficult and, therefore, likely implicit.

Yet, as noted earlier, investors conclude nothing about expected returns from the characteristics of market capitalizations and book-to-market ratios. This finding is not consistent with the characteristics version of the cognitive-errors hypothesis, but it is consistent with the emotional-errors and wants hypotheses.

Further evidence consistent with the emotional-errors and wants hypotheses comes from a study that identified very few active mutual funds with high book-to-market ratios, among all active funds, whereas it identified many low book-to-market ratios. Indeed, most funds describing themselves as value funds hold a higher proportion of their portfolios in stocks with low book-to-market ratios—growth stocks—than in high book-to-market stocks—value stocks. The characteristics distributions of exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and hedge funds are similar to those of mutual funds.318

In sum, the evidence favors the emotional-errors and wants hypotheses over the data mining, risk, and cognitive-errors hypotheses in explaining the empirical association between stock returns, book-to-market ratios, and market capitalizations.

**Fleeting and Sustained Factors in Asset Pricing Models**

Associations between factors and investment asset prices in standard and behavioral investment asset pricing models can change over time. A factor may have a place in an investment asset pricing model at one time but not necessarily at another time.

The story of watch prices offers an example. Watches have been manufactured for more than three centuries, and utilitarian benefits were at the center of the watch pricing model. These benefits include accuracy and reliability. Horological historian David Christianson noted that England and Switzerland each produced 200,000 watches in 1800, but by 1850, the Swiss were producing 2,200,000 watches, whereas the British did not increase their production. “The Swiss were able to produce ‘fake watches’ that looked like English or French watches but were of lower quality,” he said.319

Competition from Japanese companies and the introduction of digital watches in the 1970s seemed to signal the end of Swiss watch manufacturing. Indeed, many Swiss watch factories closed. Swiss watch manufacturing was saved, however, by adding expressive and emotional benefits to the utilitarian benefits of watches. The Swiss restyled watches as luxuries, with high prices signifying high social status.320

Jean-Marie Brucker is training salespeople in the craft of selling luxury watches. “We sell luxury,” he says, “It’s an emotion.” Brucker urges salespeople to sell “romance” rather than “products.” He recommends the “macaron technique” for selling watches, named after the sandwich-like French pastry, where the pesky price of the watch is sandwiched between its romantic benefits.321

Associations between factors and returns in standard and behavioral asset pricing models range in duration from fleeting to sustained. A fleeting association is eliminated in a short amount of time. A sustained association remains for long periods and is not eliminated even if known. We know that stocks are riskier than bonds and yielded higher returns over periods as long as centuries. We are reasonable in claiming that the factor of risk explains the difference in returns, so this factor is a sustained one.

Economists David McLean and Jeffrey Pontiff explored the sustainability of 82 factors identified by empirical evidence. Their list includes the well-known factors of small–large, value–growth, and momentum, as well as many lesser-known characteristics, such as levels of stock prices and maximum daily return during a month. They explored returns during (1) the period studied in a working paper identifying a factor, (2) the period following the posting of

320 Gomelsky, “How Switzerland Came to Dominate Watchmaking.”
that working paper but preceding publication in a journal, and (3) the period following publication.\textsuperscript{322}

If the association between a factor and future returns disappears subsequent to the study period with no evidence of arbitrage, we can conclude that the observed association reflects nothing more than data mining. If the association disappears with evidence of arbitrage, we can conclude that the association was real but fleeting, perhaps reflecting wants or cognitive and emotional errors of some investors but eliminated by arbitrage. If the association does not disappear despite evidence of arbitrage, we can conclude that the association is sustained, reflecting wants or cognitive and emotional errors of some investors that were not eliminated by arbitrage.

McLean and Pontiff found that abnormal returns associated with a factor usually decline subsequent to availability of information about the factor in working papers. Abnormal returns decline further once working papers are published in journals.

It is often hard to tell whether an association between a factor and returns is fleeting or sustained. Fama and French noted that the average monthly difference between stock returns and one-month T-bill returns is substantial, and so are the average differences between the returns of value stocks and growth stocks and between the returns of small stocks and large stocks. Yet even if associations between returns and the factors of value–growth and small–large are sustained, they are not necessarily evident in the three- or five-year periods commonly used to evaluate investment performance. There are high probabilities that the returns of growth stocks would exceed those of value stocks and the returns of large stocks would exceed those of small stocks over periods of three or five years. And there are nontrivial probabilities of these occurrences over 10 or 20 years.\textsuperscript{323}

**Behavioral Investment Asset Pricing Models**

Behavioral investment asset pricing models, like standard investment asset pricing models, begin with theoretical rationales for factors and characteristics or else identify factors and characteristics empirically and then strive to identify theoretical rationales for them.

Behavioral investment asset pricing models differ, however, in the breadth of the theoretical rationales. Theoretical rationales in behavioral investment asset pricing models encompass wants for utilitarian, expressive,


and emotional benefits and susceptibility to cognitive and emotional errors, whereas theoretical rationales in standard investment asset pricing models assume that investors’ wants are limited to utilitarian benefits and that they are immune to cognitive and emotional errors.

The behavioral asset pricing model introduced by Hersh Shefrin and me in 1994 was motivated by the same challenges to the CAPM that motivated Fama and French to introduce their three-factor model. These include a weak association between realized stock returns and market betas and strong associations between realized stock returns and market capitalization and between realized stock returns and book-to-market ratios.\(^{324}\)

The model uses a steering wheel metaphor whereby two kinds of traders act as drivers, “information drivers” and “noise drivers.” The two kinds of drivers struggle to control a steering wheel that forms investment asset prices. Information drivers are rational drivers, free of cognitive errors, whereas noise drivers are normal drivers, susceptible to “sentiment” consisting of cognitive and emotional errors. The Shefrin–Statman model focuses on representativeness errors, which are cognitive errors whereby investors either extrapolate past returns into the future or expect their reversals.

Prices of investment assets equal their intrinsic values in markets where all drivers are information drivers. But prices deviate from intrinsic values in markets where some drivers are noise drivers who steer prices in directions corresponding to their sentiment and the forces of arbitrage are too weak to eliminate the drivers’ effects on prices.

The Shefrin–Statman model resides within the first generation of behavioral finance, accounting for investors’ cognitive and emotional errors. Behavioral investment asset pricing models in the second generation of behavioral finance, however, also account for investors’ wants for expressive and emotional benefits, beyond utilitarian benefits.

We can illustrate behavioral investment asset pricing models by a “behaviorally augmented” asset pricing model that adds two social responsibility factors to the one-factor asset pricing model (CAPM), the three-factor asset pricing model, and the five-factor asset pricing model. I hasten to emphasize at the outset that these “behaviorally augmented” models are only illustrations of what behavioral asset pricing models would look like.

The first social responsibility factor, reflecting cognitive errors, is a “top–bottom” factor, consisting of the difference between the returns of stocks of companies ranked high and low on five social responsibility criteria. They are community (e.g., generous giving, support for housing), diversity (e.g.,

promotion of women and minorities, outstanding family benefits), employee relations (e.g., strong union relations, cash profit sharing), environment (e.g., pollution prevention, recycling), and products (e.g., product quality and safety, provision of products for the economically disadvantaged).  

The association between employee satisfaction and stock returns is a case in point. A value-weighted portfolio of the “100 Best Companies to Work For in America” earned an annual abnormal return of 3.5% from 1984 to 2009 and 2.1% above industry benchmarks. This statistic suggests that many investors commit cognitive errors, failing to fully value intangibles, such as employee satisfaction, and that arbitrage actions by investors free of cognitive errors are insufficient to nullify the effects on prices exerted by investors committing cognitive errors.

The second social responsibility factor, reflecting wants for expressive and emotional benefits, is an “accepted–shunned” factor, consisting of the difference between the returns of stocks of companies commonly accepted by socially responsible investors and the returns of company stocks commonly shunned by them because they conflict with their values, imposing expressive and emotional costs. These are companies in the alcohol, tobacco, gambling, firearms, military, and nuclear industries.

Investors are aware of trade-offs among wants. Some, but not all, are willing to trade utilitarian expected returns for the expressive and emotional benefits of avoiding stocks of shunned companies. The story of the Timothy Plan mutual funds is a case in point. The Timothy funds take their name from a letter written by the apostle Paul. They cater to conservative Christians. The flagship Timothy Plan Small Cap Value Fund performed poorly for several years, and many investors lost faith and abandoned it. “There were those that thought if they invested in Timothy they’d have top returns, the Lord would bless them,” said Arthur Ally, the funds’ founder. “When that didn’t happen, some of them went to better-performing funds.”

The construction of the two social responsibility factors begins by calculating for each company, as of the end of each year, its top–bottom and accepted–shunned scores. These scores are matched with monthly stock returns in the subsequent 12 months. The “top” portfolio is a portfolio of

stocks of companies rated in the top third by the five social responsibility criteria—community, diversity, employee relations, environment, and products. The “bottom” portfolio is a portfolio of stocks of companies rated in the bottom third by the five social responsibility criteria. The top–bottom factor is the difference between the monthly returns of the two portfolios.

Similarly, the “accepted” portfolio is a portfolio of stocks of accepted companies, and the “shunned” portfolio is a portfolio of stocks of shunned companies—those in the alcohol, tobacco, gambling, firearms, military, and nuclear industries. The accepted–shunned factor is the difference between the monthly returns of the two portfolios.

The two social responsibility factors are added as Factors 2 and 3, in a “behaviorally augmented” CAPM, Factors 4 and 5 in a “behaviorally augmented” three-factor asset pricing model, and Factors 6 and 7 in a “behaviorally augmented” five-factor asset pricing model that includes the factors of market, small–large, value–growth, robust–weak, and conservative–aggressive.

Exhibit 8.1 presents a side-by-side comparison of the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund, the Vice Fund, and the Vanguard 500 Index Fund using models that include the two added social responsibility factors. The Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund “seeks to track the investment performance of the FTSE4Good US Select Index—a benchmark of large- and mid-capitalization stocks that are screened based on social criteria such as workplace issues, environmental issues, product safety, human rights, and corporate responsibility.”

The Vice Fund “invests in strong businesses with significant barriers to entry which should result in more predictable market correlations. We believe that fundamentally sound equities of alcohol, tobacco, gaming, and defense companies offer these characteristics to investors and deliver results that are less dependent upon the economic climate.”

The positive and statistically significant 0.20 coefficient of the accepted–shunned factor of the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund in the augmented five-factor model indicates that its selection of stocks tilts toward those of accepted companies, away from stocks of shunned companies. This finding is as expected from a socially responsible fund. In contrast, the negative and statistically significant –0.46 coefficient of the accepted–shunned factor of the Vice Fund indicates that its selection of stocks tilts toward stocks of shunned companies, away from stocks of accepted companies. The accepted–shunned coefficient of the Vanguard 500 Index Fund is not statistically significant, showing no significant tilt toward or away from stocks of shunned companies.

---

The positive and statistically significant 0.08 coefficient of the top–bottom factor of the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund in the augmented five-factor model indicates that its selection of stocks tilts away from bottom companies toward top companies—companies that rank at the top by the five criteria of community, diversity, employee relations, environment, and products. The 0.02 top–bottom coefficient of the Vanguard 500 Index Fund is not statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit 8.1</th>
<th>Comparison of the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund and Vice Fund to the Vanguard 500 Index Fund by “Behaviorally Augmented” Asset Pricing Models That Include the Two Social Responsibility Factors, 2002–2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanguard 500 Index Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. “Behaviorally augmented” CAPM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha (annualized)</td>
<td>–0.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta of market factor</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top–bottom beta</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted–shunned beta</td>
<td>–0.08***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. “Behaviorally augmented” three-factor model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha (annualized)</td>
<td>–0.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta of market factor</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta of small–large factor</td>
<td>–0.15***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta of value–growth factor</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top–bottom beta</td>
<td>0.02**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted–shunned beta</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. “Behaviorally augmented” five-factor model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha (annualized)</td>
<td>–0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market factor beta</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small–large beta</td>
<td>–0.15***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value–growth beta</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust–weak beta</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative–aggressive beta</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top–bottom beta</td>
<td>0.02**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted–shunned beta</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant at the 0.10 level.
**Statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
***Statistically significant at the 0.01 level.
Fund is positive and statistically significant, though smaller than that of the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund. The 0.04 top–bottom coefficient of the Vice Fund is positive but not statistically significant.

Note that the Vice Fund outperformed the other funds significantly during the period. This finding is unsurprising given the sacrifice of return that socially responsible investors are willing to make for the emotional or expressive benefits they gain by staying true to their values.330

Conclusion

Behavioral asset pricing models, like standard asset pricing models, are factor or characteristic models that either begin with theoretical rationales for factors and characteristics or strive to identify theoretical rationales for factors and characteristics found empirically. Behavioral asset pricing models and standard asset pricing models differ in the breadth of theoretical rationales. Theoretical rationales in behavioral asset pricing models encompass wants for utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits and the presence of cognitive and emotional errors, whereas theoretical rationales in standard asset pricing models are limited to wants for utilitarian benefits—mainly low risk and high expected returns—and feature an absence of cognitive and emotional errors.

Behavioral investment asset pricing models, like their standard counterparts, are works in progress, as one can see from two observations. First, the list of factors has grown as from one in the CAPM to three in the three-factor model and five in the five-factor model. Second, the identification of the theoretical rationales for factors is incomplete. The theoretical rationale for the small–large and value–growth factors might be wants for the utilitarian benefits of low risk, as in standard investment asset pricing models, or wants for expressive and emotional benefits and pitfalls of cognitive and emotional errors, as in behavioral investment asset pricing models.

9. Behavioral Efficient Markets

The efficient market hypothesis is at the center of standard finance, and as I discussed in *Finance for Normal People*, many believe that behavioral finance refutes it. Indeed, many believe that refutation of the efficient market hypothesis is the most important contribution of behavioral finance. This issue becomes confused, however, when discussants fail to distinguish between two versions of efficient markets and their corresponding efficient market hypotheses—the *price-equals-value efficient market hypothesis* and the *hard-to-beat efficient market hypothesis*. And it remains a mystery why so many investors believe that markets are easy to beat.

Both standard finance and behavioral finance provide evidence refuting the price-equals-value efficient market hypothesis, but their evidence generally supports the hard-to-beat efficient market hypothesis. Behavioral finance also explains why so many investors believe that markets are easy to beat when, in fact, they are hard to beat.

Price-equals-value efficient markets are markets where investment prices always equal their intrinsic values, and the price-equals-value efficient market hypothesis is the claim that investment prices always equal their intrinsic values. The intrinsic value of an investment is the present value of its expected future payments, such as dividends, discounted by an expected return determined by a correct asset pricing model.

Hard-to-beat efficient markets are markets wherein some investors are able to beat the market consistently, earning abnormal returns over time, but most are unable to do so. Abnormal returns are returns exceeding the returns one would expect according to a correct asset pricing model.

In what follows, I refer to “intrinsic value” as “value” and to “price-equals-value efficient” markets as “value-efficient” markets. I refer to “stock” interchangeably with “investment.”

Value-efficient markets are impossible to beat because abnormal returns come from exploiting discrepancies between prices and values. Such discrepancies are absent in value-efficient markets. But hard-to-beat efficient markets are not necessarily value-efficient markets. It might be that substantial discrepancies between prices and values are common, implying markets far from value efficiency, but discrepancies are hard to identify in time or difficult to exploit for abnormal returns. As I often say, markets are crazy, but this does not make you a psychiatrist.

Direct tests of the value-efficient market hypothesis are difficult because estimating the values of investments is difficult. This problem leads to the
common but usually implicit replacement of the value-efficient market hypothesis with the hard-to-beat efficient market hypothesis in discussions of the efficient market hypothesis and the implicit assumption that the two hypotheses are identical. But they are not. Value-efficient markets are impossible to beat, but hard-to-beat efficient markets are not necessarily value-efficient markets.

The rational investors described in standard finance know that markets are hard to beat, but many of the normal investors described in behavioral finance believe that markets are easy to beat. In truth, the market beats most investors who attempt to beat it. Cognitive and emotional errors mislead many investors into the belief that beating the market is easy. Other investors are able to overcome cognitive and emotional errors yet are willing to accept lower returns and their utilitarian benefits for the expressive benefits of the image of being an “active” rather than a “passive” investor and the emotional benefits arising from the hope of beating the market.

Efficient Markets and Information

Eugene Fama introduced the term “efficient markets” in the mid-1960s. In 2013, he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics largely for his work on market efficiency. Fama defined market efficiency in a 1965 article, “Random Walks in Stock Market Prices.” He wrote, “In other words, in an efficient market at any point in time the actual price of a security will be a good estimate of its value” (p. 56). This corresponds to value-efficient markets.

The value of a stock is estimated on the basis of information about that stock. But how do we classify information? Fama classified information into three categories and defined three corresponding forms of the efficient market hypothesis.

The weak form is the claim that the price of each stock equals its value, whereby value is based on information about past prices, a subcategory of public information. The semistrong form is the claim that the price of each stock equals its value, whereby value is based on the full panoply of public information. And the strong form is the claim that the price of each stock equals its value, where value is based on the category of all information, private as well as public.

The hard-to-beat efficient market hypothesis comes in a corresponding set of three forms. The weak form is the claim that investors find it hard to beat the market consistently using information about the past prices. The semistrong form is the claim that investors find it hard to beat the market
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consistently through public information. And the strong form is the claim that investors find it hard to beat the market consistently using any information, public or private.

Later, in 1991, Fama described efficient markets as ones “in which prices always fully reflect available information” (p. 1575).332 “Available information,” however, is an ambiguous term, and so are the terms “public information” and “private information.”

We can clarify distinctions by classifying information into the three groups: exclusively available information, narrowly available information, and widely available information. Gradations of information can be made finer, such as distinguishing narrowly available information from very narrowly available information.

Exclusively available information is information available to only one person, such as the CEO of a company. Narrowly available information is information available to only a few, such as members of the board of directors of a company, analysts following the company, and readers of specialized publications, such as *Grant’s Interest Rate Observer*, a publication directed at a narrow audience of investment professionals. Widely available information includes, for example, information published in major newspapers, such as the *Wall Street Journal*, directed at wide audiences.

As illustrated in Exhibit 9.1, people who possess exclusively available information also possess narrowly available and widely available information.

---

**Exhibit 9.1. Three Levels of Information**
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People who possess narrowly available information also possess widely available information but not exclusively available information. And people who possess only widely available information possess neither exclusively available nor narrowly available information.

The boundaries between widely available, narrowly available, and exclusively available information redraw the boundary between “public information” and “private information” in Fama’s classification. These boundaries also separate typical amateur investors, who possess only widely available information, from typical professional investors, who also possess narrowly available information and sometimes even exclusively available information.

We see the advantage of setting boundaries between widely available, narrowly available, and exclusively available information over setting it between public information and private information in the case of EntreMed (ENMD), a biotechnology company, explored by economists Gur Huberman and Tomer Regev. The Sunday, 3 May 1998 edition of the New York Times reported a breakthrough in cancer research and mentioned ENMD, a company with licensing rights to the breakthrough. The price of ENMD’s shares increased greatly when the story was published in the New York Times, yet the information had been published in Nature, a specialized British journal directed at scientists, more than five months earlier.333

Huberman and Regev noted that information in Nature was public information and so was the information in the New York Times. The “new-news content of the Times story was nil” (p. 387), they wrote. Yet the information in Nature was narrowly available, whereas the New York Times made it widely available. The ENMD case also shows the boundary between amateur and professional investors. Typical amateur investors possess only widely available information, such as that published in the New York Times, whereas professional investors also possess narrowly available information, such as that published in Nature. Investment professionals were more likely to have beaten the market, buying shares of ENMD at low prices following the publication of the news in Nature, whereas amateur investors likely failed to beat the market, buying shares of ENMD at higher prices following publication in the New York Times.

Value Efficiency, Proportional Efficiency, and Directional Efficiency

The formula for calculating the value of a stock is simple, nothing more than the formula for the present value of future dividends. Potentially, we can
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support or refute the value-efficiency hypothesis by placing, side by side, stock prices and stock values calculated using that formula and observing whether they are the same, supporting the value-efficiency hypothesis, or different, refuting that hypothesis. Yet precise calculations of value are nonexistent, because precise estimates of future dividends are nonexistent. Discrepancies between stock prices and estimates of stock values might indicate that markets are not value efficient or that calculations of value are imprecise. Alternatively, we can search for evidence refuting the value-efficiency hypothesis. Failure to find evidence refuting the value-efficiency hypothesis would constitute evidence supporting that hypothesis.

Value-efficient markets sit at the top of a three-layer pyramid, as illustrated in Exhibit 9.2. At the bottom of the pyramid are “directionally efficient” markets, where information indicating change in the value of a stock is consistently accompanied by change in the price of the stock in a direction consistent with that information. Positive information indicating an increase in the value of a stock is consistently accompanied by an increase in the price of the stock. Negative information indicating a decrease in the value of a stock is consistently accompanied by a decrease in the price of the stock. And absence of information indicating change in value of a stock or information not indicating a change in value of a stock is consistently accompanied by no change in the price of the stock.

Above “directionally efficient” markets are “proportionally efficient” markets, where information indicating change in the value of a stock is consistently accompanied not only by a change in the price of the stock in a direction...
consistent with that information but also by a change in price equal in proportion (magnitude) to the change in value.

At the top of the pyramid, beyond proportionally efficient markets, are “value-efficient” markets, where stock prices always equal values.

Each level of the pyramid builds on the levels below. It is not possible for a market to conform to one of the higher levels of efficiency without also conforming to each lower level of efficiency. For example, a proportionally efficient market is always also a directionally efficient market. Likewise, a value-efficient market is always also both proportionally efficient and directionally efficient.

The opposite is not true. The fact that a market conforms to lower levels of efficiency does not necessarily imply that the market also conforms to higher levels of efficiency. For example, a directionally efficient market is not necessarily proportionally efficient or value efficient. Similarly, a market that is both directionally efficient and proportionally efficient is not necessarily value efficient.

Evidence showing that a stock trades in both a directionally efficient market and a proportionally efficient market is not sufficient to support the hypothesis that the stock also trades in a value-efficient market. Yet evidence showing that a stock does not trade in a directionally efficient or proportionally efficient market is sufficient to refute the hypothesis that the stock trades in a value-efficient market.

Consider an example where the price per share of a company exceeds its value by $20. Now imagine the arrival of information that the value per share of the company increased by $5—for example, because its new movie turned out to be an unexpected blockbuster—and the price per share increased by $5. This example is consistent with the claim that the market is both directionally and proportionally efficient, because the change in the price of shares equals the change in value in both direction and proportion, but it refutes the claim that the market is value efficient because the share price remains $20 higher than its value.

The market for the shares of IMM, the owner of the Titanic (the ship, not the movie), illustrates markets that are both directionally efficient and proportionally efficient, although not necessarily value efficient. The Titanic left Southampton, England, on its way to New York on 10 April 1912 and collided with a giant iceberg on the night of 14 April. By the morning of 15 April, the ship and 1,503 of its 2,207 passengers lay at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean.\textsuperscript{334}

The Titanic, built for $7,500,000, was insured by Lloyds for $5,000,000. Therefore, the net decline in the value of IMM shares following the Titanic disaster was $2,500,000. It turns out the price of all IMM’s shares declined by a total of $2,604,500 during 15 and 16 April, the two days following the Titanic disaster. The change in price was somewhat greater than the change in value, but the two are close enough to support the claim that the market for IMM’s shares was both directionally and proportionally efficient. The case of IMM, however, neither supports nor refutes the claim that the market for IMM was value efficient. It is possible that the value of IMM shares exceeded or fell short of their values both before and after the Titanic disaster.

Cases of aviation disasters also illustrate directional and proportional efficiency. Whereas they support directional efficiency, they refute proportional efficiency. The average decline in value of companies following an aviation disaster is no more than $1 billion, but the average decline in stock prices corresponds to a loss of more than $60 billion. This finding also refutes value efficiency because, as discussed earlier, a market cannot be value efficient if it is not proportionally efficient.

If markets are proportionally efficient or even directionally efficient, we should find that either an absence of information indicating change in value or the presence of information indicating no change in value is accompanied by no change in the price of a stock or index of stocks. Yet economist Ray Fair found many instances where large changes in the level of the S&P 500 Index occurred with no information likely associated with changes in value. This finding refutes directional and proportional efficiency and implies refutation of value efficiency.

For example, negative information on 22 October 1987 included an Iranian attack on a Kuwaiti oil terminal, a fall in markets overseas, and analysts predicting lower prices. This accumulation of bad news suggests a market decline and, in fact, was accompanied by a 3.92% decrease in the S&P 500. Positive information on 29 October 1987 included the beginning of deficit reduction talks, an increase in durable goods orders, and rallies in overseas markets. This parcel of good news was accompanied by a 4.46% increase in the S&P 500.

Yet Fair also found much evidence inconsistent with directional and proportional efficiency. He found many large changes in the level of the S&P 500 with no information associated with changes in value. In a proportionally
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or even directionally efficient market, absence of information associated with changes in values would be accompanied by no changes in prices. Fair wrote, “The results . . . suggest that stock price determination is complicated. Many large price changes correspond to no obvious events, and so many large changes appear to have no easy explanation. Also, of the hundreds of fairly similar announcements that have taken place between 1982 and 1999, only a few have led to large price changes. . . . And it does not appear easy to explain why some do and some do not” (p. 722).

Economist Richard Roll also found evidence refuting directional and proportional efficiency, implying refutation of value efficiency. He calculated $R^2$ statistics, in this case, the proportion of the variation of stock returns that is accounted for by information about changes in their values, and concluded that the average $R^2$ is only 0.35 when monthly returns are used and only 0.20 when daily returns are used. The $R^2$ would have been 1.00 if the only cause of changes in stock prices were information about changes in values.

Direct evidence refuting the value-efficiency hypothesis comes from Palm Computing’s spinoff from its parent, 3Com, as reported by economist Owen Lamont and Nobel Prize–winning economist Richard Thaler. (Palm Computing manufactured the Palm Pilot personal digital assistant.) The spinoff occurred at the height of the internet boom. Initially, only 5% of Palm Computing shares were sold to investors. The other 95% remained with 3Com. Enthusiasm for the shares of Palm Computing was so great and their price shot up so high that the total value of the 95% of Palm Computing shares still owned by 3Com greatly exceeded the total value of all 3Com shares, implying the absurd conclusion that the rest of 3Com’s business had negative value. The more likely conclusion is that the price of 3Com shares was far below their value, the price of Palm Computing shares was far above their value, or both.

Who Beats a Hard-to-Beat Market?

Hard-to-beat markets are not impossible to beat. Investors possessing exclusively or narrowly available information find it hard but not impossible to beat the market consistently. Evidence that investors possessing exclusively or narrowly available information beat the market refutes the exclusively and narrowly available information forms of the hard-to-beat efficient market hypothesis.

Investors possessing exclusively and narrowly available information are typically investment professionals. Typical investment amateurs, however,
possess nothing more than widely available information and find it impossible to beat the market consistently. Instead, investment amateurs are beaten by the market more often than they beat it. Indeed, investors possessing exclusively available and narrowly available information gain their market-beating returns by emptying the pockets of investors who attempt to beat the market with widely available information alone.

Investment professionals search for narrowly available information in many places and from far distances, as far away as space. Kayrros, a company named after the Greek deity of opportunity, collects information on oil supplies using photos from satellites, selling the information to investment professionals at a hefty price. That information is valuable because there is uncertainty about the number of barrels of oil being produced on any day; the number can range from 500,000 to 1.5 million. High production can cause oil gluts, pressing prices lower, and low production can cause oil shortages, pushing prices higher.339

Members of Congress used narrowly available information to beat the market. During 2004–10, the buy-minus-sell portfolios of powerful Republican members of Congress earned the highest abnormal returns, exceeding an annual 35%. Abnormal returns disappeared, however, after the Stop Trading on Congressional Knowledge Act was passed in 2012.340

Political connections facilitate the transfer of narrowly available information from politicians to corporate insiders. This fact was especially evident during the global financial crisis, when government interventions were major and the effects of these interventions on stock prices were substantial. A study of trades during the period uncovered strong evidence that corporate insiders with political connections earned abnormal returns. The relation was especially strong when Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) funds were dispersed and strongest among politically connected insiders at banks that received TARP funds.341

Some narrowly available information is inside information of the kind prohibited for use by law. But most narrowly available information is not prohibited. For example, analysts with work experience in the industries they

analyze possess more narrowly available information than analysts lacking that experience, and their forecasts are more accurate.

Analysts making forecasts about companies in industries related to their pre-analyst experience issue more accurate forecasts, evoke stronger price reactions to earning revisions, and are more likely to be named Institutional Investor all-stars. Fund managers with industry knowledge acquired before switching to the financial industry exploit this knowledge by overweighting and picking outperforming stocks from these industries. And corporate insiders tend to buy stocks of companies from their own industry and earn substantial abnormal returns on these stocks. Yet these corporate insiders do not use inside information in these trades, suggesting that general knowledge of their own industry underlies their abnormal returns.

Who Is Beaten by Hard-to-Beat Markets?

Think of security markets, such as stock markets, as a game. You profit by $1,000 if you do not play. You profit by $2,000 if you play and win and zero if you play and lose. Would you play?

Investors who know financial facts and human behavior, including cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors, frame stock markets correctly as market-sum games. The market returns of stock markets are rarely zero. Instead, they are positive more often than negative, by a margin of, say, 7% of invested capital per year. Stock market games are market-sum games because the sum of the gains and losses of investors must equal market returns.

“Passive” investors refrain from playing. Instead, they buy and hold low-cost diversified stock market index mutual funds or exchange-traded funds that match the market, collecting their 7% annual positive return, which amounts to, let’s say, a $1,000 average profit in a hypothetical example. “Active” investors, however, aim to beat the market by playing, buying an undiversified handful of stocks, trading them frequently, and collecting $2,000 if they win or zero if they lose.

Divide investors into two kinds—amateurs possessing nothing but widely available information and professionals also possessing exclusively or narrowly

available information—and imagine that there is an equal number of each. Professionals win half the games when facing professionals on the other side of their trades, collecting $1,000 on average in each game. Professionals always win when facing amateurs, collecting $2,000 in each game, for an overall $1,500 average.

Amateurs win half the games when facing amateurs, collecting $1,000 on average in each game. They lose all games when facing professionals, collecting zero in each game, for an overall $500 average.

Why do so many investment amateurs, possessing nothing more than widely available information, play when their average $500 falls below the $1,000 they could collect by not playing? This is the trading puzzle.

Fischer Black described the trading puzzle in “Noise,” his American Finance Association presidential address delivered in 1986. He stated, “A person with information or insights about individual firms will want to trade, but will realize that only another person with information or insights will take the other side of the trade. Taking the other side’s information into account, is it still worth trading? From the point of view of someone who knows what both the traders know, one side or the other must be making a mistake. If the one who is making a mistake declines to trade, there will be no trading on information” (p. 531).

Black distinguished “information traders” from “noise traders.” We can think of information traders as active investors possessing exclusively or narrowly available information and passive investors possessing only widely available information. We can think of noise traders as active investors possessing only widely available information. Noise can be, for example, false information offered by fraudsters in pump-and-dump schemes or truthful information, such as about oil field discoveries, presented in widely read newspapers and websites yet perceived by noise traders as exclusively or narrowly available information.

Black noted that noise trading is the key to solving the trading puzzle: “People who trade on noise are willing to trade even though from an objective point of view they would be better off not trading” (p. 531). Some noise traders are motivated to trade by ignorance about financial facts and human behavior. “Perhaps they think the noise they are trading on is information” (p. 531), stated Black. Other noise traders are motivated to trade by wants: “Or perhaps they just like to trade” (p. 531).

Much evidence points to the poor performance of active amateur investors. One study found that American investors who traded frequently earned,
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on average, almost 7 pps less than passive investors. Another study found that Swedish amateur investors who traded frequently lost, on average, almost 4% of their total financial wealth each year. And fewer than 1% of Taiwanese day traders earned consistent abnormal returns, according to another study.

Amateur investors who trade frequently lag further those who buy and hold because they tend to buy high and sell low. Research has shown that amateur investors who traded frequently in 19 major international stock markets lagged buy-and-hold investors by an annual average of 1.5 pps. Other research found that amateur investors who switched among mutual funds frequently lagged buy-and-hold investors by an annual 0.84 pp when switching among US stock funds, 1.24 pps when switching among international stock funds, and 2.05 pps when switching among taxable bond funds.

Active amateur investors possessing nothing but widely available information can be do-it-yourself investors, buying an undiversified handful of stocks and trading them frequently. Alternatively, they can hire professional investors, such as managers of active mutual funds, to invest for them. Many fund managers possess narrowly available information and possibly exclusively available information—that is, information beyond the widely available—enabling them to generate abnormal returns. Yet investors in active funds are not assured of abnormal returns unless fund managers share them.

Economists Jonathan Berk and Jules van Binsbergen found that active mutual fund managers do beat the market, generating abnormal returns, but, on average, they do not share their abnormal returns with their investors. Managers of active mutual funds generated an annual average of $3.2 million of abnormal returns in each fund, yet they kept the entire $3.2 million as fees.
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delivering to their investors returns equal, on average, to returns earned by investors in passive index funds.\textsuperscript{351}

Index fund investors earn market returns. So do active fund investors. Who, then, lags the market by amounts equal to the total active managers’ fees? Berk and van Binsbergen said that investors who lag the market are mostly do-it-yourself active investors—those who buy handfuls of stocks and trade them frequently. The authors said they are the source of the before-fee alpha generated by professionals.

Others have concluded, however, that active fund manager fees exceed the above-market returns generated. That is, they deliver to their investors average returns lower than index fund returns. The economist Burton Malkiel wrote that “managed funds are regularly outperformed by broad index funds, with equivalent risk” (p. 78).\textsuperscript{352} And Fama and Kenneth French found that “the high costs of active management show up intact as lower returns to investors” (p. 1915).\textsuperscript{353}

**Why Do Amateur Investors Persist in Attempts to Beat the Market?**

Why do amateur investors, possessing nothing more than widely available information, persist in their attempts to beat the market as do-it-yourself investors or as active mutual fund investors? Some do-it-yourself amateur investors may be able to earn consistent abnormal returns by luck or skill. And some managers of active mutual funds, hedge funds, and other investment vehicles share their abnormal returns with their investors.

Still, many amateur investors persist in their attempts to beat the market when they are more likely to lag the market. Some of these investors are misled by cognitive and emotional errors. Others follow their wants.

Framing errors are prominent among cognitive errors. Amateur investors regularly frame trading by analogy to surgery, driving, cabinet making, or plumbing. A plumber improves her work as she does more of it, fixing more leaks. Framed by analogy, an investor improves his performance as he trades more often, increasing his profits. Framing trading by analogy to plumbing is flawed, however, because pipes and fittings do not compete against the


plumber, inducing her to choose the wrong fitting. But a trader always faces a competing trader on the other side of his trade, sometimes inducing him to choose the wrong trading strategy.

When luck shines, a trader possessing only widely available information faces another trader possessing only widely available information. If so, he is likely to break even (before accounting for trading costs). When luck dims, however, the trader loses to a trader with exclusively or narrowly available information. Breaking even when lucky and losing when unlucky sum to an overall loss.

Active traders possessing only widely available information often commit another framing error: framing their returns relative to zero rather than relative to the market return, the return they could have earned by investing in a low-cost diversified index fund. A 15% annual return is excellent, but it is inferior when an index fund delivers 20%.

Moreover, amateur investors tend to form general impressions of their returns rather than calculate them. Doing so leads them into the trap of confirmation errors, whereby they count gains, confirming their image as winners, while overlooking losses that disconfirm that image. Indeed, a study of amateur investors, members of the American Association of Individual Investors, found that they overestimated their investment returns on average by 3.4 pps compared with their actual returns and by 5.1 pps compared with those of the average investor.\(^{354}\)

Some amateur investors commit representativeness errors of the kind we know as the belief in the law of small numbers. A sample of 10 might well be sufficient for general conclusions about the quality of meals at a particular restaurant, because there is relatively little randomness in the quality of meals at any particular restaurant. Seven bad meals out of ten or even two bad meals out of three might well be all we need for a general conclusion that it is best to forgo dining at that restaurant. Moreover, we lose little when we forgo that particular restaurant when, in truth, its meals are generally good. There are hundreds more restaurants to explore.

Yet a sample of 10 trades or even 100 is too small to reach general conclusions about the quality of a trader or the validity of a trading strategy, because there is much randomness in trading outcomes. A lucky trader possessing only widely available information might enjoy a streak of wins when trading against other traders possessing only widely available information. That lucky trader might even win sometimes when trading against traders possessing exclusively or narrowly available information. And unlike the case of

restaurants, amateur traders are likely to forgo substantial amounts when they
conclude, in error, that they can beat the market.

Amateur investors are also susceptible to availability errors, whereby they
form estimates and opinions based on easily available information. Social
interactions make information easily available, misleading investors into trad-
ing when fellow investors disclose their winning trades but withhold their
losing ones.355 And available fake news misleads investors who misperceive it
as truthful. A study of stock promotions using fake news articles revealed that
many are parts of “pump-and-dump” schemes operated by corporate insiders
who profit by trading with investors ignorant of the falsity of the news.356

Many amateur investors are drawn into active investing by cognitive errors,
but some are also drawn into it by wants for expressive and emotional benefits.
A study of 421 pump-and-dump schemes in Germany and the corresponding
trading records of more than 110,000 amateur investors indicated that par-
ticipation in such schemes inflicted an average loss of nearly 30%. Yet roughly
11% of pump-and-dump investors participated in four or more schemes during
the sample period, perhaps because they committed cognitive errors or perhaps
because they derived from pump-and-dump schemes expressive and emotional
benefits similar to those derived from gambles or lotteries.357

Wants for expressive and emotional benefits are evident among Dutch
investors who agreed with the statements “I invest because I like to analyze
problems, look for new constructions, and learn” and “I invest because it is a
nice free-time activity” more than they agreed with the statement “I invest
because I want to safeguard my retirement.”358 These wants are evident in a
study of German investors who enjoy investing; they traded twice as much
as other investors.359 And these wants are evident among the one-quarter of

355Bing Han, David A. Hirshleifer, and Johan Walden, “Social Transmission Bias and
Investor Behavior,” Rotman School of Management Working Paper No. 3053655 (31 May
2019). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3053655 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/
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357Christian Leuz, Steffen Meyer, Maximilian Muhn, Eugene F. Soltes, and Andreas
Manipulation,” Center for Financial Studies Working Paper No. 609 (24 November
2018). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3289931 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/
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American investors who said that they buy stocks as a hobby or because it is something they like to do.  

A Fidelity survey of amateur traders revealed that 54% enjoy “the thrill of the hunt,” 53% enjoy learning new investment skills, and more than half enjoy sharing trading news with family and friends. “This research confirms the obvious satisfaction traders receive when generating cash from their activities, but it also highlights their desire to learn new skills and to share, teach, and mentor others,” said James C. Burton, president of Fidelity’s retail brokerage business.

Commercials of investment companies, like commercials of vitamin companies, cater to wants of being above average, in investment returns or marathon running. The announcer in a commercial for vitamin stores denigrates “average” athletic ability. The crowning achievement of average, he says in disdain, is “everyone gets a trophy.” It shows a boy in bed, whispering in his dream, “Average is good.” “No,” says the announcer, “average is average. You can beat it.”

A commercial by an investment company denigrates index funds as average. It concludes with a man standing on a stage as a sign lights up: “Why invest in average?” And an advertisement by another investment company asks, “If passive investing was called ‘Don’t Try,’ would you still be interested?”

Making the Market Value Efficient and Hard to Beat by Beating It

Evidence, then, shows that investors who possess exclusively and narrowly available information are able to beat the market consistently. This finding refutes the exclusively and narrowly available information forms of the hard-to-beat efficient market hypothesis. Yet as these investors beat the market, they can make markets not only harder to beat but also more value efficient.

Prices do not move toward values by some automatic process. Instead, prices move because of the trading actions of investors. Investors estimate values—by intuition or formal models, such as discounted cash flow—compare their estimates to prices, and choose to buy or sell accordingly, selling if they conclude that prices exceed values and buying if they conclude that prices are lower than values. In the process, they can move prices closer to
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Money managers, analysts, and other investment professionals estimate values of securities every day and act on these estimates. They would have had no employment if they accepted a premise that security prices always equal their values.

How large are typical discrepancies between prices and values? In his presidential address to the American Finance Association, Black asserted that prices regularly depart from values within a factor of 2; that is, “the price is more than half of value and less than twice value.” Black added that “the factor of 2 is arbitrary, of course. Intuitively, though, it seems reasonable to me, in the light of sources of uncertainty about value and the strength of the forces tending to cause price to return to value” (p. 533). Black’s estimate seems reasonable even today.

Consider the lessons of Exhibit 9.3. On the horizontal axis is a measure of the aggregate efforts of traders to beat the market by searching for and trading on exclusively and narrowly available information. On the vertical axis is an index of value efficiency, measured as the average discrepancy.

Exhibit 9.3. Equilibrium Aggregate Effort to Beat the Market and Level of Value Efficiency

![Graph showing the relationship between equilibrium aggregate effort to beat the market and level of value efficiency.](image)
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362 Black, “Noise.”
between prices and values. A 100 index indicates a value-efficient market, with no discrepancies between prices and values.

If all investors believed that all prices already equaled values, no one would search for exclusively and narrowly available information. In such a case, markets would not be value efficient. Think of yesterday’s $40 price of shares of a pharmaceutical company, equal to yesterday’s value, and imagine that the FDA announced today, unexpectedly, approval of a major drug made by that company. Its value increases to $60, reflecting higher future dividends when the drug is made available to patients. If all believe that the market for shares of this company is already value efficient, then they also believe that the value of the company’s shares is $40, and no investors search for information about the effect of the drug announcement on the shares’ value, let alone try to beat the market by buying for $40 shares worth $60.

Some traders, however, are likely to notice that a market is not value efficient, and they can easily beat it. These traders engage in arbitrage, buying shares whose prices are lower than values and selling shares whose prices exceed values. In this case, they rush to buy shares worth $60 for $40. As traders rush in, eager to buy shares for less than their values, their buying pushes the price of shares higher, closer to their $60 value, making the market more value efficient and harder to beat.

Searching for and trading on exclusively and narrowly available information entail costs, including not only direct search and trading costs but also foregone income in alternative occupations, such as accounting, engineering, or teaching. These costs impede value efficiency. We cannot expect markets to be 100-index value efficient because traders’ expected profits from efforts at beating 100-index value-efficient markets are negative. Indeed, even markets whose value efficiency is somewhat lower than 100 index, say, 95 index, might not offer discrepancies between prices and values large enough to compensate traders for their costs.

In equilibrium, the aggregate effort of traders to beat the market converges to less than 100-index value efficiency—to, say, 90-index value efficiency—leaving discrepancies between prices and values that are wide enough to allow skilled traders to beat the market by magnitudes that are at least equal to their costs. Traders who are not as skilled quit when they fail to beat the market.

Value efficiency is likely to be degraded by more than just costs borne by traders. Whereas arbitrage as described in textbooks requires no capital, faces no constraints, and entails no risk, in reality, almost all arbitrage requires
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capital, faces constraints, and is risky. These characteristics limit the willingness of traders to engage in arbitrage and, consequently, limit their ability to move prices closer to values.\textsuperscript{364} Disparities between prices and values are larger in some markets than in others, implying lower value efficiency. These differences can result from higher costs of searching for exclusively and narrowly available information and trading on it in some markets. For example, costs are higher in markets of small-capitalization and developing-country stocks than in markets of large-capitalization and developed-country stocks.

Some infer that lower value efficiency implies lower hard-to-beat market efficiency, making markets such as those of small-capitalization and developing-country stocks easier to beat than markets of large-capitalization and developed-country stocks. Yet this inference is unwarranted for two reasons. First, the costs of searching for exclusively and narrowly available information and trading on it are likely higher in markets of lower value efficiency, diminishing beat-the-market opportunities in such markets. Indeed, large discrepancies between prices and values in such markets are likely a consequence of greater costs of searching for exclusively and narrowly available information and trading on it. Second, the market-sum rule holds equally in all markets. Passive investors holding well-diversified low-fee index funds in small-capitalization and developing-country stock markets earn returns almost exactly equal to market returns. If some investors earn higher-than-market returns, other investors must earn lower-than-market returns.

In his address, Black noted that noise traders do damage to value efficiency beyond the damage they do to their own returns. Noise traders inject noise, or errors, into prices as they trade, driving markets away from value efficiency as they increase discrepancies between prices and values. Prices in markets where noise traders trade, observed Black, “reflect both the information that information traders trade on and the noise that noise traders trade on.”\textsuperscript{365} Exhibit 9.4 illustrates increases in discrepancies between prices and values caused by noise traders.

The power of noise traders to move prices is evident in the case of United Airlines’ parent company. News about the 2002 bankruptcy of United Airlines’ parent company resurfaced in September 2008. Noise traders apparently perceived this old news as new and rushed to sell United Airlines’ shares. The price of shares plunged by 76% within a few minutes before the NASDAQ stock exchange halted trading. The price of shares rebounded after
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\textsuperscript{365} Fischer, “Noise.”
the news had been identified as old but was still 11.2% lower at the end of that day.\textsuperscript{366}

\textbf{Will the Rush to Passive Investing Reduce Value Efficiency?}

Absence of attempts to beat the market, such as by widespread holdings of index funds, can increase discrepancies between prices and values if it reduces not only the number of active investors but also the overall efforts by active investors to search for discrepancies between prices and values and to trade to exploit them. Increases in the relative proportion of passive ownership during recent years heighten concern about decreases in value efficiency.

There is indeed some evidence that increases in passive ownership can decrease proportional efficiency and perhaps value efficiency, as evidenced by the decreased impact of pre-earnings announcements on trading. Economist Marco Sammon found that from 1990 to 2017, the volume of pre-earnings cumulative abnormal trading and the pre-earnings drift declined 10% and 22%, respectively. At the company level, a rise in passive ownership can explain as much as 76\% of the pre-earnings volume decrease, 20\% of the pre-earnings drift decrease, and 14\% of the earnings-day increase in volatility.

This finding may be the result of a lack of incentives for passive managers to search for and trade on company-specific information. Consistent with this possibility, a rise in passive ownership is associated with fewer analysts covering a stock, less analyst accuracy, and fewer SEC filing downloads.\textsuperscript{367}

Yet declines in value efficiency, reflected in increased discrepancies between prices and values, attract investors eager to profit by exploiting these discrepancies. Yong Chen, Brian T. Kelly, and Wei Wu found that when the number of analysts declines because of closures and mergers of brokerage firms, hedge funds increase their search for information, trade more aggressively, and earn higher abnormal returns on the affected stocks. This way, hedge funds can mitigate value-efficiency reductions caused by decreases in the number of analysts at brokerage firms.\textsuperscript{368}

Moreover, estimation of the proportions of active and passive investment vehicles might be erroneous. David Easley, David Michayluk, Maureen O’Hara, and Talis J. Putnins noted that many active investment vehicles are, in fact, passive “closet indexes”; likewise, many exchange-traded funds are active investments in both form and function. They found that most exchange-traded funds are active, with high active shares and tracking errors, relative to the passive market portfolio. They concluded that, overall, investors are not more passive than in the past and the market is no less efficient.\textsuperscript{369}

An increase in the proportion of passive ownership might reduce market efficiency if it reduces incentives for activists’ campaigns, tactics, and successes. Yet a study by Ian Appel, Todd A. Gormley, and Donald B. Keim found that when a greater portion of the target company’s shares are held by passively managed mutual funds, activist investors are more likely to seek corporate control changes or influence, such as by board representation, and to forgo more incremental corporate policy changes, such as by shareholder proposals. In addition, greater passive ownership is related to greater use of hostile tactics, such as proxy fights, and a greater likelihood that activists will obtain board representation or achieve sale of the target company. Overall,


the findings indicate that large ownership stakes of passive investors mitigate free-rider problems and ultimately increase the likelihood of success by activists.\footnote{Ian Appel, Todd A. Gormley, and Donald B. Keim, “Standing on the Shoulders of Giants: The Effect of Passive Investors on Activism” (30 June 2018). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2693145.}

Moreover, sometimes active investors act to widen disparities between prices and values rather than narrow them. This activity is evident in bubbles, where disparities between prices and values are large and persist for months or years. In “positive” bubbles, prices exceed values, whereas in “negative” bubbles, prices are lower than values.

The usual arbitrage argument is that traders’ actions narrow disparities between prices and values as they “attack” bubbles—pressing down share prices as they sell shares when prices exceed values and pushing up share prices as they buy shares when prices are short of values. Yet economists Markus Brunnermeier and Stefan Nagel found that hedge funds chose to “ride” the technology bubble of the late 1990s, inflating it further, and “dismounted” the bubble in time as it deflated.\footnote{Markus K. Brunnermeier and Stefan Nagel, “Hedge Funds and the Technology Bubble,” \textit{Journal of Finance} 59, no. 5 (October 2004): 2013–40.}

\section*{The Joint Hypothesis: Market Efficiency, Asset Pricing, and “Smart Beta”}

The efficient market hypothesis cannot be tested on its own. As Fama noted, the hypothesis must be tested jointly with an asset pricing model, such as the CAPM, the three-factor model, or the five-factor model.\footnote{Fama, “Efficient Capital Markets: II.”} In other words, there must be some objective standard of value with which one can compare the price. Abnormal returns of stocks of highly profitable companies, when measured by the three-factor model, might indicate that either the market is not efficient or the three-factor model is a faulty model of expected returns.

To understand the nature of the joint hypothesis, imagine shopping for a bag of flour at your local grocery store. Each bag on the store’s shelf says that it weighs 5 pounds and its price is $1.90. You place one bag on a scale next to the shelf, and the scale’s needle points to 5 pounds. You place another bag on the scale, and the needle points to 6 pounds.

One possibility is that the market for flour bags is not value efficient. If the value of a 5-pound bag is equal to its $1.90 price, then the value of a 6-pound bag cannot be equal to its $1.90 price; there must be a discrepancy between the price and the value of the first bag, the second bag, or both bags.
Moreover, this market for flour bags is easy to beat. You can easily buy the 6-pound bag for the price of a 5-pound bag, gaining a 1-pound “abnormal return.” This abnormal return is an “anomaly,” indicating that the market is neither value efficient nor hard-to-beat efficient.

Alternatively, both bags weigh 5 pounds, implying that the market for flour bags is both value efficient and hard to beat but the scale is faulty, sometimes pointing to 5 pounds and sometimes to 6 pounds when a 5-pound bag is placed on it. A faulty scale is analogous to a faulty asset pricing model.

The problem of the joint hypothesis is the problem of determining two variables with one equation. We can overcome the problem by assuming one variable and determining the other. We can assume that markets are value efficient and determine an asset pricing model. Or we can assume an asset pricing model and determine whether markets are value efficient.

The CAPM was accepted as the correct asset pricing model as long as it served to show that markets are hard to beat and value efficient. But the CAPM was largely replaced by the three-factor model when the former indicated that markets are not efficient, yielding abnormal returns to investors in small-capitalization and value stocks.

The three-factor model was judged as faulty when it failed to account for abnormal returns yielded by the momentum factor. And the four-factor model was declared faulty when it failed to account for abnormal returns associated with investment and profitability, idiosyncratic volatility, and net stock issues, among many others.373

Empirical asset pricing models, such as the three-factor model, imply a decision to overcome the joint hypothesis problem by assuming that markets are value efficient and using this assumption to determine correct asset pricing models—models that yield no abnormal returns. This is a good choice in investment asset markets, as it is in other markets, whether for cars, restaurant meals, or watches.

When we observe watches showing the same time but selling at prices that range between $10 and $1 million, we do not rush to conclude that the market for watches is inefficient. Instead, we assume that the market for watches is efficient and proceed to infer a watch pricing model. Did we remember to add a prestige factor into the model? Did we remember to add a beauty factor? Did we remember to add a factor accounting for display of moon phases and other “complications”?

The joint hypothesis underlies debates about “smart beta.” Smart beta strategies involve allocations that differ from those in an index where

allocations are proportional to market capitalizations. The proportion allocated to a small-capitalization stock might be 1% in a portfolio where allocations are made by market capitalization. But the proportion allocated to the same small-capitalization stock might be 3% in a smart beta portfolio. We can regard abnormal returns of smart beta strategies as evidence that markets are not efficient or, as I prefer, as guides to better asset pricing models.

Conclusion
Discussions about market efficiency are unfocused when they conflate the value-efficient market hypothesis with the hard-to-beat market hypothesis. And such discussions are incomplete when they fail to explain why so many amateur investors with nothing but widely available information perceive markets as easy to beat even though, more often than not, it is the markets who beat the investors. Behavioral finance contributes to these discussions by distinguishing the value-efficient market hypothesis from the hard-to-beat market hypothesis and by explaining why so many investors perceive that markets are easy to beat even though, in truth, they are not.

Behavioral finance joins standard finance in providing evidence that markets are not value efficient. And behavioral finance describes the cognitive and emotional errors that mislead investors possessing nothing but widely available information into believing that markets are easy to beat and the wants, beyond errors, that induce them into efforts to beat markets.
Conclusion

A coffee commercial shows a man walking out of his house on a winter morning, surprised to find his car covered in ice. He scrapes the ice with his briefcase and hands, slips on the ice, gets up, and continues to scrape. Finally, smiling in satisfaction, he presses the remote key button, only to see the lights blinking on the car parked in front of the one he just scraped clean.

People laugh, as I did, when they see the man, incredulous, press the remote key button again. We laugh at ourselves more than at the man in the commercial, because we can remember similar stories where we played the starring role.

The man in the commercial is normal, as normal as the rest of us. We recognize his wants as normal wants. This morning he wants nothing more than to get in his car and drive to his office. We also recognize that, like us, the man is likely generally normal-knowledgeable and normal-smart. But this time he acted as normal-ignorant and normal-foolish, as the rest of us sometimes do.

The man committed the cognitive error of representativeness, whereby we assess situations by representativeness or similarity. The car the man scraped, when covered in ice, looks similar to his car. And the location of the car is similar to the place where he parked his car the night before. The cognitive error of representativeness had misled this man into acting as normal-ignorant and normal-foolish.

This man likely engages hindsight, now that he observes the sad outcome of his actions. In hindsight, he knows that he should have pressed the remote key button before beginning to scrape rather than after. And he likely feels regret for not having done so. Hindsight and regret are generally good teachers, teaching us to think before acting and taking us some distance from normal-ignorant to normal-knowledgeable and from normal-foolish to normal-smart.

The story of the man in the commercial also illustrates the path of the field of finance from proto-behavioral finance, preceding standard finance, to standard finance and to the first and second generations of behavioral finance. Proto-behavioral finance was the “obese” era of finance. Its dual focus was the behavior of people and the behavior of markets. Proto-behavioral finance was aware of people’s normal wants for the utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits of freedom from poverty, prospects for riches, caring for children and families, staying true to values, gaining high social status, and more. And proto-behavioral finance was aware of the common cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors on the way to satisfying these wants. Proto-behavioral
finance, however, was largely unstructured and unfit, too often proceeding directly from anecdotes to general conclusions.

The World’s Work magazine summed up people’s wants and cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors more than a century ago, saying, “Human nature is human nature.” The magazine initiated an advice column for investors in 1906, and its editor wrote in 1911, “In these five years of close and often intimate intercourse with investors of all sorts and descriptions the editor of this department has learned a great many things about the habits and state of mind of the individual investor. . . . One minor conclusion from all this data and experience is that the very small investor is the most inveterate bargain hunter in the world. . . . It is the small investor who always wants 100 percent on his money and who is willing to take the most astounding chances to get it.”

Standard finance ruled in the “anorexic” era of finance. It diverted our eyes from the dual focus on people and on markets to a sole focus on markets. Moreover, proponents of standard finance warned against exploration of the behavior of people, lest it distract us from the sole focus on the behavior of markets.

For example, Merton Miller, a founder of standard finance, wrote, “Stocks are usually more than just the abstract ‘bundles of return’ of our [economic] models. Behind each holding may be a story of family business, family quarrels, legacies received, divorce settlements, and a host of other considerations almost totally irrelevant to our theories of portfolio [selection]. That we abstract from all these stories in building our models, is not because the stories are uninteresting but because they may be too interesting and thereby distract us from the pervasive market forces that should be our principal concern” (p. S467).

The behavior of the man in the commercial would have been of no interest to proponents of standard finance. This is not only because his behavior is not in the direct context of finance and not only because his cognitive errors indicate that he is not rational; it is mainly because of the concern that exploration of people’s behavior would distract us from the sole focus on the behavior of markets.

Merton Miller and Franco Modigliani described rational investors as ones who “always prefer more wealth to less and are indifferent as to whether a given increment to their wealth takes the form of cash payments or an increase in the market value of their holdings of shares” (p. 412). Indifference
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to the form of wealth indicates immunity to the cognitive errors of framing. A more comprehensive description of rational investors includes immunity to all cognitive and emotional errors.

Behavioral finance is still under construction today, as we strive for a “muscular and fit” finance. The first generation of behavioral finance largely accepted Miller and Modigliani’s first premise, that the wants of investors are confined to the utilitarian benefits of wealth. But that first generation rejected the second premise, that investors are immune to cognitive and emotional errors on their way to the utilitarian benefits of the wealth. The first generation of behavioral finance described the behavior of people not only as irrational but also as predictably irrational. To this day, mention of behavioral finance brings to most minds the first generation of behavioral finance, especially the list of cognitive and emotional errors that diminish wealth, such as chasing past returns and trading too much.

The wants of the man in the commercial according to the first generation of behavioral finance are the utilitarian benefits of wealth earned by arriving to his office on time and adding to his wealth by being paid for his work. And the concern in the first generation is about cognitive and emotional errors, such as representativeness errors, committed by the man as he scraped the ice off someone else’s car.

The second generation of behavioral finance rejects not only the second premise of Miller and Modigliani, that investors are immune to cognitive and emotional errors on their way to the utilitarian benefits of the wealth. It also rejects that first premise, that the wants of investors are confined to wealth and its utilitarian benefits. Indeed, the second generation elucidates everyday trade-offs people make between utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits, often sacrificing the utilitarian benefits of wealth for expressive and emotional benefits, whether those of sincere social responsibility or high social status. The second generation of behavioral finance is also aware of the cognitive and emotional errors people commit on their way to their wants, but it distinguishes errors from wants.

In the second generation of behavioral finance, the man in the commercial bears not only the utilitarian costs of arriving late to his office but also the expressive costs of his image as a fool, scraping the ice off someone else’s car, and the emotional costs of frustration and embarrassment.

The second generation of behavioral finance underlies the five foundational blocks of behavioral finance:

1. People are normal, pursuing normal wants and their utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits. People trade off among utilitarian, expressive, and
emotional benefits. And people use cognitive and emotional shortcuts and commit cognitive and emotional errors on the way to satisfying their wants.

2. People construct portfolios as described by behavioral portfolio theory, where people’s portfolio wants extend beyond the utilitarian benefits of high wealth and low risk to expressive and emotional benefits, such as those of sincere social responsibility and high social status.

3. People save and spend as described by behavioral life-cycle theory, striving to satisfy wants and overcoming cognitive and emotional errors, such as insufficient or excessive self-control, that make it difficult to save and spend in the right way.

4. Expected returns of investments are accounted for by behavioral asset pricing theory, where differences in expected returns reflect wants, shortcuts, and errors, beyond differences in risk.

5. Markets are not efficient in the sense that price always equals value in them, but they are efficient in the sense that they are hard to beat. Investors seek to satisfy wants for utilitarian, expressive, and emotional benefits from investments and investment activities and often commit cognitive and emotional errors on the way to their wants.

*Vest,* as in clothing, is the root of investment. Investment professionals clothe themselves in vests of knowledge that distinguish them from investment amateurs.

Investors, both professionals and amateurs, share common wants, use common cognitive and emotional shortcuts, and are susceptible to common cognitive and emotional errors. Vests of knowledge, however, enable investment professionals to be better at identifying wants, using shortcuts correctly, and avoiding errors on the way to satisfying wants.

The second generation of behavioral finance directs investment professionals to a dual focus on the behavior of people and the behavior of markets. And that second generation informs investment professionals about altering their vests by knowledge and tailoring vests of knowledge for investment amateurs.

People’s reluctance to realize losses, a reluctance common to investment professionals and amateurs alike, is one example of alterations that improve the fit of vests of knowledge. Howard Snyder strove to educate investment professionals about that reluctance during the proto-behavioral finance era. The title of his 1957 article was “How to Take a Loss and Like It.” He explained that realizing losses increases wealth by reducing taxes: “There is no loss without collateral compensation.” However, he also noted that normal
investors are reluctant to realize losses: “Human nature being what it is, we are loath to take a loss until we are forced into it. Too often we believe that by ignoring a loss we will someday glance at the asset to find it has not only recovered its original value but has shown some appreciation.”\(^{376}\) Hersh Shefrin and I described that reluctance to realize losses in 1985, during the early years of behavioral finance, as the “disposition effect” in our article “The Disposition to Sell Winners Too Early and Ride Losers Too Long: Theory and Evidence.”\(^ {377}\)

Investment professionals still struggle to overcome the disposition effect, but they overcome it more effectively than amateur investors. They do so by wearing vests of knowledge that include framing, mental accounting, and self-control rules that compel them to realize losses that reach some predetermined percentage, such as 10%, and outside-control rules that compel them to realize losses as well as gains by the end of each trading day. Investment professionals tailor similar vests of knowledge for investment amateurs, such as by persuading them to “harvest” their losses by realizing them.

This book offers vests of knowledge about the behavior of investors, both professionals and amateurs, including wants, shortcuts, and errors, and about the behavior of financial markets. Investment professionals can serve investment amateurs by clothing them in vests of knowledge.


Epilogue: My Way to the Second Generation of Behavioral Finance

My way from standard finance to the first and second generations of behavioral finance illustrates the ongoing general transition. I was a student at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem in the late 1960s, in a building housing the economics and finance faculty. I majored in economics and statistics in my undergraduate program and finance in my MBA program.

Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky were doing their pioneering work on cognitive shortcuts and errors in the building right next to mine, which housed the psychology faculty. Yet I had no idea who Kahneman and Tversky were, and none of my economics, statistics, or finance professors mentioned their names or referred to their work. It was the time of standard economics and finance.

I would walk over to the psychology building from time to time to earn pocket money by participating in psychological experiments. Speaking with Kahneman and Tversky many years later, I found out that none of the experiments I remembered were theirs. One experiment called for writing stories when presented with Rorschach inkblots. Another was a “prisoner dilemma” type of experiment I played long before I knew its name. I let the student on the other side of the partition win five games and hoped that he or she would reciprocate by letting me win five, so we would both win at the expense of the experimenter. But that student never reciprocated. I remember the smirk on his face as we left the building.

The experiments taught me further what I had known before, that human behavior has more components than just those taught in my economics and finance courses. Yet they did not teach me how to incorporate those components into economics and finance.

I got a job as a financial analyst at a high-technology company when I completed my Hebrew University studies. The job was interesting for a while, and then it was not. I would say later that projects lasted much longer than my interest in them. Yet I gained many insights about human behavior in that job and have incorporated some into my research, including those about excessive optimism regarding the likely success of new projects, the games people play as they champion their projects, and the disposition to throw good money after bad by continuing projects that should be terminated. I remember the head of the company saying that engineers regularly championed complex projects that included components yet to be developed. He was adamant in turning down pleas from such project champions.
I quit my job in late August 1973 and came to New York City to study for my PhD at Columbia Business School. The October 1973 Yom Kippur War and subsequent energy crisis caught me by as much surprise as it caught the long lines of drivers hoping that gas pumps would not run dry before they reached them. Reading the *New York Times* became a daily practice.

“Stockholders and Pickets Score Con Ed Management” was the headline of a May 1974 article by Ernest Holsendolf in the *New York Times*. Above the headline was a photograph of a packed Commodore Hotel ballroom. More than 4,000 Consolidated Edison (Con Ed) shareholders overflowed the ballroom into two auxiliary suites, leaving many shareholders outside, including Sydell Pflaum, a 76-year-old widow who relied on her $90 Con Ed quarterly dividend for precious financial support.

The May 1974 Con Ed shareholder meeting was the first since the company’s April 1974 announcement that it was suspending its quarterly dividend, something it had never done since it started paying dividends in 1885. Con Ed attributed its decision to an urgent need to conserve cash reserves severely depleted by soaring fuel prices in the wake of the Arab oil embargo. But Con Ed’s reasoning did not sway Ms. Pflaum.

Fuming with anger, Ms. Pflaum paid $189 to fly from Miami Beach to New York City for the Con Ed meeting. “Where is Luce? Since I can’t get in, maybe he’ll at least pay my way back home,” she said, referring to Charles F. Luce, the utility’s chairman.

I remember being struck by the fury of the shareholders at the Con Ed meeting. I knew that the behavior of Con Ed’s shareholders contradicted standard finance theory. In my finance courses at the Hebrew University, we studied the 1961 article by Merton Miller and Franco Modigliani that proved that rational investors do not care whether a company pays dividends or not. According to them, rational investors who expect company-paid dividends but do not receive them substitute for them “homemade” dividends they create by selling as many shares of stock as necessary to yield the same amount.

Why then were Con Ed’s shareholders fuming when they did not receive their dividends? This is what Fischer Black called the “dividend puzzle” in a 1976 article.
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attention to dividends? . . . The harder we look at the dividend picture, the more it seems like a puzzle, with pieces that just don’t fit together” (p. 8).

I joined Santa Clara University at the end of 1979 and some months later heard Hersh Shefrin speak about joint work with Richard Thaler on framing, mental accounting, and self-control and their relation to saving behavior. Richard Thaler was the 2017 Nobel Prize winner in economics, but in 1979, he must have been wondering if he would ever get tenure.

I could see the link to the dividend puzzle. Normal investors with imperfect self-control are concerned that they might give in to temptation and turn a 3% homemade dividend into a 30% homemade dividend. They bolster their self-control by framing their money into separate mental accounts, one for income and one for capital, and use a rule—“spend income but don’t dip into capital”—to prevent spending too much and saving too little. Rational investors have perfect self-control, obviating any need for framing, mental accounting, and spending rules.

It turned out that Shefrin was thinking along the same lines, and we decided to collaborate. We offered a solution to the dividend puzzle in “Explaining Investor Preference for Cash Dividends,” built on framing, mental accounting, self-control, regret aversion, and prospect theory. I asked Con Ed for the transcript of the 1974 meeting, and we included in our paper illuminating questions and statements by shareholders and Mr. Luce’s responses.

We submitted our paper to the *Journal of Financial Economics* in early 1982. We used Fischer Black’s dividend puzzle as a platform for our discussion and found out later that he was our paper’s reviewer. The opening words of Black’s review still make me blush: “This paper is brilliant. It rings both new and true in my ears.” The last sentence of the review said, “Please spell my name right.” We had spelled Black’s first name without the “c.”

William Schwert, the journal’s editor, accepted Black’s recommendation after “some non-trivial soul-searching,” as he described it in our personal correspondence. Much later, we learned that some of the journal’s associate editors objected vociferously to the paper’s publication, and a few threatened never to submit any paper to the journal if our paper was published. This surely was the era of standard finance.

I presented the dividends paper at the 1982 European Finance Association meeting at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Audience reactions were mostly bewilderment, but Avraham Beja, one of my former
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Hebrew University professors, liked it. “This is a pretty mischievous paper,” he said with a smile.

At the 1983 European Finance Association meeting at INSEAD in Fontainebleau, France, I presented a paper that contained the basics of two other papers I subsequently wrote with Shefrin, “The Disposition to Sell Winners Too Early and Ride Losers Too Long: Theory and Evidence” and “Behavioral Aspects of the Design and Marketing of Financial Products.” The discussant did not like the paper much, dismissing it by pointing out that Shefrin and I argue, in effect, that investors perceive a half-full glass as holding a different amount of water than a half-empty glass. Rational people like himself, he said, know and teach their students that the two glasses contain identical amounts of water.

Black was elected president of the American Finance Association and planned its December 1984 meeting. Shefrin and I offered to organize a session at the meeting, and he accepted. The session included our paper “The Disposition to Sell Winners Too Early and Ride Losers Too Long” and Werner De Bondt and Richard Thaler’s paper “Does the Stock Market Overreact?” Black chose to publish both papers in the *Journal of Finance* in 1985.

Peter Bernstein accepted my invitation to serve as the discussant of De Bondt and Thaler’s paper at the December 1984 meeting, and I accepted Bernstein’s invitation to serve as a discussant in a session he organized. I ended my discussion of that paper with what reads like a manifesto: “Finance is full of puzzles and it seems as if one is added every day. It is clear, as stated by William Schwert, that we need new theory. However, unlike Schwert, I see no reason why this new theory must be consistent with rational maximizing behavior on the part of all actors in the model. We should develop descriptive (positive) theories. If evidence shows that models allowing actors to display cognitive biases and changing perceptions explain the world of finance better than models allowing only rational behavior, so be it.”

Two University of Chicago Booth School of Business professors—Melvin Reder, an economist, and Robin Hogarth, a psychologist—organized a conference at the University of Chicago in October 1985, pitting behavioral economics against standard economics. Shefrin and I were there but without
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speaking roles. At the reception on the evening before the conference’s start, I heard a man behind me say to Reder, “If you see Shefrin or Statman, please point them out to me.” Reder touched my shoulder and said, “Here is Meir Statman.” The man said, “Hi, I’m Merton Miller.” Being introduced to God would have made a greater impression on me, but being introduced to Merton Miller came close.

On the morning of the first day of the conference, the Swedish Academy announced that it had awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics to Franco Modigliani, in part for the article on dividends he wrote with Miller. Newspaper reporters from around the world called Miller early that morning, asking for a one-sentence description of this joint work. Miller, known for his wit, said with a chuckle, “Moving money from your left pocket to the right won’t make you rich. Franco and I proved it rigorously!”

Later that day, Miller devoted his entire presentation to an attack on the dividends paper Shefrin and I had written. He mistakenly identified us as psychologists, perhaps because he could not conceive of economists writing a paper that incorporated psychology. Demonstrating his wit again, he said, “So here come two boy scouts, Shefrin and Statman, who want to help me cross the street. But I don’t want to cross the street!”

In the conference volume published in 1986, following the conference, Miller wrote the following:

As the title [“Behavioral Rationality in Finance: The Case of Dividends”] suggests, this paper attempts to get to the specifics of the behavioral rationality theme of this conference by focusing on an area in the main core of finance, namely, the demand and supply of dividends, where, by common consent, the essentially “rationalist” paradigm of the field seems to be limping most noticeably. Important and pervasive behavior patterns on both the paying and the receiving ends have despairingly been written off as “puzzles” even by theorists as redoubtable as Fischer Black (see especially his much-cited 1976 article).

Behaviorists have homed in on precisely these same dividend related soft spots in the current body of theory (see especially Shefrin and Statman 1984). We seem to have, in sum, an ideal place to look for signs of an imminent “paradigm shift” in the behavioral direction of precisely the kind envisioned by some of the other contributors to this conference. (p. S451)
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Miller downplayed the likelihood of a “paradigm shift”:

How much concern should they show at this point about our dividend anomalies? Less, I will argue here, after a fresh look at the evidence, than I and others in finance may once have thought (see, e.g., the introduction to Miller and Scholes [1978]). This is not to say that we do not have our share and more of still-unsolved problems. Finance, after all, is one of the newer specialty areas in economics. But I do not see us in such disarray, even on the much-mooted dividend issues, that we must think of abandoning or even drastically modifying the basic economics/finance paradigm on which the field has been built. (p. S452)

I would argue that “a fresh look at the evidence” points to a “paradigm shift in the behavioral direction,” a shift that was “imminent” only in 1986, when Miller downplayed it, but is clearly evident today.

The optimism of investors as they buy stocks has an analog in the optimism of project champions as they pitch investment projects, and the disposition of investors to hold on to losing stocks has an analog in the disposition of project champions to throw good money after bad into losing projects. In the second half of the 1980s, I examined this managerial behavior and its reflection in the stock market, collaborating with colleagues in the marketing, management, and accounting departments.

Investors use the term “sentiment” when speaking about optimism and pessimism. They speak of optimism, especially excessive optimism, as “bullish sentiment” and of pessimism, especially excessive pessimism, as “bearish sentiment.”

In the mid-1980s, I noticed statements about the Bearish Sentiment Index, calculated as the ratio of the number of writers of investment newsletters who are bearish on the stock market to the number expressing an opinion. A contrarian use of the index calls for buying stocks when it is high and selling when it is low. The index was discussed frequently in the financial press at the time. For example, John Andrew wrote in the Wall Street Journal in 1984, “In recent years, the numbers [of the Bearish Sentiment Index] have become one of the most popular contrary indicators in investment circles. On the theory that the stock market generally does the opposite of what most
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people think it will do, a high percentage of bullish advisers is considered bearish for the market. If most advisers are bears, then the stock market is supposed to be poised for a big rally.\textsuperscript{391}

There was little interest in investor sentiment among investment academ-ics at the time, but I thought that investor sentiment might help us understand the behavior of both investors and markets. I received the Bearish Sentiment Index data from the publisher, and fellow economist Michael Solt and I proceeded to find a significant relation between past stock returns and subsequent sentiment, teaching us about the behavior of investors, but no significant relation between sentiment and subsequent returns, teaching us about the behavior of the stock market.\textsuperscript{392}

I also wondered at the time whether a range of return “regularities”—from market value of equity to price-to-earnings ratios, price-to-book ratios, and measures of company “neglect” and “excellence”—proxy for a preference for stocks of “good” companies over stocks of “bad” companies, in the mistaken belief that good stocks are stocks of good companies. The exploration was published as “Good Companies, Bad Stocks.”\textsuperscript{393} That paper is not explicit in attributing the preference for stocks of good companies to the “affect heuristic,” but my subsequent work was explicit about it, including “Affect in a Behavioral Asset Pricing Model.”\textsuperscript{394}

My article “A Behavioral Framework for Dollar-Cost Averaging” was published in 1995, but its origins go back to the early 1980s.\textsuperscript{395} I found the practice of dollar-cost averaging interesting because it is not consistent with rational behavior, yet it is persistent. The subtitle of that article is “Dollar-Cost Averaging May Not Be Rational Behavior, But It Is Perfectly Normal Behavior.” I ended the article as follows: “It might be time to move on to a positive theory that is consistent with the evidence, and to remember that a normative theory is useless if investors cannot be persuaded to follow it. Meanwhile, I offer a hypothesis. The practice of dollar-cost averaging will persist” (p. 77).

Socially responsible investments caught my attention at about the same time, as I was reading newspaper reports about investors following social responsibility principles. They did so by excluding from their portfolios “sin” stocks, such as those of tobacco, alcohol, and gambling companies, and by favoring stocks of companies demonstrating concern for employees, communities, and the environment.

I found social responsibility investment criteria especially relevant to my thinking because they cannot be reasonably classified as proxies of risk or expected return. Instead, they stand for wants of socially responsible investors for the expressive and emotional benefits of staying true to their values, even when sacrificing the utilitarian benefits of higher returns and lower risk. This was an opening for discussing a wider range of investors’ wants, such as wants for social status or fairness.

Few financial studies about socially responsible mutual funds were conducted at the time, despite availability of data about their returns. Standard finance academics neglected these funds likely because they do not fit within standard finance. And standard finance professionals were generally dismissive of, even hostile to, incorporating social responsibility criteria into their investments. Indeed, socially responsible mutual funds were first offered by small mutual fund companies specializing in them.

Fellow economists Hoje Jo and Sally Hamilton and I examined the performance of socially responsible mutual funds in “Doing Good While Doing Well? The Investment Performance of Socially Responsible Mutual Funds.”\(^{396}\) We found that the returns of socially responsible funds were no different from those of conventional funds. The most important part of the article for me, however, was introducing ideas about investor wants into a mainstream finance journal. We ended the article with a quote from the provost of a Quaker college who was asked why the college does not invest in manufacturers of armaments: “Our board isn’t out to change the world. We’re seeking a oneness between ourselves and our Lord.”

Also, in the late 1980s, Shefrin and I wondered about the rationale for financial regulations such as those that mandate disclosure, restrict margin loans, or prohibit insider trading. We asked, What are the roles of cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors? And what are the roles of wants for fairness?\(^{395}\)

Baruch Lev, one of my finance professors at the Hebrew University, adhered to standard accounting and finance. In 1988, he presented a

framework explaining regulations mandating disclosure by companies as influenced by considerations of fairness, but he rejected “moralistic” notions of fairness. He wrote, “The equity-orientation of disclosure regulation advanced here differs markedly from the traditional, moralistic concepts of equity in accounting, which are generally phrased in terms of maintaining fairness, eliminating fraud, and protecting the uninformed investors against exploitation by insiders. In contrast to such vague, anachronistic, and unattractive notions, the equity concept advanced here is state of the art and operational, being linked directly to recent theoretical developments in economics and finance” (p. 1). 397

Shefrin and I noted that Lev’s concept of fairness may be state of the art and operational, but it is too narrow to provide a framework for merit regulations, suitability regulations, margin regulations, trading halts, insider trading regulations, or even mandatory disclosure regulations. We argued instead that a framework consistent with the wide range of regulations in financial markets requires broader notions of fairness. We were inspired by the work of Daniel Kahneman, Jack Knetch, and Richard Thaler, who explored the role of fairness in economic choices. 398

Shefrin and I argued, for example, that margin regulations protect investors from their own cognitive and emotional errors, because low margins facilitate speculation and resulting losses. We quoted a passage from the deliberations underlying the Securities Exchange Act of 1934: “A Federal judge furnished this committee with instances from his long experience on the bench, indicating that a large proportion of business failures, embezzlements and even suicides in recent years were directly attributable to losses incurred in speculative transactions.” 399

I explored fairness further in the context of insider trading using vignettes of the kind used by Kahneman, Knetch, and Thaler, such as one about “Paul Bond,” whose story corresponds to that of James O’Hagan, who was found guilty of insider trading by the US Supreme Court. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg addressed fairness in the court’s decision as she stressed that “an investor’s informational disadvantage vis-à-vis a misappropriator with

material, nonpublic information stems from contrivance, not luck; it is a dis-
advantage that cannot be overcome with research or skill.” The first of the
resulting articles was titled “Fair Trading.”

I broadened the exploration of investor wants by specifying their benefits.
In “Behavioral Finance: Past Battles and Future Engagements,” published
in 1999, I divided benefits into utilitarian and value expressive. Later, in my
and Make Smarter Financial Decisions and my 2017 book Finance for Normal
People, I divided benefits into utilitarian, expressive, and emotional.

My current project focuses on well-being, exploring the utilitarian,
expressive, and emotional benefits that enhance it and the utilitarian, expres-
sive, and emotional costs that detract from it. My first article on the topic,
“Financial Advisers as Well-Being Advisers,” was published in the Journal of

Well-being in the context of finance usually implies financial well-being.
And discussions about enhancing well-being are usually about enhancing
financial well-being, such as by saving during our working years to sustain us
in retirement. Well-being, however, is broader than financial well-being, and
enhancing well-being entails more than enhancing financial well-being. The
domains of well-being also include those of family, friends, and communities,
health—both physical and mental—work, and other activities.

My September 2019 article draws from interviews with investors, includ-
ing Divya, a 33-year-old woman, who said, “My financial status enabled us to
purchase this home that is well out of reach for many individuals in my age
group and place in life. I felt proud that my family could make the decision
to purchase this type of home.” This home provides Divya utilitarian benefits
as shelter; expressive benefits as an emblem of high social status, “well out
of reach for many individuals in my age group and place in life”; and emo-
tional benefits in pride “that my family could make the decision to purchase
this type of home.” Moreover, finances underlie all these benefits. Divya said,
“My financial status enabled us to purchase this home.”

---
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